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The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
James Heard, a 35-year-old col the Central Maine Power Company. was established and oonsolidated with the Gazette ln 1882. The Free Press
was established ln 1835 and ln 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
ored convict, who recently figured
The negro told the men that he papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
ln a stabbing affair at the Prison, was hiking from Gardiner, but
escaped Thursday night by conceal aware of the prison break they were
ing himself in the baggage com suspicious and told him he would
(EDITORIAL]
partment of an automobile which hive to remain there pending the
was being simonized. During tlie arrival of Prison officials.
search which followed the discov
Tiie man undertook a break for
ery of his disappearance shots were j freedom but was filled with a mon
fired at a man believed to be the key wrench, and trussed up ln such
iugitive, but he escaped under the a thorough manner that he was un
cover of darkness.
tied with considerable difficulty
The convict was recaptured early after Guard Earl Porter had re
yesterday afternoon on the outskirts turned him to the guard room.
oi Warren by Leland Peabody whose
Heard wore the prison dunga
home is in that vicinity; and Al
rees
when he escaped, but in the
mon M. Young a line foreman of
time which had elapsed between his
French leave and his capture he
had obtained civilian garb, and ln
his clothes was a business-like ra
Boothbay. Maine
Route 27
zor.'
Sherwood Keith, J. J. Celi present
Heard has had four sentences pro
nounced over him since 1932—first
"NIGHT MUST FALL"
for breaking, entering and larceny
in New York State; second, a term
Last Time Tonight
in Charlestown State Prison, where
he was paroled, only to have the
LAST SIX NIGHTS OF SEASON
parole revoked; third, on a forgery
“Pure As the Driven Snow charge in Androscogin County,
where he escaped from Jail; and
or a
fourth hts present commitment to
Working Girl’s Secret” the Thomaston State Prison. After
completion his sentence there he
Old-lime Comedy Melodrama
SALVAGING GRANITE
will be turned over to the MssaBeginning Labor Oay Night
chusetts officials—providing he is
through Saturday
The memorial recently adopted by St. George granite
not again at large.
interests, asking for the use of that material in government
defense projects, finds a repercussion in Washington where
Representative Robert Ramspeck has called a conference for
Wednesday, Sept. 4, at 10 a. m., “to discuss the question of
how we may stimulate the use of granite in construction proj
ects by the Federal Government." Representative Margaret
Chase Smith of tlie Second District informs The CourierGazette of her intention to be present, and Knox County
In accordance with the will of the late Miss
friends of this sadly beset industry may rest assured that it
will have no stauncher supporter at this hearing. Probably
Lucy C. Farnsworth, the homestead at No. 21
there is no one who expects to see a return of tl * granite
Elm Street, Rockland, will be open to the public
industry to the heyday which lt enjoyed when Dix Island and
Hurricane Island were running at full blast, but there are
on Wednesday, September 4, from 10 A. M, to
those who firmly believe that granite's mission has not ended
with the cutting of paving blocks. Those who are so persist
2 P. M Admission $1.00.
ently and consistently working for the use of granite in prac
tical projects find their efforts strengthened by the fact that
Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Company,
lt is a commodity which lacks neither beauty nor the ability
to withstand the ravages of time.
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REBELLIOUS TEXANS
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FREE TALKIES
The public is cordially invited to attend a free public
showing of intensely interesting talking

motion pictures on

LIFE IN THE ARMY”
AT

The spectacle of 3000 Texas Democrats attending a meet
ing which liad for its avowed purpose the support of Wendell
WiUkie and the desire to see that State in the Republican
column for a second time, commanded the country’s atten
tion in Dallas Thursday. Tlie meeting took the form of a
“No Third Term Democratic Party" and was under the leader
ship of Mike Hogg, son of a former Texas governor. In its
declaration of principles the platform said: "We pledge our
support and appeal to all true Democrats to pledge their sup
port to election of WiUkie for President in order that we may
assure the preservation of this republic." Hogg, the main
speaker, added: "We thank our lucky stars for the emergence
at this time of Wendell L. Willkie, who wUl lead us out of
chaos."
WHERE DEATH STALKS

COMMUNITY BUILDING
At 8.00 P. M.

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 3
NO ADMISSION CHARGE
104*105

GOING to OWN

Comes another holiday when highway traffic will be at
its maximum, not only because it is a holiday, but because
thousands of people who have been spending the Summer
among us will be scurrying back home. Sergeant Thomas J.
McCabe, director of the Highway Safety Division of the Maine
State Police urges all motorists to be especially careful as they
journey over the State during the weekend and holiday. It
is hoped that his appeal will not fall on deaf ears, but every
body knows how prone the public is to listen with indifference
to something which concerns its own welfare. Well meaning,
but indifferent, is the general public; and it will remain for
the holiday toll, assembled by the press associations next Tues
day morning to show how seriously such advice is taken.
SIR OLIVER LODGE TESTS
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• Have you heard about it yet? Everybody is talking
about our new Own-a-Home Savings Club and how
it makes possible the accumulation of the down pay
ment on a home, by saving as little as $10 a month
... 33c a day! Many families whose incomes are no
larger than yours, are going to buy or build new
homes within the next 36 to 60 months... why not
join them now? Send the coupon for your copy of
the special Club booklet-it tells you all about this
popular plan. Or ask for a copy at our offices tomor
row without obligation.

So confident was he that he could communicate with the
living world, after death, that the late Sir Oliver Lodge left a
series of sealed envelopes containing five secret tests. The
scientist told a friend the tests which he would try to com
municate through mediums would include; some laughable
childish idiosyncrasy; a higher mathematical formula contain
ing at least one mistake; names of two towns and a hamlet
which had an important part in hls career: cryptic quota
tions from verses of three of his favorite songs and the way
one of these songs played a curious part in hts life; the name
of a cliff near which he had a youthful adventure not known
to anyone now living. Sir Oliver left the sealed envelopes to
the Society for Psychical Research with instructions they be
opened one at a time at seances to be held at stated
intervals. Most persons will be a bit skeptical about the out
come. We hope that we will at least htar from the Society
for Psychical Research.
HOW WAR HIT MAINE

(Lewiston Journal)
The southern and western beach resorts of Maine, espe
cially Old Orchard, have been hard hit by the war. The
large seasonal ingress of Canadians didn’t take place this
year. The demands upon them for war taxes, the difference
in exchange, and the limitation to a small sum of money
that can be taken out of the Dominion for pleasure purposes
kept them at home. The Maine Publicity traffic count of out
of State cars at Portland shows that of a total of 13.891 auto
mobiles the week of Aug. 12, there were 83 Canadian. A year
ago the same week, there were 1185. Traffic into the State by
American cars increased.

RUTH DRAPER

Rockland Loan & Building Association
18 SCHOOL ST.,

ROCKLAND, ME.
J

Send free booklet about your Own-a-Home
Savings Club.

HELLMUT BAERWALD

Soprano

Pianist

A. Winslow in the Boston Sunday Globe)
$24,000 and placed in operation in i the adult stage to make the exMay 1939.
penditure worth while.
The 35-year old station was built
But what would happen if the
not for propagation purposes but little chaps were large enough to
for the hatching of the eggs which take care of themselves? That was
were liberated as fry. The seed
the question the experts began ask
By The Roving Reporter
lobsters were bought from the deal
ing themselves and in 1937, under
ers and fishermen and held in
Commissioner Rodney E. Feyler’s
pounds during Winter. Commencing
administration, a system was set up
Only 21 more days of Summer.
April 10 they would be taken to
at the federal hatchery with the Summer, did we say?
the lobster hatchery, and after be
assistance of Ernest W. Barnes
ing stripped of their eggs, would
biologist from the Massachusetts
be liberated on the fishing grounds.
Whenever they spe ik of the time
bureau. Operations were conduc
In this connection lt is interesting
ted that year, and the same method the little steamer Palm went on
was used in 1938 except that a Robinson's Rock, with a party of
mason strainer was placed in the Council Masons on board they re
intake so as to eliminate dirt and call the remark made by the late
Henry J. Keating. "The boat's
give perfect circulation.
This worked more satisfactorily sinking!" exclaimed one of the pas
but the resultant percentage of sengers; “let's get out of here
fourth-stage lobsters waa not high Henry." "Wait a moment," said the
enough on account of the low tem unperturbed Henry “till I get my
perature of the water (48 to 54 de rubbers on,"
grees). An experimental heating
Tire Joys of eating shore dinners
device brought the temperature up
to 65 or 70 degrees and this re at the seaside resorts will soon be
sulted in a goodly percentage of ended for tlie season of 1940. They
have been responsible for the burn
fourth-stagers.
Then came the State's determin ing of much gasoline; and have
ation to give this method a full again demonstrated that no better
test and the services of Leslie W. eating places are to be found on
Scattergood of Seattle, a graduate the New England coast than along
ot the University of Washington the shores ot Knox, Lincoln and
were secured.
Waldo Counties.
I The State's new rearing station
1 was completed in the Spring of
One Rockland residence has al
i 1939, but has operated only at half ready been equipped with 24 double
I capacity. When fully equipped it windows, in spite of the fact that
i will have 500 compartments each Indian Summer is yet ln store for
with a capacity of 3.000 larvae. us. It might be explained that the
| Tlie eggs come from the federal man about the house Ls soon leav
station and the larvae are trans- ing for ar. indefinite stay at a
| ferred to the rearing station where
military camp.
the little “critters’’ develop a
rugged, but finicky, appetite. Ex
Lots of dyeing at home in Maine
periments conducted by biologist
Scattergood show that beef liver farm bureaus Just now. But be
Is superior as a diet to pork liver sure to put in the ’e."—Lewiston
or fish. And so every second hour Journal.
Unless reference is had to Sum
there is parcelled out to the crus
taceans a quantity of beef that mer.
would stagger a hotel chef.
With the rearing station’s flrst
Fetch on your tall hollyhocks! The
year just closing, lt is found that latest entry for high honors comes
the State lobster boats, Maine and from the attractive garden of Mrs.
Lively Lady, have handled 2.171.- Almon B. Cooper, Sr., and measured
000 fry this season; that 470,000 exactly 11 feet—"no thumbings."
fourth-stage lobsters have been Will that contender be beaten this
A seed lobster averages about 10,000 eggs, but they run much higher.
distributed and that 75.000 more season ?
are expected before the books are
bears the stamp of practicality, to note that a lobster must be at closed for the season.
My! My! What chance has The
Several problems remain to be Black Cat to obtain a place in the
and Leslie W Scattergood who is least three years old before it bears
eggs, and they are more apt to be considered before the department Hall of Fame? Here’s a feline down
attached to the staff of the Sea
gin bearing when they are six or of sea and shore fisheries Is fully
and Shore Fisheries department is seven years old. The average yield satisfied with its work. The most on Long Lsland (Maine) not quite
black, which is cross-eyed, is bowfirmly of the belief that it will of seeds per lobster is about 10.000 important of these was the water legged and has no tail.
mark a new era in the lobster in but they sometimes reach 17,000. temperature, and the scientists be
The eggs begin to produce their lieve that important question has
dustry.
Inelegant, perhaps, but many old
young by late June or early July, been solved.
Need enough for propagation
er citizens will recall that couplet
work say the bronzed fishermen
which was much recited years ago.
who wrest a living from the sea
It ran “Hey, Mrs. Luce, now what’s
because lobster palaces must be
tbe use of chawing up tobacco, and
maintained, and the exacting de
spittin' out the juice."
mands of the epicurean taste must
be gratified. Although statistics
That baseball game at Tenant's
are deficient in the last three dec
Harbor Wednesday night may not
ades they are again being tabulated
have been exactly a "renaissance”
under the direction of Arthur R.
but it has led up to a double-header
Oreenleaf. Commissioner ol Sea
for Labor Day and is quite certain
and Shore Fisheries, and it is defi
to mean a restoration of the na
nitely known that the catch of
tional game in that town another
7,000.000 pounds in 1939 is exactly
season. It was too chilly for a large
one-half of the known lobster take
attendance Wednesday night, but
in 1910. Fishermen are by the
on the top row of the bleachers I
way of knowing this ratio to be
espied quite a group of those loyal
reasonably correct, for they have
fans who cheered their home boys
the common and unfortunate ex
during the years when 8t. George
perience of hauling scores of traps
was winning the county champion
in their day's work and landing
ship with almost startling regularity.
scarcely enough count lobsters to
All honor to Cal Smith who ar
pay for the bait they must buy.
ranged the game and single-handed
and the wear and tear on their
mowed the grass which had accu
gear.
mulated on the diamond.
And into this picture of the fish
Thomas II. Dorr I left I superintendent of the U. S. Fish Hatchery at
ermen's case fits a strange paradox
The story is old by this time, but
scarcity of lobsters and a mar Boothbay Harbor: and Leslie W. Scattergood (right) biologist alachrd to
will still be of interest to many lo
ket price which is frequently non the lobster rearing station.
cal readers. Seems that President
compensatory. It is the old, old
It has also been learned through Roosevelt was entertaining the
story of a commodity which is be and at the old hatchery were lib
yond the poor man’s price as served erated at once, all the way from Mr. Scattergood’s strides that lar British King ln Washington. “Is
in lobster palaces the length and Kittery to Eastport. Tire tiny vae reared in semi-darkness reached everything going to suit you, Your
Majesty?” he inquired.
To the
breadth of the nation, yet which
the fourth stage sooner, and that surprise of the listeners the answer
barely earns the producer a living crustaceans were about threethe mortality was less than those was in the negative. "No," replied
wage. Even here ln Rockland eights of an inch long. When put
exposed to artificial light during His Majesty, "I haven’t had my
which is the largest lobster-ship overboard from the State boats
the night and to sunlight through tea yet," The incident is authenti
ping port on the Atlantic coast, a they floated on the surface for
out the afternoon.
cated.
lobster dinner costs from $1.50 to several days, helpless prey to fish
The matter of space devoted to
$250 and the fisherman ls very and often destroyed by gasoline
the larvae is now being studied.
fortunate if he receives 20 cents and oil from passing motorboats.
We are all creatures of habit. I
The rearing compartments have
a pound for the few lobsters which “There is no way of telling how
a capacity in excess of 3.000 each, know exactly where five of the Twi
represent the day's work. Profit many of these first-stagers sur
but whether a greater number light League patrons will sit every
for somebody else than the man vived." Thomas H. Dorr, superin
would offset the survival percentage game providing the seats were not
who goes out to his traps in all tendent • of the hatchery told the
previously occupied.
is what future study will show.
kinds of weather, and sometimes Globe reporter.
The matter of the exact diet
never returning. Of course there
Liberation of the first stage
A woodpile ts usually innocent
(Continued on Page Five)
are fat days as well as lean ones, larvae continued for 14 years, with
enough, but not so a certain one on
or the industry would not long sur an average annual production of
Meadow road, for a resident’s
135.000.000 fry. This system was
vive.
YOUR FAVORITE POEM West
son, who is putting the wood into
Over at Boothbay Harbor on the discontinued In 1937 for lack of
If I had my life to live again ] the cellar, approaches the pile cau
Lincoln County shores there are funds, but had long run the gaunt would have made a rule to read aome tiously, dressed ln high boots, a big
two fish hatcheries. One, estab let of criticism, because many per poetry and listen to some muelc at hat with a veil, and a coat. Why?
once a week The loea of these
lished by the federal government, sons connected with or interested least
tastes ls a loss of happlneaa—Charles There is a hornet's nest right in the
began operations in 1905; the other in the industry had little faith that Darwin
middle, and one attempt without
built by the State at a cost of enough of tlie fry ever reached
CROSSING THE BAR
protection was enough. Bee stings
8unset and evening star.
hurt!

(F.
The men who go down to the
sea ln smacks are agog with in
terest over the State's new method
of propagation through the libera
tion of young crustaceans which
have attained what is known as
the fourth stage—youngsters which
have learned to battle with the
sea and1 which have become agile
enough to elude their natural enet mies.
The actual results of the experi| ment will probably not be known
for several years, but the system

Enroll Now For Fall Term, Beginning

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 16
Secretarial Courses, Stenographic, Accounting

Auspices of Camden Y. M. C. A.

Address, 447 Main Street, Rockland, Maine; or
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“The Black Cat”

New Methods Come Into Vogue at Boothbay Hatch
ery—The Research Work of Biologist Scattergood

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE
Wednesday, September 4
Tickets at Selectmen’s Office, Washington street
TELEPHONE 610
ALL SEATS RESERVED
TICKETS 50c, $1.00. $150, $2.00

Volume 95............ Number 105.

LOBSTERS VIA THE FOURTH-STAGE ROUTE

BALLARD BUSINESS SCHOOL

Character Sketches

DOROTHY FOX

THREE CENTS A COPY

Telephone Camden, 2476, Until Further Notice

And one clear call for me!
And may there be no moaning of the
bar.
When I put out to sea.
But such a tide as moving seems
asleep.
Too full for sound and foam.
When that which drew from out the
boundless deep
Turns again home.
Twilight and evening bell,
And after that the dark!
And may there be no sadness of fare
well
When I embark;

One year ago: The Congregational
Church at Matinicus held a service
of dedication for its new electric
lights and new flag.—Alvin F. Tol
man. 91. formerly of Rockville, died
in Florida.—Mrs. Marshall Daggett
died, at the age of 66.—Mrs. Fuller
C. Blackington, formerly of Rock
land, died ln Boston.—The Central
Maine Power Company was laying
Tor tho’ from out our bourne of Time
a cable from Owl’s Head to Monroe
and Place
The Hood may bear me far.
and Sheep Islands.—Louis Marcus,
I hope to see my Pilot face to face
65. died at hls home oa Summer
When I have crost the bar,
street.
—Alfred Lord Tennyson
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Every-Other-Day

A Rockland Flyer

Celebrated His Seventh

By MOSHER

Pirates Play Two Ties With Thomaston—
Double Header At Camden Labor Day

Nelson Rokes Is Enrolled
In the Dallas, Texas,
Aviation School

A young resident of Rockland
whose flying skill may prove use
ful to Uncle Sam some day is Nel
0 0 0 0 son Rokes, a graduate of Rockland
10 0 0 High School. Rokes has enrolled
0 0 0 0 at the Dallas, Tex., aviation school
where he is taking a course in in3 21 5 2

The Pirates and Camden Shells Aus. Kinney, cf ...... 1
play a double header at Camden Hawkins, cf, ss ........ 2
Labor Day, the first game starting A1 Kinney, p ........... 3
a7 2 o’clock. These teams have
played two tie games and the others
23
Indies 7, Elks 5
Taking advantage of Williams' j
have been close affairs, so the fans Rockport
| wildness, the Indies built six runs ,
can be sure of two of the best games
ab bh po a
All things are possible to him , arouncj [our walks in the first two
of the year. Ellis and French or Hall, 3b ....................... 20
0 0
that believeth —Mark 9. 23.
[innings to even the series with
McNeilly will probably be the Rock Collamore, 2b ............ 3 0
3 1
the Elks with a 7 to 5 win Tues- I
land pitchers. "Chuck' is having , Bohndell, lf ............. 30
0 0
day night. Williams walked the
his best season with ten wins, one j Thompson, c ............. 3 16 2
j Miller, ss
............... 20
0 6
first two batters to face him in
loss, and two ties as his record.
the first inning and Hart Talbot
Lefty Cole will probably be one , French, p ............... 3 0 0 3
cf Camden's hurlers and he always | Crockett, rl .............. 10 0 0
■“Enough To Live On." author swept them home with his first |
has been a tough one to beat; while Starr, rf ................. 10 0 0
Margaret Culkin Banning; publish triple, scoring himself on a single ,
by Thomas. Gross strolled to open j
Richards will be the other, and I Ladd, lb ................ 2 0 8 0
ers Harper and Brothers. New York.
the second, advance on Achorn's !
Keith has one of the best fast balls Dearborn, lb ........ 10 0 0
This is the author of quite a long sacrifice and registered on Con- 1
arcund. and is one of Camdens Woodward,cf ............ 2 0 10
line of sparkling stories that deal nons bingle. Joe Talbot drew the
leading hurlers.
• • • •
23 1 18 12 3
with problems of the younger set second walk and scored on singles
by
Payson
and
Thomas.
This
gave
[
Rockland
3,
Thomaston
3
St.
George
............
0
1
0 0 0 0 x—1
and the beginnings of new homes
them a 6-0 lead as the Elks picked 1
For the sixth time this year the Rockport ............... 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
and new lives. Young persons de up only one hit off Boynton in the
Pirates played a tie game, two this
Run, Monaghan Base on ball,,
sirous of all the pleasures and first
three innings.
Stevens
week, both with Thomaston. Tues off Kinney 3, off French 4 Struck
comforts of modern living and as tripled and scored on a fly to start j
day night a 3-3 game at Thomaston out, by Kinney 12, by French 5.
and Thursday at Community Park Umpires. Daniels and Nichols.
many of the luxuries as they could the Elks drive in the fourth. They
• • • •
a 0-0 tie.
gather on the wings ol the diffi got back into the ball game in the '
fifth when, after the first two men
Chuck Ellis and Robinson pitched Twilight Topics
culties before them today.
Robert Annis, son of Dr. and Mrs. Blake Annis, played host Wednesday afternoon, relebrating his seventh
The Pirates journey to Ellsworth
Here we have an attractive and went down. Stevens clouted a birthday anniversary. The theme of the party was “God Bless America” and the table was prettily deco- I two-hlt ball and Robinson had fine
homer
scoring
Lampinen
and
Jen

Sunday to play one of the strongest
support
in
the
field.
Cal
Smith
and
proper minded girl with a modern
rated in red. white and blue, with flags and balloons adding to the festive party on the lawn. Sandwiches,
man of many fine qualities in love kins who had singled. This brought ice cream, cake and punch were served. Prizes in the donkey game went to Dolly Thompson. David Auchler Leadbetter turning in some fine teams in that section, the Ellsworth
Nelson Rokes. who is qualifying
the
count
to
7-4.
as
Talbot's
sec

and trying to budget their desires
and Ruth Clark. Present were, back row. left to right: Ruth Clark. Regina Dickenson, Dolly Thompson, Mar plays. Ellis struck out ten batters Red Wings. Colby Wood, the man as co-pilot for commercial airline.
for married bliss on $40 a week. ond triple, and Thomas third single garet Wood. George Ackley, Robert Annis the host, and Madaline Libby; front row, Sylvia Davis, Marilyn and Dana Sawyer got both Thomas ager, has signed two Bar Harbor
stars for this game and it will be a strument or "blind" flight. Com
ton hits, both doubles.
There is a heart-warming appeal gave the Indies their last run in Keith, Philip Haskell, David Auchler. Dale Knight and Mont Trainer.
—Blackinton photo.
•'Tate” Connon was in uniform real test of the Pirate club.
pletion of this six weeks' course
in this story, the latest from the the fourth. Shepherd's single fol
• • • •
for the Pirates and got one of the
will qualify him for a Job as co
pen of Margaret Banning, who has lowing Robbins double made it 7
UNION
Johnny Karl got a bad bruise on pilot with some commercial air
hits as well as playing a fine game
been busy for 20 years producing to 5 in the sixth, and that was the
Recent guests and callers on at first. The score:
his arm when one of Robinson's fast line.
very readable books; and has a clear final as the Elks went down in
Frank
ones caught him at bat in the first
Mrs. Sophia Shepard have been: Thomaston
Rokes. who is the son of Mr. and
style that attracts readers to sweet order in the seventh.
Here are questions which some may be asking about the effect
Mrs. Sidney Lermond of South
e inning.
ab r bh po
clean hours of relaxation with a Thomas, with three singles, and
Mrs. Arthur L. Rokes of 129 Lime
•
•
•
•
of
the
conscription
bill
—
and
the
answers.
Hart Talbot with two triples led
0
3 0 0 1
rock street attended the University
book.
K. 3. F.
Hope, Mrs. Ellie Ingraham of West Smith, ss ..........
Who is liable to the draft under the bill passed by the Senate?
Cal Smith showed the fans he of Maine for three years and ma
the Indies attack, while Stevens
0
0
0
Hawkins.
3b
......
.
3
0
Rockport.
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Alton
In

All men between 21 and 30 inclusive.
led the losers with a triple and
0 can still go get 'em when he caught jored in civil engineering. His in
D. Sawyer. 2b .... . 3 0 2 3
What are they required to do?
graham of Boston, Mrs. Annie
homer. The score:
0 Billings' fly in short left field with terest in aviation became evident
4
0
Mackie,
c
..........
3
0
On a day to be specified by the President, they must register at
Elks
;
Butler.
Mrs.
Gale
Pollard
of
Fair0 his back to the• plate.
after he attended the Aeronautical
H. Sawyer, rf .... . 3 0 0 0
a place in their communities to be designated.
• • •
field. Mrs. J. D. Thurston. Mrs. Watts, cf ........ . 2 0 0 1
ab r bh po a e
university in Chicago.
Rokes
0
Will
all
who
register
be
called?
Open-Air Service Was
Not
much
more
weather
for
base

I
Leila
Haskell.
Mrs.
Cleon
Butler
Lampinen. r
4 110 0
0
learned to fly at the airport In
No.
Robinson, p ..... .. 2 0 0 0
ball,
so
if
it
’
s
a
good
day
Labor
Day
Largely Attended—
I of Union. Mrs. Lizzie Spaulding of Leadbetter. lf .... 2 0 0 4
Jenkins, ss...... ... 4 1 1 3 3 0 1
Who will be called?
0
Rockland in 1931 and now has over
i those two games ought to be taken 500 hours of flying time.
Bangor and Mrs. Minnie Yates of A Kinney, lb .... . 2 0 0 5
„ 2 2 2 0 2 0
Stevens. 3b
That will be determined by a drawing of numbers.
Other Church Notes
0
i in.
Camden.
Glover, lb ...... ... 3 0 0 9 0 0
Must all whose numbers are drawn go to military ramp?
In addition to its commercial
————
All except men with dependents and with physical and mental
More than one-quarter of all the Felt, c ............. ... 2 0 0 3 0 0
branch, where over 100 students
2
18
23
0
Nazarene
Church
Notes
deficiencies.
States were represented by the cars Robbins. 2b .... ... 3 1 I 0 2 0
are enrolled, the Dallas school al
SOUTH THOMASTON
Worship Sunday will be at 10 Rockland
Are conscientious objectors liable to the draft?
which packed the parking space at Cole. If ............ ... 2 0 0 2 0 o
Mr. and Mrs. Allard Pierce re so gives advanced training to C.A.A.
e
ab r bh PO
o'clock;
Bible
School,
1115:
N.
Y.
Not
if
they
can
prove
the
good
faith
of
their
objections,
but
they
Lincolnville Beach Sunday night, Shepherd, cf ....
3 0 1 0 0 1
ll cently spent a vacation at Moose- students as well as primary flight
3 0 0 2
arc still subject to a year of non-combatant work or work of na
' P. S. at 6 o'clock; and the evange Billings, ss ......
Roes, rf ...........
3 0 0 1 0 0 '
instruction to U. S. Army Air
0 head Lake.
0
0
0
0
KaW.
cf
..............
tional
importance
under
civilian
direction.
listic service at 7.
Williams, p .... ... 3 0 1 0 •> 0
O' Mrs. Lettie Norton and daughter Corps flying cadets. A contingent
Are divinity students and clergymen exempt?
Flanagan, c .. . 2 0 0 7
]
The
subject
of
the
Bible
School
Amplifiers broadcast the service j
Dorothy were guests Thursday of of West Point graduates reported
2 0 0 1
Yes.
lesson study is ''Praising God for French lf, cf ....
to nearly 500, most of whom re
29 5 7 18 9 2
Capt. O. A. Pierson on a motor trip at the school recently lor primary
Who will supervise these things?
0
0
3
0
0
Ellis,
p
..............
I HL Blessings;" the aim of the les
mained in the comfort of their own Indies
flight Instruction.
Local draft boards, under a national director to be appointed
°i to Bar Harbor.
son. "Two ways of epressing love Connon, lb ...... . 2 0 1 4
ab r bh po a e
cars. Of such remarkable quality
by the President.
Mrs. Louise Kidd of Omaha. Neb.
2'
0
0
.
2
0
McNeilly.
3b
....
and
devotion
to
God."
The
N.
Y.
was the amplification that two lo- J. Talbot, ss.... ... 2 2 1 1 4 2
How long must the drafted men serve?
The rare Joshua tree is a member
0 who has been visiting her parents.
P S. topic will be presented by Chisholm, lf .... . 2 0 0 0
Payson, c ........ ... 3 112 0 0
Twelve consecutive months.
of the lily family, and grows to a
Mr.
and
Mrs.
J.
M.
Bartlett
re

0
1
1
2
0
Collamore.
2b
Mary Ware. There will be special
Are they then free from liability for military service?
H. Talbot. 3b
... 3 2 2 0 1 0
height of 60 feet.
0 , turned home Monday.
Simmons, c. rf .. . 1 0 0 3
, singing of choruses.
No. For ten years they are to be members of the army reserve,
Thomas, lf ....
4 0 3 3 0 0
every word without effort.
0
I
0
.
1
0
0
Drinkwater
rf.
Rev.
Samuel
Young
of
the
New
subject to call in crisis or wartime.
The service was under the direc Boynton, p .... .... 3 0 0 0 0 0
[ England District has resigned as
Is there any way in which that period ran be shortened?
tion of Rev. Duncan Rogers, the lo Monroe, rl ..... .... 3 0 2 2 0 0
19 0 2 18
J district superintendent to accept
Y’es. By serving two years in the regular army, after the one
cal pastor, who spoke briefly on the [ Jameson. 2b .... 2 0 0 2 1 0 1
000 0 0
year of compulsory training.
the pastorate of the Wollaston Thomaston ........
Gross, lb ....... .... 2 1 0 5 0 0
I sthere any protection for the jobs of the men drafted?
00000
Nazarene Church and to teach in Rockland ..........
the hills ...” Varied music was ' Achorn. cl ..... .... 2 0 0 5 1 0 1
The bill requires their employers to reemploy them when their
Struck out. by Ellis 10, by Robin
the
theological
department
at
East

presented by the Lincolnville Band, Connon. r....... .... 3 1 1 2 0 0
period of training is over, unless his circumstances have so changed
ern Nazarene College. Rev. John son 3 Ba.s-1 on balls, off Robinson
the Lincolnville Girls' Quartet, and
in the meanwhile as to make it impossible.
Neilson, pastor at Lowell Mass. has 1. Hit by pitcher. Karl. Two base
the soloist. Phyllis Dean of Cam
26 7 10 21 7 2
May a man who is called send a substitute?
been appointed to supply as district hits. D. Sawyer 2. Double play, D.
den. Mrs. Clarice Rogers played Elks
0 0 0 1 3 1 O—5
No.
superintendent to finish the as Sawyer to Kinney. Scorer. Maude
the organ accompaniment, while Indies ................. 3 3 0 1 0 0 x—7
Ilow long is conscription to be in force?
Winchenbaugh.
sembly year.
Until May 1, 1915.
Donald Heald, Lee Thurlow, and Two base hit. Robbins. Three base
• • • •
I'-' A, H
Richard Ludington acted as collec- hits. Talbot 2. Stevens. Home run,
St. George 1, Rockport 0
HAD ANXIOUS HOURS
tors of the offering.
Stevens. Sacrifice. Achorn. Double
In one ol the finest games ot the j
A Union correspondent writes:
Under the baton of Ralph Knight, play. Achorn to Payson. Base on
season St. George eked out a 1 to 0 ;
“Oeorge Cameron of Union
the Lincolnville Baud provided balls, off Boynton 3. Williams 6
victory oxer a star-studded Rock-[
was on the Ship American Le
prelude and offertory music and Umpires. Smith. Wotton and Brac
port outfit at the former's diamond [
gion which arrived Wednesday
also accompanied a hymn sing of kett.
Wednesday night. Kinnev pitched
• • • •
in New York. There have been
five old-time favorites. Mrs. Lena
masterful ball, allowing one hit and.
many
sleepless
nights
for
his
Rankin was organizer of this group. Texacos Eliminate Indies In Two
striking out 12; while French, for j
wife and family while the ship
Straight
Misses Selma Heal, Lucy Con
the visitors, was scattering three
felt its way almost inch by inch,
The Texacos eliminated the In
nors. Betty Heald. and Miriam Drehits
and whiffing five Miller was
the
passengers
expecting
any
ver sang beautifully harmonizing dies in the semi-finals with two
easily the outstanding fielder, ac
minute to be blown to eternity.
quartet arrangements of "Peace, Be ’ straight victories, taking a 7 to 6
cepting six chances without a
Still." "Let the Lower Lights Be' thriller Thursday night on SeaPreliminary football' assisted Matheson in coaching foot- Mrs. Mabel Marks of Bath has
bobble. Monaghan. Davidson and
been
with
her
sister.
Mrs.
Cam

vey's
homer
and
collecting
last
Burning;' and "In the Oarden."
prrctice for the Rock- ball and who also acted as hockey
Henry Lowell were in the lineup for
eron. to try to cheer her through
Prayer solos. "Take Time to Be night on Bartletts pitching 5 to
land High School team coach. He is now a member of the
St George, reminding the fans cf
the
anxious
hours.
”
With every Glenwood Range purchased in our
Holy," and "Now the Day Is Over," 1. The first game was a honey.
began this week at Com- Lewiston High School faculty,
the championship teams of the past.
The
Indies
jumped
the
wire
with
were offered by Miss Fiyllis Dean
munity Park, where
The Rockland High School schedstore, we will give, Absolutely Free—
The score:
two runs in the first inning, only
of Camden.
uniforms were issued to ule contains two new opponents this |
St. George
to see Texaco come in with five
20 candidates Monday, reason—Edward Little High of Au- GEORGES RIVER ROAD
Beach Supper a Success
ab bh po a e
ln the second.
Hart Talbot
The annual chicken supper, Wed slapped a homer in the third to Therc has been dally practice after ^n and Westbrook High. The
Miss Helen Johnson, daughter of Anderson, 3b ............. 3 0 0 2 9
__
latter comes here for the closing
nesday of the Lincolnville Beach make it 5-3 which it remained 5 p. in., but commencing next Mon- game Qf (hp loc#,
Mr. and Mrs. Toivo Johnson went Davidson, lb ............. 2 0 5 0 1
Woman's Club was successful. until the sixth. Gross opened this day the squad will be considerably
Sunday to Bath where she will P Wiley, c .................... 3 113 10
schedule follows:
C. Mackie, 2b............ 3 0 10 0
Twenty large chickens were con round with a single and Achorn J augmented, and there will be prac
Friday. Sept. 13 (night game —| make her home with her aunt.
sumed and a goodly amount was walked. Connon tapped a Texaco
Mr. and Mrs. William Duley and Monaghan, lf .......... 10 10 0
I At Edward Little High. Auburn.
This offer extends over a limited period
' son William and Mr. and Mrs. Eino W Mackie. If ........... 0 0 0 0 0
realized for the aid of the local leaguer into center which took a tice forenoon and afternoon.
Saturday. Sept. 21- Madison High
The work of the past week has
church and worthy charities.
,
Partinen
returned to Bath Sunday Smith, ss ................... 2 112 1
freak hop and Connon wound up
largely concerned itself with drilling at Rockland.
' after a week's visit with Mr. and Paterson, cf ............... 0 0 0 0 0
Glenwood Ranges arc priced from $59.00
on third as the tieing runs scored.
Lincolnville Church News
Saturday, Sept. 28
and conditioning, and the coach.
0 0 0
i Mrs. Elmer Nelson and daughter H. Lowell, rf ............. 2 0
He
scored
a
moment
later
on
a
High
at
Rockland.
Special Labor Day sermons by
Don Matheson, has been assisted by
Mills,
rf
.....................
1
0
0
0
0
-Rockland at:'Eleanor.
Saturday, Oct. !
Rev. Duncan Rogers and special passed ball to put the Indies up Cobb Peterson, a former Rockland
trumpet music by Richard Luding 6-5 and seemingly in, as it was ob High star, who has worked with the Skowhegan.
Saturday, Oct. 12- Morse High of
ton will lend special interest to the vious another inning could not be line. No position has been definitely
/
services of the Lincolnville Churches played.
filled, and from end to end there Bath at Rockland.
Boynton took care of the first
Saturday, Oct. 26—Rockland at
361 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, ME.
next Sunday. This is Mr. Luding
Is a chance for the applicant who
Texaco
in the last half, and Mank
ton's last appearance of the season
displays the ambition to make the Gardiner.
Saturday, Nov. 2—Rockland at
as he is returning to Boston next singled. Here the freak hop re team and seems to possess the
Winslow.
week. Moreover, the pastor will be turned to plague the Indies, as ability.
Saturday, Nov. 9—Westbrook High
Next week Coach Matheson’s
enjoying a brief vacation after La Seavey slammed a lilt into right
center, good for two bases ordin call for some real scrimmaging and ■ at Rockland.
bor Day and there will be no serv
arily. but the ball bounced crazily the proposed new plays will be given
Practice will be held twice a daj
ices at the churches Sept. 8. Con
out in between the buildings as
beginning Tuesday at 9.30. and the
sequently. a large attendance is ex
a
trial.
Seavey romped around the cushions
pected. Upon Mr. Rogers' return
The school will miss the valued Coach is anxious for ail boys inter
with the winning run. Mank and assistance of Joseph Topping who ested in playing football to report.
Sept. 16, the winter program will
McLeod collected three singles
begin.
while Seavey had a double with
knockout over Don West of Jeffer
his homer.
son. The fane came neat to seeing
There
was
nothing
to
last
night
’
s
TYPEWRITERS
game as the Texacos scored in
Buy a home through
a big unset as West was way ahea-l
AU Makes—Sales—Rentals
every inning but the last, and the
And
Don
West
Lost
a
on
points
in
the
first
three
rounds.
a Savings Bank mort
ROCKLAND
TYPEWRITER CO. Indies played listless ball, getting j
He was continually jabbing hard
Bout In Which
gage and your "rent
71 Park Street
their only run in the first inning
Tel. 297-W
rights to Cooper's face that had
Threatened An Upset
money"
in many
Free Typing Course without the aid of a hit. Bartlett
the Maine "champ” in trouble, but
| led the hitters here with a single
cases will pay off the
In the main event at the Park
and double besides turning in a
in the fourth round Cooper sent
mortgage.
neat job in the pitchers box. Hodg Strict Arena last night Lou Coop over a hard right to West's eye that
kins and Connon plugged the field er of Bath, won on a technical
buttoned it up tight and Jack
Remember, a Savings Bank Mortgage is one of the
ing features with nice catches. The
O'Brian stopped the fight at that
Gowell, lb .......... 3
score of first game;
simplest. Consider these advantages:
Indies
R. Allen, rf ........ 3
point.
ab r bh po a e Bartlett, p ......... 3
In the semi-final Walter Rey
1. Greater flexibility — each mortgage treated
J. Talbot, ss........ 3 0 13 10 McLeod, 2b ........ 3
nolds and Kid Hudson fought to a
individually to meet your own particular situ
H.
Allen,
If
........
2
Payson, c............. 3 1 0 2 2 0
hard draw. This bout was a real
H. Talbot, 3b....... 4 2 14 10 Hodgkins, r ........ 2
ation.
slugging match from start to finish.
Thomas, lf .......... 3 0 1 0 0 0 Mank, cf ............. 3
At Pwi&cnul ue are tpe2. Monthly, quarterly or semi-annually payment
In the other bouts, Lester Staples
Boynton, p.......... 1 0 0 0 0 0
Filmed in spectacular Techni money paid the Fords and a gu
cfalistt in making personal
27 7 12 18 3 0 won the fight on a foul by Young color. the exciting and stirring cli bernatorial pardon set the Fords
Monroe, rf .......... 3 0 0 0 0 0
of interest, to suit your budget.
Ioans of $25 to $250 or more.
• One out when winning run Coony In the third.
max to the daring exploits of the free after a jury had convicted
Jameson, 2b ....... 3 0 1 2 0 0
It is our full-time business.
3. 5% on mortgages in good standing interest
| Gross, lb ............ 3 1 2 2 0 0 j was scored.
Chummy Skinner of Rockland world's most famous outlaws comes them, so Frank realizes the only
Just write In—ask us about
Achorn, cf........... 1 1 0 2 0 0 I Indies ...................... 2 0 1 0 0 3—6 grabbed a decision over Young here In the 20th Century-Fox pro way he can revenge Jesse is to re
our way of doing business.
paid when due—No Tax Liens, and the loan
We will be glad to serve you.
I Connon, r ........... 3 12 10 2 Texacos .................. 0 5 0 0 0 2—7 Domenick of Bath.
duction, "The Return of Frank turn to outlawry. Always main
amortized in I 5 years.
MARTIN J RIELLY, Mgr.
Kid Davis of Rockland won a James."
Two pase hit. Seavey. Three base
taining a high pitch of excitement,
Room No. Z0I Floor No. 2
technical
knockout
in
the
fourth
hit.
Connon.
Home
runs,
H.
Talbot.
The
story
of
“
The
Return
of
27
6
8
16
*4
2
the
picture
then
follows
Frank
Kresge Bide.
Phone 1155
211 Water St., Augusta. Me.
Seavey. Sacrifices. Seavey. Merritt. round over Jim Boardman of Frank James" is the story of over all the lawless West, with tre
Texaco
Small laian Statute License
Base on balls, off Bartlett 5. Boyn 1 Rockland.
Franks determination to avenge mendously stirring scenes of rob
ab r bh po a
No I. Charges 3% on unpaid
Established 1868.
Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corp.
monthly
balances
up to $150;,
11. Ill J llii'
v n up
There will be another fight next the cowardly murder of his brother bery, murder, gun-fights, man
ton 2. Struck out, by Bartlett 4.
Seavey, 3b
3 12 2 0
„
monthly
on
balances
K
2*4".
Boynton 1. Umpires, Smith, Brack Fridy night at the Park Street Jesse, shot in the back by the trai hunts, train hold-ups. escape and
Merritt, c .
2 0 05 0
above.
66Stf
Arena
ett. Mosher.
torous Ford brothers.
Railroad pursuit.
Spofford, ss ......... 3
1 2 0
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Book Review

THE CONSCRIPTION BILL

At The Beach Church

FREE!!!

GRIDIRON PRACTICE BEGINS

Suits Issued To 20 Rockland Warriors—
New Teams On the Schedule

A 9x12 Rag or its Equivalent in

Floor Covering

STRAND, SUN.-MON.-TUES.

BURPEE’S

HAVE SOMETHING TO SHOW
For Your “Rent Money”

Buttoned Up His Eye

r
I

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK

a

——

TALK OF THE TOWN

lABORDAY

Rockland Public Library will be
closed Monday.
Next Monday comes the Grand
Exodus. What a pity that Labor
Day has to put the kibosh on so
many of the season's activities.

Sunday baseball at CamdenCamden Shells vs. Belfast Eastern
ers. Two games on the afternoon of
Labor Day—Shells vs. Rockland Pi
rates.
The ruins of the Masonic building
have been enclosed on the south
and east by stagings preparatory
to taking down the damaged walk.
The public will watch with much
interest to see what replaces them.

POSTOFFSCE: LABOR DAY

Holiday hours will be observed
it the Post Office next Monday.
Labor Day as follows:
Registry, Money Order, Stamp
and Oeneral Delivery windows
will be closed all day.
There will be no delivery by
R. F. D„ or city carriers.
Perishable and Special Deliv
ery mail will be delivered. Gen
eral collection will be made at
noon. Mails will be received and
dispatched as usual. Corridor
will be open from 5.00 a. m. until
8.30 p. m.
Trail's End closes Labor Day.

The freight steamship Eastern
Guide, commanded by Capt. Wil
liam F. Baker, formerly of this city,
was due to arrive at the port of
Anu 31-Sept
Blue H111 felr
Sept 2 (Labor Day) Baseball: Bock- Boston yesterday, completing a
land Pirates vs Camden Shells, at voyage from Calcutta by the way of
Camden, double-header, starting at 2
Capetown.
o'clock

Howard Edwards, who has been
in the employ cf Edwards & Co.
this Summer as driver of one of
the trucks, is having a fortnight's
enforced vacation as the result of
being on the under side of a heavy
Iron roller which fell on one of
his feet, crushing the big toe.

The Knox County Camera Club
will meet Sept. 4 at Sid Cullen's
cottage. Cooper's Beach, at 6.45
p. m. for a iflsh chowder supper.
All of "Knox County On Parade"
taken to date will be shown at this
meeting. If you plan to attend
notify Osgood Gilbert, not later
than Tuesday night.

A meeting of the members of
the Congregational Church and
Parish ls called for tonight at 7
o'clock in the church to take ac
tion relative to the resumption of
churches services in view of the
necessary further absence of the
pastor, Rev. Corwin H. Olds.

Sept 3 Warren—Schools re-open.
Sept. 3—Union—Schools re-open
Sept. 4 — Camden
Buth Draper.
Dorothy Pox. and Hellmut Baerwald
(YMCA Benefit) at Opera House
Sept. 5—Union Special meeting of
Woman's Community Club
Sept. 5—Reunion of the class of 1921.
Bockland High School, at Crescent
Beach Inn.
»
Sept 7—Knox Pomona Orange meets
ln Appleton
Sept,
Services resumed at the
Congregational Church
Sept 19 -City schools open.
Sept 10 Miriam Rebekah Lodge fair
at Odd Fellows hall
Sept 13 Educational Club meets
with Mrs. Bose B Hupper. Tenants
Harbor
Sept. 15 Donut Day at the World's
Pair.

REUNIONS
Aug 31-Carroll-Norwood Families:
At T J Carroll’s. East Warren.
Aug 31- Leadbetter Family: 30th an
nual at North Haven Orange hall
Sept. 7—Whitmore Family: At nome
of Mr. and Mrs. W J Bryant. Union
Common; lf stormy, following Mon
day.

The food sale sponsored by the
Chamber of Commerce Auxiliary
netted about $20. Due to some
solicitors being on vacation, sev
eral persons were not contacted.
Mrs. Lenore Savage at the Cham
ber of Commerce rooms or Mrs.
Leforest Thurston will be glad to
accept any contributions overlooked
in this manner.

Recent graduates and students of
Mrs. Ellena Fredette is employed Lee Academy in this vicinity will
be interested to know that four of
by the Rackllff & Witham Co.
their former schoolmates, Maude
Charles Ellis will be the preacher Scribner, Albion Hayman. Sylvia
at Ash Point Church, the service to Belden, and Roger Thurlow have
begin at 10.30. Mrs. Walter Bay been warded scholarships at the
University of Maine for the coming
will be organist.
year.

Dr. James Carswell Jr. of Cam
den will open an office in this city
in the near future at 420 Main
street. Dr. Carswell specializes in
surgery.
The stellar attractions at Strand
Theatre next week are: Sunday,
Monday and Tuesday. 'The Return
of Frank James." with Henry
Fonda and Jackie Cooper; Wednes
day and Thursday. 'The Great Mc
Ginty," with Brian Donlevy and
Akim Tamtroff; Friday and Satur
day. “My Love Came Back? with
Olivia de Haviland and Jeffrey
Lynn.

Hidden under a bushel for woe,
these many weeks, a new light
shone forth during the Pine Tree
Stagers' one-act plays last night.
The cast can sing! aye, and dance
and frolic, too. A pity beyond all
telling that their current repertoire
cannot be expanded to include a
musical comedy, for material is
there ln plenty. Oood fortune and
Director Johnson willing, there will
be a 1941 Thomaston season for the
8tagers, and with their quality now
proven, there is likelihood of a
SBO. sign henceforth.
A special despatch from Washing
ton to the Press Herald says that
the Civil Servioe Commission has
received applications from II per
sons wishing to take the examina
tion for postmaster at Rockland
Application deadline was Aug. 27
and examinations are usually held
within two weeks of closing. The
applicants are: Thomas H. A. Chis
holm, Almon P. Richardson Albert
E Averill, Donald L. Karl, James
Connellan, Rufus Atwood Hall, Wavid Robert McCarty, Edward R
Veazie. George H Avery. Roswell F
Eaten and Harrison P. MacAlman.

Maurice W. "Lord of North Vassalboro has been appointed to suc
ceed Joseph Topping, resighed, in
the science department at Rock
land High School. Mr. Lord grad
uated from Coburn Classical Insti
tute. and received his B. S. degree
at Colby College. He has also done
special work in Bryant & Stratton
Business College, and at Bates
Summer school. He taught one
year ln Easton High School, one
year in the Waterville Junior High
School, and for four years was princinpal of Harmony High School.
Richard Knowlton was crowned
Mr. Lord is married, and has one the club champion yesterday at
son, nine years old.
Knox County Country Club, by de
feating Felix Salmond 3 and 2. Mr.
Rockland Rotarians yesterday Knowlton started the final round
learned much about the U. S. Coast with four strokes up. which Mr.
Guard service, the speaker being Salmond was unable to overcome,
A. J. Fliegner. C. W. T. of the when he three-putted on the third
Recruiting Service. Various phases hole to lose the match, which went
of rescue work were presented, with 33 holes. The Caddie Tournament
the aid of a 40-minute reel, and was also completed yesterday, with
listeners, already appreciative of Walter Butler and Carl Kalloch
Both were
the splendid work of this depart playing the finals.
ment, gained a more vivid idea as even for 36 holes, and on the last
to the heroism involved, and the hole, Butler's dTive was thought
great value to shipping as well as to be out of bounds. A decision
to the men who go down to the was given, that the ball was in
sea in ships. Dr. W. P. Conley was bounds, and Butler shot a birdie
the song leader yesterday. The to win that hole and the match.
visiting Rotarians were Otto T. It was so close a match, however,
Swenson, Troy, N. Y.; Frank E. that Lincoln E. McRae, sponsor of
Poland. Boston; Malcolm E. Aul, the tournament awarded brown
Mlllburn, N. J.; Harry Jackson, leather golf bags to both caddies.
Lebanon, N. H.; Elmer True. Cam
Baseball fans will not be permit
den; and Perley A. Brackett. Con
cord, N. H. The guests were F. ted to go hungry Labor Day if the
Lloyd Morrill, A. W. Gregory and weather is suitable. The Intense
rivalry between the Rockland Pi
Phil Friend.
rates and Camden Shells will find
All the wholesome, health-build expression ln a double-header,
ing goodness of malted milk plus played on the Camden field, the
the delicious tang of chocolate and first game beginning at 2 o’clock.
pure frozen richness—that's tho The season's contests between
new Cho-Cho, now being manu these teams have been nothing
factured by E. & M., Rockland. short of thrilling, with several ties
Ask for it at five cents at your E. in the pack, and a big crowd is sure
& M. Ice Cream dealers.
104-105 to be on hand to witness this
double attraction which will prob
Awnings, large or small, hammock ably find Cole and Richards on the
tops, chair backs and seats, boat mound for Camden and Ellis and
French serving ’em up for the
covers. All sorts of canvas work piratical gentry. Due to the popu
Rockland Awning Co., Tel. 1262-W, lar demand of the St. George fans,
16 Willow St.
73-tf that team will play a double-head
er with Thomaston, at St. George,
on Labor Day. It is to be remem
IF YOU LIKE TO
bered that the St. George team
DRAW, SKETCH or PAINT came out of retirement last Wed
Write for Talent Test (No Fee)
nesday night and nosed out Rock
Give age and occupation
port 1 to 0. The same lineup will
be presented and Thomaston may
Write F
Care of The Courier-Gazette
rest assured it is in for a busy aft
100*105 ernoon. First game called at 1.30.
BORN
Lewis—At Rockland. Aug. 26, to Mr.
and Mrs Donald Lewis of Ash Point,
a son - Donald Otis.

BURPEES
FUNERAL HOME

Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
SM, 781-1 or 781-U
118-112 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, Ml.
119-1!
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Every-Other-Day

MARRIED
McGuirc-Wellman — At Rockland.
Aug. 21. Joseph H McGuire of Thom
aston and Miss Ruth E Wellman of
Waldoboro.

DIED
Sylvester At Friendship. Aug, 29.
Charles D. Sylvester, aged 55 years.
9 months. 18 days. Services Sunday
at 2 o clock from the Advent Christian
Church. Interment ln Harbor View
cemetery.
Sweetland—At Attleboro. Mass. Aug
28. Mary (Sargent), widow of Charles
F. Sweetland, formerly of Rockland,
aged 71 years,
.

The
Third District
Council
American Legion Auxiliary will
meet with Winslow-Holbrook Unit
Tuesday at 130. This is the first
meeting with th4 new department
vice president, and other officers
will be elected and appointed. Mrs.
Ella Hyland is chairman of re
freshments and Mrs. Geneva Rich
ardson of the program.

The Ballots Arrive
All Is Ready For Sept. 9
Election—Six Referen
dum Questions
Several boxes containing ballots
for the Sept. 9. State election ar
rived at City Clerk Keene's office,
Thursday.
Each voter will receive two bal
lots at the State election, one con
taining the list of candidates to be
voted for. the other the six refer
endum questions.
These referendum questions are:
No. 1, “Shall State stores for the
sale of liquor be operated by per
mission of the State liquor commis
sion In this city?”
No. 2, “Shall licenses be granted
in this city under regulation of the
State liquor commission for the
sale therein of wine and spirits to
be consumed on the premises?"
No. 3. "Shall licenses be granted
in this city for the sale therein of
malt liquor, (beer, ale and other
malt beverages), to be consumed on
the premises?"
No. 4, "Shall licenses be granted
in this city for the sale therein of
malt beverages (beer, ale and other
malt beverages) not to be con
sumed on the premises?”
No. 5, “Shall the law enatced by
the 1939 Legislature entitled ‘An
Act Relating to Elections in the
City of Biddeford' be ratified?"
No. 6, “Shall the law enacted by
the 1939 Legislature entitled 'An
Act to Provide a Police Commis
sion for the City of Biddeford' be
ratified?’’

Ellery Nelson, Champ

ROCKLAND NIGHT

"Rockland Night” at Boothbay Playhouse, proved a great
success last night with a gen
erous group of Rockland folk
ln attendance and Mayor Veazie
receiving the golden key to the
Playhouse, following a brief but
interesting talk. Rockland ar
tists displayed their wares and
this city was the recipient of
many courtesies. Crowded col
umns prevent further mention
today.

An item in National Grocers' Bul
letin, August, says that the Louisi
ana legislature has approved a tax
on that portion of the sweet potato
crop moving into commercial chan
nels, to provide funds for advertising
the potatoes.
• • « •
The commercial potato crop is
considerably larger this year than
last in Virginia, Maryland and New
Jersey, says the U. S. Bureau of
Agricultural Economics. Market
ing is about completed in most of
the intermediate states except New
Jersey. The carlot movements of
potatoes from all areas are ap
proaching a seasonal low, the bulk
ol the marketings at this time of
year being by truck.
• • • •
A new area for the production of
Irish potatoes on a commercial scale
is being opened up in the Texas
Panhandle. The Panhandle pota
toes are grown at an altitude of 4000
feet and under irrigation from shal
low wells. Reports from Hereford.
Deaf Smith County, indicate that
the Industry Is already on a sound
basis, between 400 and 500 cars be
ing ready for market in July.
• • • •
If all the boys and girls who were
members of 4-H Clubs in 1939 were
to unite in one of the all-joinhands games and form a circle it
would have a diameter of about 500
miles. There were 1.381.595 mem
bers enrolled last year. Alabama—
which is fourth on the list of States
arranged by the number of rural
children—was the leader in 4-H en
rollment with 100.058 members, tak
ing the lead from Texas, North
Carolina, and Oeorgia.

SOUTH THOMASTON
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Kittredge re
turned Wednesday from an extend
ed stay in Washington and New
York.
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Pierce were
Accent guests of their daughter
Mildred in Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs. Alva Farrington of
Athol, Mass., are spending the
Summer at Mrs. Lizzie Wiggin's.
Mrs. Blanche Merchant has sold
her house to Mrs. Hattie Jackson
and moved to Rockland. Samuel
Jackson and family will occupy the
property.

Highest honors in the State of
Maine rifle shoot has brought to
Ellery Nelson of this city proprie
tor of the Texaco-Park Service Sta
tion, the coveted privilege of par
ticipating ln the National Rifle
Shoot which will continue the next
three weeks at Camp Perry, Ohio.
He left for Ohio yesterday and for
the next month will be an official
guest at the camp in company with
the other State champions.
Rifle shooting honors are no
novelty to Mr. Nelson for he has
been an expert marksman for years.
In the recent Maine 14-man com
petition he emerged with top hon
ors, entitling him to the Camp Perrymeet. He won medals in the 300
yard and 600 yard matches.

New Church Lights
Clark Island Chapel
Holds Dedication
Exercises
The service Monday night at
Clark Island Chapel will be long
remembered.
The familiar oil
lamps were burning as the service
began, but at the words, "We dedi
cate these lights" the newly installed
electric lights were turned on by
Misses Harriett Johnson. Dorothy
J auk-on,. Arlene Morrison, Selma
Blomberg. and Frances Caven, and
the chapel was flooded with light.
The sermon was preached by
Charles Ellis, formerly of this
place, S. Constantine sang “This
is the House of the Lord" and "Lead
Kindly Light,’’ with Mrs. Constan
tine accompanying at the piano.
Miss Hazel Lane of Rockport, the
new Director of the Knox County
Association for Rural Religious Ed
ucation was ushered to the platform
by Miss Dorothy Jackson and pre
sented to the teachers and pupils
of the Sunday School by Miss Mar
garet McKnight.
An informal reception followed
the service during which the con
gregation greeted Charles Ellis,
Miss Lane, and Mr. and Mrs. Con
stantine. Refreshments were served
by the teachers of the Sunday
School assisted by Mrs. Winifred
Milne.

The Chotaws of Oklahoma re
“Come Spring" continues to at
tract many visitors to "Ye Greene ceive cash to “raise and organize
a corps of light horsemen ... so
Arbour.” Camden.—adv.
that good order may be obtained,”
and are guaranteed $600 annually
for the support of their black
smith.
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In The

Churches

ANOTHER BIG DAY AT

SERMONETTE
John Dunston. Minister

When this is printed my good
friend will be settled in his new
home, half way across the Pa
cific ocean. Rockland found in
him a devoted and faithful min
ister of Jesus Christ.
When he came to Falmouth
Foreside he was not in good
health. The historic old church
to which he came, one-half in
Falmouth and one-half in Cum
berland proved to be an exact
ing pastorate. For sometime
prior to his coming, the church
had been served by an interim
pastor of another faith but a
most faithful minister. The old
Methodist Church became very
fond of him. but the conference
appointment went to John Dun
ston. He has served them faith
fully as a true Christian min
ister and as John Dunston would
but the incident of following a
man so well liked and the con
dition of his own health were
handicaps. No question.
The Methodist Church here is
not strong financially but it has
a sturdy membership of typical
New Englanders. John Dun
ston and his helpmate have
gone to make their home near
their daughter amid totally dif
ferent surroundings. My mind
follows him. I did not see him
before he left but I shall always
see him trudging along the near
by countryside and cherish the
remembrance of his friendly
calls upon me.
May God s richest blessing rest
upon him and his always.
—William A. Holman
At the Methodist Church to
morrow morning the church school
will meet at 9.30 with Holy Com
munion at 10.30.
• • • •
At 6aint Peter's Church (Episco
pal) Rev. E. O Kenyon, rector: The
services for tomorrow • will be ap
propriate for the 15th Sunday after
Trinity: Matins at 7.10; Holy Com
munion at 7.30; Holy Eucharist and
sermon at 10.30; vespers at 7.30.
• • • •

Rev. L. G. Perry of Clinton will
speak at the Littlefield Memorial
Church Sunday, morning and eve
ning.
At 10.30 special music
will Include a solo by Mrs. WesleJThurston. Sunday School meets at
11.45 with classes for all ages.
Young People's meeting at 6 o'clock
with Austin Ulmer, as leader. Eve
ning service at 7.15 with special
music. Mid-week prayer meeting
Tuesday evening at 7.30.
• • • •
"Christ Jesus" is the subject of
the Lesson-Sermon that will be
read in all churches of Christ. Sci
entist , throughout the world on
Sept, 1. The Golden Text ls: "God
sent not his son into the world to
condemn the world, but that the
world through Him might be saved.”
(John 5:17), The citations from
the Bible contain the following pas
sage: ‘‘And behold, there came a
leper, and worshipped him, saying
'Lord, if Thou wilt, Thou canst
make me clean.’ And Jesus put
forth his hand, and touched him.
saying. ‘I will: be thou clean." And
immediately,
his
leprosy was
cleansed, (Matthew 8:2-3).”
• • • •
Rev. William J. Day, of Winthrop,
Mass., will make his final appear
ance as guest preacher for this va
cation period at the First Baptist
Church Sunday, speaking at 10.30
a. m. on "The Man Who Could Not
Be Hid.” and at 7.30 p. m. on “The
Man Who God Mad At the Doctor.”
Rand Smith will likewise make his
concluding appearance as soloist.
The church school, classes for all
ages, meets at noon, and at 6.15
p. m. Millard Hart will lead the

8 CLAREMONT 8T.
TEL 862
ROCKLAND, MB.
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Farewell Reception Tend
ered By Those With Whom
She Has Worked
The meeting of the Knox County
Association for Rural Religious Ed
ucation held In the Methodist
Church Wednesday night as a fare
well to Miss Margaret McKnight,
was well attended.
A musical program began the
evening, and included Marion Har
vey. cornet solo; Mrs. Lydia S;orer,
solos; and James and John Dana,
accordion duets. Between these
numbers, messages of appreciation
of Miss McKnight were presented
by Rev. H. I. Holt. Dr. H. V. Tweedie
Jesse E Bradstreet. and Arthur K
Walker and these messages were
ably supplemented by Rev H. F.
Leach, president of the Associa
tion.
In behalf of the Association Mas
ter Donald Brownell presented Miss
McKnight with a basket of flow
ers and a gift, to which she re
sponded with a message of deep ap
preciation. A bouquet of flowers
was presented by Miss Viola Brown
ell to Mrs. Beatrice Brown, sister
of Miss McKnight, who has been so
constantly helpful in the work of
the Assocation.
A committee led by Mrs. H. V.
Tweedie and Mrs. H. F. Leach served
refreshments during a social hour,
made brighter by their beautiful
decorations of flowers.
The occasion increased one's un
derstanding of the work, and stim
ulated continuation with earnest
purpose and diligence.

New Fall felt hats. Prices start
ing at $2. Sarah Llnnell Hat Shop |
Copper Kettle- adv.
105-lt

Bermuda stone is soft when
quarried, so that it may be cut
with a handsaw, and the longer a
Bermuda house stands, the firmer
Its walls become.

W‘fNaD,Sr°R
TODAY’S PROGRAM
9.00 A. M.—Trial of Draft Horses

1.00
2.20
2.15
2.14
2.09

P. M.—Horse Racing, Pari-Mutuels
Bar Mixed—Purse $200.00
Bar Trot—Purse $300.00
Pace—Purse $300.00
Bar Pace—Purse $400.00

2.00 P. M. Exhibition of Horses and Colts
2.00 P. M.—Baby Show

GORGEOUS FIREWORKS

-VAUDEVILLEFAMOUS GEORGE HAMID ACTS

- Band Concert MIDWAY ATTRACTIONS
TEN ACRES OF FUN AND FROLIC

NEW RIDES. SHOWS AND ATTRACTIONS
4 H CLUB AND GRANGE EXHIBITS
—LARGE EXHIBITS OF CATTLE,
POULTRY, FARM PRODUCE AND
DOMESTIC ARTS.

SUNDAY IS

DANCE
Martinsville Grange Hall
LABOR DAY NIGHT
HALS R1IVTHMAIRLS

105-lt I

DANCE TONIGHT

LAKEHURST
DAMARISCOTTA. ROUTE 1

Lou Paul and his Orchestra
MID-NIGHT BALL
LABOR DAY MORN
Sunday Midnight to 4.00 A. M.
Monday

DAY

George Goodie
and his Orchestra
No Parking Worries at Lakehurst

Large Fireplace

All the above attractions except Horse Racing—
plus the following at 1.00 P. M.:
Exhibition of American Legion Junior Bands and
Drum Corps with ten units from various sections of
Maine participating.
3.30 P. M.

POLO GAME
A fast game to be staged between two of the out

282 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND
105*It

LABOR DAY MORN
DANCING MIDNIGHT SUNDAY TO 4.00 A. M. MONDAY

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

For Miss McKnight

The Dormanette

AT OAKLAND
•

The young people's meeting of
the Nazarene Church, Ingraham's
Hill at 3 o'clock Sunday. Miss Lil
lian Bates will be the leader, and
the music will be furnished by the
children's choir.
• • • •
The Friendly Men's Bible Class
of Pratt Memorial Methodist
Church will resume its sessions
Sunday. The class meets at 9.30
a. m. with Dr. H. V. Tweedie as
teacher. The members are urged
to make a special effort to attend.

FOR LABOR DAY
SPECIAL LOBSTER DINNER
75 CENTS
Lobster Stew
Oystercttes
Pickles
Whole Boiled Lobster
Drawn Buttrr
Rolls
Tomato and Cucumber Salad
Dessert
Coffee
Also Chicken and Steak Dinners

TWO SPECIAL HOLIDAY DANCES

Ambulance Service

tricia Thompson, Rockland, a Civil
Service appointment in Washingwill I ton; Jennie Yates, Camden, U.
STILL OPEN
open Sept. 16 in its fine new home 1 S. Fidelity & Guaranty Co., Portat 447 Main street, Rockland, and I land; Margaret Graves, Rockland,
Serving Chicken Dinners enrollments are now being received. I with the local office of alien regis
Heated Dining Room
An excellent season is in prospect tration. It is interesting to note
for this fine school which has be I that Miss Yates recently attained a
Mrs. Harold Hupper, Prop.
come an important unit ln Rcck- rating of 95.33% ln the intermediate
TEL. 55-5 TENANT'S HARBOR
class stenographic examinations,
land's business life.
Recent positions secured by Bal conducted by the State of Maine
lard graduates include Harold Ar ut Augusta. She was second in the
Christian Endeavor meeting. The
nold. Stonington Furniture Co., Pa large list.
men’s prayer meeting takes just 20
minutes, commencing at 12.15 p. m.
Tuesday, and the Tuesday night
prayer and praise service will be led
by the pastor. Rev. J. Charles Mac
Donald. and he will be tlie preach
er next Sunday at which time the
ordinance of the Lord's Supper will
be observed.
• • • •

Ballard School
Wheelbarrow Farm At
The Ballard Business School

LABOR DAY NIGHT

standing polo teams in New England. The Kennebec
cannot but be
comfort as well as pride
THERE
in the thought that the
memorial chosen, placed and
dedicated is the finest that
it is possible to acquire. Mod
est or imposing, Guardian
Memorials represent beauty
unsurpassed — permanence
that endures through centuries
to come. They are surprisingly
reasonable in price.
Tbe Guardian Memorial Bond
as everlasting guaran tea,

la

DANCING MONDAY NIGHT, 9.00 TO 1.00 O'CLOCK

Wm. E. Dornan & Son,

REGULAR SATURDAY DANCE TONIGHT

INC.
CEMETERY MEMORIALS
EAST UNION & THOMASTON

Valley Riding Club being the host team.

Special stage attractions in the afternoon. Com

plete vaudeville show and revue in evening
* Part of proceeds donated to charity.

ADMISSION

ADULTS 50 CENTS
CHILDREN 25 CENTS

ALL EXHIBITS OPEN TO THE PUBLIC

--------------------

Every-Other-Day
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CUSHING

ATTENDED ROWELL REUNION

ORFF’S CORNER

Miss Mildred Elwell student nurse
at New England Baptist Hospital
« fi aa
is spending a vacation with her par
ents Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth S. El
ALENA L STARRJHT
|dES LOUISE MTLtaa
well.
Currespondeat
porrespondenj
Ormand Ludwig of New Rochelle,
ftftftft
£XAA
N. Y.. ls guest of Mr. and Mrs. Ed
TeL «
Tel 27
ward Reed.
Mrs. Elmer Armstrong and chil
Sidney F. Copeland returned
dren "Billy and June of Malden,
Alvin Wood who spent the Sum- pojnt cottage
Thurjday from a business trip to 1
Mass.. Mrs. Ormand Hopkins and
mrr with Mr jmd M^-Fames
a
of port
daughter Marion and Lillian of
Wood has returned to Augusta.
Sa
&t R g Boston.
Westbrook and Mrs. Percy Elwell
Edmund V. Oxton was pleasantly
A. D. Gray visited Stratton I Q^yer s
of Unity were visitors Monday and
surprised on his birthday Wednes- J
And these are the styles
Thursday.
Victor Niemi, Ray Hyler and day by being guest of honor at a !
Tuesday at the homes of Albert
Jack Cornier and Paul Lysotte Wallord Saastamonien went last family supper party at his home
Elwell and Kenneth Elwell.
for every campus! Coats
of Port Fairfield have been recent Saturday to Boston and attended a Present were Mrs. Scott Melvin and
Mrs. Hannon of Union is visiting
guests of Mr. and Mrs. James jjjg league game.
her daughter Mrs. Harold Orff.
family and Mrs. Ella Oolden of j
that are trim, suits that
James P. Smith of the Boston Rockland. Mr and Mrs. David Ox
Wood.
Leon Achorn returned to Boston
Mrs. Alta Newburn will substitute Past Office, his niece, Ellen Jones, ton of Waldoboro, Mrs. Oxton. Miss
by plane Tuesday accompanied by
are slim, sportswear casu
for a time for Mrs. Madelyn Per- nephew. Paul Jones, and friend of Elizabeth Oxton and Paul Oxton. I
his nephew Donald Achorn. they
ter in 'he Junior High School.
Jamaica Plains, Mass., are vaca
will return the last of the week.
al for play but individual
Robert Wyllie, son ot Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. George Young and
Tlie Republicans will hold a tioning at W. G. Maloney's.
Mrs.
Chester
Wyllie,
observed
his
Rev. and Mrs. O. G. Duffield of
daughters Dorothy and Muriel of
enough for date wear.
band concert and rally at Star
12th birthday Wednesday by be
Rockland were callers Sunday at
Theatre Tuesday night at 8.30 p. Phoenixville, Pa., and Martins- ing host to a party at hls home.
m. The principal speaker will be *lle were dinner guests Sunday- Guests bidden were Vernon Ran
Kenneth Elwell's.
We've the fashions that
Sumner Sewall, president of the | of Mrs. Mary Flint.
Cecil E. Ludwig has returned to
quist, Earle Moore Jr., Harry
Marne Senate.
I wMrs Robert Ames, whose Laiho. Gilbert Boggs, Carroll Mar
Belmont. Mass., after a mouth at
answer the college call.
! birthdays are on successive dates.
hls Summer home. Mrs. Ludwig
Miss Ruth Esther Wellman, celebrated the event by entertain tin, Alfred Wilson. Adelbert Nor
will remain until after Labor Day.
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Alfred ing these friends Sunday night: wood. Glendon Simmons. Richard
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Meyer and
Wellman was married in Rockland Mr. and Mrs. Linwood Cunning Butler. Vaughan Philbrook. War
daughter Marjorie Evelyn of Bev
Covert coat with fly front
Aug. 21 to Joseph Harold McGuire ham of Thomaston, Agnes Davis ren Philbrook. and Merrill Fiske.
erly, Mass., are guests of his par
of Thomaston. Miss Grace Cast of Port Clyde. Carl Young. Mr. and Harry Laiho was winner of the
ents Mr. and Mrs. Henry E Meyer.
and deep pockets, notched
ner attended the bride. The couple Mrs. lester Delano. Edith Stevens caramel hunt, and Gilbert Boggs
Mrs. Albert B. Elwell, son Cal
will make their home in Thomas and Walpas Sallinen. Games and of the dime in the birthday cake.
vin, daughter Elizabeth and niece
lapels. Natural color only.
ton.
refreshments were the highlights. Ice cream and cake were served,
Miss Mildred Elwell of New Eng
and
Robert
received
several
nice
Supt. A. D. Gray spent Thursday
land Baptist Hospital in Boston
gifts.
in Stratton.
were guests Sunday of relatives in
SOUTH
WALDOBORO
The
Help
One
Another
Circle
of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Benson and
Olenmere and Elmore.
Mr. and Mrs. Lowell B. Wallace, Kings Daughters will resume meet
daughters. Grace. Christine and children. Anne and Charles, and
Thomas Bragg. Roland Bragg and
ings Monday night at the home of
Ruth of Sidney and Percy French ^lvin Wallace mo-ored Sunday to
Edw. Reed with a party of F.F.A.
Mrs. Ella Caler.
of Augusta were callers Thursday Farmington.
boys, accompanied by Richard
Recent callers at the home of
at the Baptist parsonage. Dinner ' Ulysses Seiders is employed in Mrs Alice Cook were Mr. and Mrs.
Gerry and Calvin Bragg, enjoyed
guests Thursday were Mr. and Mrs. paintmg the Harry Regers residence
a recent fishing trip at I«ost Pond
Wainwright Reed and two children j
Alonzo Meservey and daughter : Mrs prank Guptill and son
of Millinocket and Mr. and Mrs.
Descendents of William Rowell who attended the recent Rowell re- and also a trip into Canada.
Beverly of Appleton.
j Roger of Harvard, Mass. are visit* Honey of Veazie.
Several from here attended
union in South Thomaston. Left to right: Mrs. Delia Butler Robinson,
morning worship Sunday at the
Tlie Democratic Women's Club ing relatives here. They are ocMrs. Lester Ayer of Medford, j Ralph Rowell. Miss Jennie Putnam.
Methodist Church in North Wal
of Lincoln County met Thursday cupying the Brown cottage ln Mass, and Mrs. Maynard Oxton of
doboro where Rev. Elizabeth Mank
afternoon with Mrs. B. G. Miller. Friendship.
Rockland were dinner guests Wed
MINTURN
a former pastor, was guest preacher.
Rev and Mrs. Harold Nutter are
William LewLs of Q ilncy, Mass., nesday of Mrs. Angeline■ Oreenough.
Mrs. Elsie Bridges is visiting her
attending todav the Howes reunion was recent guest of his business
Mr. and Mrs. U. J. Hebert and
Knox Pomona meets with Georges daughter, Mrs. Cecil Beerdeen of
at St. Georges Park in Liberty.
| partner, C. Frederick Vogel.
Calvin Turner of Searsport is
daughter. Miss Dorothy Hebert,
e~.» t
Mrs. Stanley I. Bailey and Mrs. | Ralph Hoffses. son of Mr. and visited Friday and Saturday last VaU<* Orange Appleton Sept. 7 Stonington.
visiting his brother, Fred Turner I
Mr. and Mrs. Alden Stanley spent for a few days.
William Brown who have been Mrs. Isaac Hoffses. who has been . week at the home of Mrs. N. B. at which time A M G Soule of the
Carlyle Stockbridge of New York
visiting Mrs. Bailey s mother. Mrs employed at Armour & Co. tn Pcrt- Eastman and Miss M Grace Walk- State Department of Agriculture Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
Maude C. Gav returned Friday to lar-d has received a Civil Service er enroute home from a motor trip
and Beatrice Stockbridge of Boston
discuss "Food Control." Other Stanley in South Deer Isle.
Advertisements ln thia column no
appointment to the office of the
WRIST watch lout Friday
MRS
Miss Charlena Tinker of Rcck- were called home by the sudden to exceed three llnea lnsered once foi EMMA
Philadelphia.
to Vermont and Canada.
program numbers will be:
CARR. 83 Pacific St . Tel 106-R
Portsmouth Navy Yard
25
rente, three ttmee for 50 cente. Ad
1
05-107
Miss Bertha Hann, who spent a
_
, .... ... „ . land is guest of her grandparents, illness of their father, Seth Stock dltlonal
Services Sunday at the First Bap
llnee five cente each for one
Alfred Standish returned Friday
Welcome—Bert L. Mitchell. Host Mr and Mrs. Willis Conroy.
j bridge of Atlantic.
1 time. 10 cente for three tlmee Five
tist Church. Rev. Harold W. Nut from three-weeks trip which in few weeks as guest of Miss Virginia
South
email
words
to a line
Mtss
Vivian
Stanley
of
>fis
Goldie
Cronkite
of
New
ter pastor will be: Worship at 10 45. cluded the New England States and Moody returned Saturday to Fair- Master.
field.
1 Response—Levi Copeland, Thorn- York passed Tuesday with her aunt. Deer Isle is guest of Mr. and Mrs.
topic, -The Last Passover": Sun the New York Worlds Fair.
Mrs. Myra Sadler.
Alden Stanley.
Dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and aston
day School. 12; Young Peoples
Mrs. Alvin Wallace. Mr. and
EMALI, farm wanted to rent, suitable
Mrs. Flossie Bridges and daughClara Grant of Warren. Mr. and
meeting at 6 30: evening service. Mrs. Ernest Hutchins and Mrs. Mrs
Moody were Mr_ 8nd
Reading—Avis Gurney. Appleton.
for raiding poultry
Anywhere with
, ,
. ter Juliette are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Billings and daughROOSTERS and pullets for sale TEI. In a radius of 10 miles from Rockland
7.30; prayer meeting Wednesday Nellie Wallace of Friendship mo Mrs. E. A. Emery. Miss Edna Emery :
Write
W
H
.STROPIK
Long Cove
and Sidney Adams of Fairfield.
| Surprise Feature - Ralph and Mrs. Archie Bowley of Rockland.
103*105
ter. Patricia of New York are visit- 937-W
at 7 30.
103*105
tored Sunday to Brooks and were
KELVINATOR Ice-box for sale Sac
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Dunham ing Mrs. Milton Hennigar.
Miss M. Grace Walker. Miss Eda 1 Emma Sayward. Union.
Mrs. Charles Dutton and daugh- ' guest4 of Mr. Hutchins' parents.
rifice
Must sell before Labor Day
BABY'S play pen wanted, ln good
Mr and Mrs. Fred Turner, Jr. Excellent condition Used two Sum condition, reasonable 01 Union St.
St. Clair. Mrs. Dana Smith Sr . [ Discussion—Improvements-for the and son Ronald and Calvin Stanley
ter. Jane have returned to Beach- |
____________
106-11
and Miss Lillian Russell motored farm and home. Home: Irene Mink spent a day recently in Stoning- are making a visit with friends in mers. 840;»i«o pool table. »5. fred TEL 1009 M
mont. Mass., after passing several
ion
Searsport.
RQMKKY Tenant. Harbor.-------- 103-105
_Sunday
_ _ .to_ _Falmouth
_ _ _ _ _Foreside
_ _ _ _ _where
_ _ Appleton: Addie Marriner. Hope.
POSITION wanted by couple cook.
weeks with Mrs. Duttons sister, ROCKVILLE
NEW
milch
Jersey
cow
and
calf
5
------ .T'Z”
ADrar'V wrwn 1 farmer. general
character. health
Mr. and Mrs Harry A. Lendall of I they v.islte<j jjj. and Mrs. W. A. ! Farm Zuinglius Gurney. Appleton,
X£J2
w™ Cl-ARKNC 105«i5J MRS HAWLEY. 780 High. Tel 725 Bath
Mrs. Henry Cromell.
BINS. 8outh Hope
I Marblehead, Mass., are guests of Holman.
Earle Maxey. Thomaston.
1050*lt
Paul Cleveland of „
HOUSE for aale or to let. near new
Mr' and Mrs P W Robbini Th«y | Recent callers at Mr. and Mrs
Piano solo — Charles Schaller,
WANTED To buy best 1930-31 Model
factory
Inquire
14
BAY
VIEW
SQ
Mass., is visiting at the home of
dinner Wednesday at Rock- Willis Moody's were: Miss Priscilla 1 Warren.
105*107 A Ford coupe or coach for spot cash.
Write "J H." care courler-Gaz^tte
James Harkins.
; ledge Inn. Spruce Head.
Howland of Braintree. Mass. J.
Recitation—Irene Mink. AppleLARGE double lot of land on busy
105*106
comer in city for sale
Price right.
Milton Chapman who is working i Mrs. Florence Bolduc and Charles Edgar Collins of Ipswich. Mass., ton.
USED
rifle*
and
sh
ot
g
uns,
bought
Ideal
for
service
station
or
garage
In Bangor was a recent visitor at ! p. Tolman spent the weekend with Mr and Mrs. F. L. S Morse. A. J.------------------*
Writ* ’ 8 w J.” for details, care Cou or traded. R E NUTT Shoe Store.
104-106
rier Oazette.
105-108 436 Main 61. City
his home here.
i Mr. Tolman's sister, Mrs. Wilham Moody. Mr. and Mrs O E Moody, A .
GUERN8ETY cow fl'eveara old for
PART time del.very man wanted for
Oood Luck Rebekah Lodge will Dalton at her cottage at Wildwood Miss Mildred Moody and Charles r*l OvUllJf 1 <***
5.° (re*hen WILLIAM DONproduct In answer. Indicate age.
James Moran who spent the Higgins of Rockland. Willis Moody
meet Sept. 3. Supper will be
The horses of Arthur Hart of
OHUE Owl a Head_____________ ! experience and *alary wanted Write
Summer
with
his
grandparents.
Mr.
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Frisbee. South Hope and the ox team of
served at 6.30.
CUSHMAN motor-bike for sale In- "M N.” care Courier-Gazette. 103-105
au re SIM'S Sandwich Shop after 3
Miss Edith Burgess spent the and Mrs. John S. Ranlett has re- and daughter Leona of Thomaston. Linny Bums. Jr., of Union were
p m.
105*107 I POSITION wanted, housekeeper for
man alone or small family BOX 203
Mr. and Mrs. L. L. Mank and victorious Thursday afternoon in
past week at Camp Me-chu-was- I turne to Hyde Park.
H r MESSER residence for Male, Warren_____________________________ 103*105
Mr. and Mrs Jesse Keller of Mil- three grandchildren of Waldoboro, the sweepstakes winding up the
near Union Common. 9 rooms, lot borna at East Waterford while Miss
ders o** Seven Tree pond. Apply JOHN j ROOMS to le* at 15 Orove St . Tel
Ruth Burgess visited her aunt, ton who have been at their Summer I Millard Mank of Gardiner, and three-day pulling program at Lin
H WIL! TAMS Union__________ LO51L°Z ; 579-W MRS FLORA COLLINS 103-tf
coln
County
Fair
at
Damariscotta.
|
home
here
for
the
past
two
weeks
M
r.
and
Mrs.
H.
O.
Starrett.
Mrs. Maynard Robinson in Port
ONE 1938 Chevrolet panel truck for j
FURNISHED house. 6 rooms, bath
are
returning
home
today
or
toThe
"Galloping
Coffee"
given
Burns'
oxen
pulled
a
load
of
5482
sale No mileage. 4395 TEL 124-W | garage. cheerful, good location. Call
land.
105-107
11 BIRCH ST
---103*105
morrow. Last weekend they had as Wednesday at the home of Mrs. pounds a distance of 73 feet 2 in
Fair weather favored the an guests their daughter and son-in- j phuiip Simmons, with Mrs. Alvah
SEVERAL tons of Ice for sale WII - j
,
v
—
ches and Hart's horses dragged 7760 I
| LIAM YATES. Tri 43 5 Warren 105*107
? DOUBLE hou
'
nual Baptist lawn party held
law Mr. and Mrs Farmer of Milton. Simmons as assisting hostess, pounds for 87 feet 6 inches.
ANTIQUE table and clock for aale
Thursday at the home of Floyd
1
Alw
combined
bookcase
and
wrltlnx
]
Th
P
m»*
n
rRISHEE
2
Oreene
St
.
Other
winners
in
the
sweepstakes
j
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Sherer passed proved a delightful affair, attended
desk TEL Camden 2523_______ 105*107 _________________________________________ 103*105
Benner. Committees were: Social,
I Thursday vtth Mr. and Mrs. | by 35. The proceeds will benefit for oxen were Brooks Sproul of
FURAtJTURE
wanted
to
upholstei,
TYPEWRITERS
adding machines. ;
Mrs. Garland Day, Mrs. Harold Charles Morey and Miss Elizabeth
cash registers for sale, to let and re called for and delivered T J FLEMPerry, Mrs. Oscar Smith. Mrs. j Morey who are vacationing at the the Congregational Ladies' Circle. Weeks Mills, 37 feet 4 inches, sec
paired
at
lowest
prices;
office supplies, IINO. 19 Birch St . Tel 212-W 96*103-tf
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Wagg of ond. and C. A. Glidden of Cooper s
be^-t discounts. See the new Victor
Harry Spear and Mrs. Clarence I
roitagTat'C^o'^Bewh
adding machine’s 45 down 45 per month
Benner. The hot-dog and cold 1 Misses Josephine, Oladys and Topsham and Mr. and Mrs. Harold Mills, 24 feet 4 inches, third. In
only 450
New standard typewriter.
50 ; discount J W THOMAS A CO.
drink booth was in charge of Mrs. Mary Tolman spent Wednesday Hamburg and daughter Betty of the sweetstakes for horses Alvin
Berry
of
Wiscasset
was
second
with
Tel 807. Rockland
105*107
Leonia.
N
Y.
recently
visited
Mr.
Oscar Smith and Mrs. Garland with Misses Lillie and Irje Hill in
FURNISHED apartment to let at 14
HOUSEHOLD" furniture for sale' MASON9U
and Mrs. Edwin Emerson and Ray- 71 feet 5 inches and Oeorge Rec
ST City_______ ____ 104*106
Day; ice cream, Mrs. Clarence Ben Searsmont.
MISS
MARGARET
McKNIGHT
41
ord
of
Aina,
third,
with
8
feet
9
chel
Emerson.
FURNISHED apt to let, heat, lights,
Limerock 8t
105*107
ner and Mrs. Carrie Day; white
Mrs. Ernest Crockett and son
and
water.
2 rooms and bath. 85 week
Inches
When
it
was
found
there
Mr. and Mrs. Guy Stimpson and
BOSTON terrier puppies for sale; FOSS HOUSE.
elephant, Mrs. Henry Mason. Miss Harold of Rockport spent Tuesday
77 Park St.. Tel 330
very prettv. price reasonable
MRS _____________________
were
only
two
entries
in
the
sweepinfant
daughter,
June
of
this
towm
105-tf
Edna
Young;
ROSE HUPPER Tel Tenants Harbor
_
.... candy.„ Mrs. A. .D. i and Wednesday with her parents and Mrs. Helena Lewis of Waldo stakes for horses, Mr. Record
SIX room tenement to let on Me
4 3.
104-109
Gray, Mrs. Harry Spear; grabs. Mr and Mrs URoy Tolma„
St , all modern CALL 72 Me
boro, who have been spending a brought his light team, which be
A pair of white faced, two year old chanic St
Miss Shirley Morse, Miss Edna
. Tel 1090-M or 33 Purchase
Miss Olive Tolman is passing two few weeks with Mrs. Stlmpsons longed in the 2800 pounds and un
steers for sale; also a "28 Dodge touring chanic
St
.
Tel
1194-W
105*107
Morse; food. Mrs. Ralph Benner, weeks with Miss Marcia Fdrwell in
At least that peck that Bob Burns te giving I’na Merkel constitutes a car ln good condition FRED L. MIIJER
der
class,
and
made
a
creditable
parents
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Willis
Moody,
TWO room apt to let. with flush
Miss Gene Keene. Floyd Benner Rockland.
promise of marriage down in the hill country, the scene of Bob’s new Para- ^Z£P...Tel, 15-13
and portable bath DELIA YORK. Ill
have returned home.
showing.
had charge of the evening program.
Pleasant St.
104-tf
Tlie class of oxen 7 feet 2 inches
B“u"d the Mountain. ' Bob "carries through" too, J°n "™n™orand,
Rev. Maurice Dunbar of Allenton.
Mr. and Mrs. Perley Brackett and
FL'RNESHED apartment of 3 rooms,
1930. 5 tires and tubes size
R I. and Spruce Head was guest of son. Albert of Concord, N. H. are and over was drawn Thursday and it's the first time he's ever won the fair maiden—on the screen, engine
suitable
for
couple;
garage
If
desired
18x650-8 ply All srtlclee In good con
Tlie only United States vice Mr. and Mrs. E. H. Perry Thursday visiting Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Post. morning. Linny Burns, Jr. of anyway.
94-tf
dition; 4-room cottxue. upper Megun- c, A EMERY, Tel 436 M
ttrook Lake. T ANDERSON. 215 Ran
president to resign his office was I fOr supper. Friday Mr
Dunbar
FOUR-room furnlshai apt . elec re
The
members of the Dorcas Union won when his team dragged
kin St . Tel 365 J.
103*105 frigerator. automatic heat and hot
John C. Calhoun, in 1832. Later who has been spending a vacation Circle
of the Congregational the 5218 pounds 123 feet 4 inches.
FANCY roasting chickens for sale water. Tel 318-W. MRS FROST 92 W
he took his seat in the Senate, to period at his cottage at Spruce Church, and guests were enter Brcoks Sproul of Weeks Mills was
Dressed to order. Delivered. TEI 140
104*106
which he had been elected by the Head left for Allenton to resume tained
Thursday at a picnic at second with 54 feet 1 inch and C.
PIOS tor sale at city farm. $.7 each.
legislature of South Carolina.
his pastorate
"Watts
Haven,"the Silas Watts A Olidden of Cooper's Mills, third
104-tf
cottage at Hathorne’s Point, Cush with 29 feet 6 inches.
KITCHEN set. odd dishes lamps,
COTTAOE to let at (linn's Point, for
couch, beds and rugs for sale Must
ing. by Mrs. Watts. Fish chowder
Results in two other classes of
be sold by Sept 1. MRS SHAREK 11 month of Sept For Information write
was served out of doors.
horses pulled late Wednesday aft
T St.
103*105 E. F GINN. 97 Pitt St Portland
103-105
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Batchelder ernoon follow: 3100 to 3400 pounds
1940 WILLYS ',2-ton pick up tor sale
OOTTAOE to let at Spruce Head,
equipped with heater and defroster
of Weymouth. Mass, who have (load of 6177) first, Austin Miller,
Will sell at a bargBln. E O PHIL near the water front, overlooking
PHIl.LIP M
been guests since Wednesday of Jr., of Waldoboro. 154 feet 5 inches; I
BROOK Ac SON. 632 Main St . Tel Mu-ele Rlrl;.. Channel
466-W city
97-tt I YORK. Tel 85': 14__________ 103*104-106
Miss Cora Robinson in Thomaston second, Fred Sanborn of Winthrop,
COTTAGE for sale. Upper MeguutlTRELLISES, arbors, fencing, bird
are now with Mr. and Mrs. Henry 96 feet 5 inches; third, Frank Cal- j
Four rooms. Bargain T.
houses for sale; novelties built to or cook
Batchelder for a visit.
ANDERSON.
215 Ralnkln 8t.. Tel
derwood of Union. 82 feet 3 inches.
der. RAYE’S CRAFT SHOP. 14 Pres
365-J.
_
__________________
_____ 103*105
cott
8t
.
City.
100*105
Earle Moore. Jr., returned today Horses 3400 pounds and over (load '
Hard wood per foot, fitted. 81 50;
leJ at
from a week’s visit on Matinicus of 6177) First, A. T. Berry of Wis
PETOY*T*e®: 487“' *’ 30 M B' * C--°: I
82
' refrigerator, screened ln porch, flush
Island with Mrs. Carrie Ames.
casset, 136 feet 7 Inches: second.
toilet
Avail fble Aug 24. MRS FRED
The ditch from Mrs. Laura Sea Austin Miller. Jr., of Waldoboro, 72
SAIL boat for sale, 18 x6’, round LINIKEN Tel. 291-W.
96-tf
I bottom, center-board, gaff-rigged; new
vey's residence at the top of the feet 10 inches; third. Frank Calder
COTTAGE at Holiday Beach to let by
ly painted and afloat. ROBERT HlIaLS
69-tf month or season: lights, spring water;
village hill to the driveway into wood of Union, 65 feet 5 inches.
119 Summer St.. Cltv.
shore lot Tel 237-W or 625 115 Park
Warren garagg is being rocked up
D Ac H. hard coal. egg. atove. nut Rt. Cltv
414 50 per ton. del. Household soft coal
in readiness for tarring. This tar
SOUTH WARREN
48 per ton. del Nut size New River soft,
ring of the ditch will be a sav
not screened $9 ton del., screened. 410
Early risers in this neighborhood
ton del. M B (V C O. PERRY. 519
ing of the road shoulders in heavy
Main 8t. Tel 487
92 tf
rains, as invariably a heavy rain report a frost on the morning of
MEN. Women! Get Pep Raw Oyster
would wash them out badly. In the 25tti.
United States Customs Service
stimulants, tonics ln Ostrex tablets
Mr. and Mrs. Merritt Robinson
NOTICE
often needed alter 40 by bodies lack
addition, the ditch wiU provide
United States Custom* Service. Col ing iron, calcium, phosphorus, iodine,
more of a parking place in the hill of Lynn who have been guests at
vvw. District .ww.
lector
No. ..
1. Rockland. WA..8AV,
Maine . Vltamln B-l G*t 35c size todav Call.
N. B. Copeland's in Thomaston
when it ls necessary.
Notice ls hereby given under the
S' H MOOR & CO and
other
called
recently
on
friends
here.
04*105
Act of February 19. 1920, that ln pur good drug stores
Mr.s. E. Howard Favor returned
suance of Authority granted by the
Mrs.
Julia
Gross
who
has
been
YARN We are prepared to make
Thursday to Malden, Mass., after
Director. Bureau of Marine Inspec your wool Into yam Write for prices.
tion and Navigation letter dated 8-20- Also yarn for sale. H A. BARTLETT.
being guest at the home of Mrs. guest at Mrs. Ada Spear’s has re
40 on the application of Snow Ship Harmony, Me
turned to Portland.
104-115
Everett Cunningham.
yard-. Inc . the name of the Ol S.
Mrs Alden Beals and daughter
Ladle® Reliable hair goods at Rock
I MYRA J WOOSTER 46 Gross Tons.
The widening of route 131 by
■ Official Number 216241
has been land Hair Store, 24 Elm 8t Mall order*
solicited
H O RHODES. Tel 419-J
the conjunction of the route and Sandra of Marblehead, Mass., are
changed to MINK.
visitors
at
W.
C.
Le&vitt's
for
a
93-S tf
Joseph T. Sylvester.
Union street Just ln front of the
Collector of Customs.
week.
Every Sunday up to and including Sept. 15, excursions will be
new school building is a much need
104-107
Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Reed and
run over beautiful Penobscot Bay. Fast, comfortable steamers.
ed safety move, completed last
children
of
Millinocket
and
Mr.
Low Excursion Fares. Delicious Shore Dinners if desired at
week. A clear view of the Inter
PORT CLYDE
Swan's Island or Vinalhaven.
section from either way Is provid and Mrs. Honey of Bangor were re
Mrs. Charles Brown and daugh
For a Long, Invigorating Sail—CO Miles—and a Short Stay
ed the motorist, and the road at cent callers at O. A. Copeland's.
ter, Miss Helena Brown of South
You have always desired is now
Walter
Delano
is
confined
to
Ashore—2'i Hours—take the big powerful steamer North llaven
that point has been widened.
Portland passed last weekend with
Knox
Hospital
with
an
Injured
knee.
available
at Wildwood Park over
for Swan's Island and way landings.
The Circle of Ivy Chapter, OES.
Mr. and Mrs U. G. Davis. Miss
Mr. and Mrs. O. B. Libby went to
looking Prnobsrot Bay; screened
enjoyed
a
picnic
Tuesday
at
the
For a shorter sail—25 miles, and a longer stay ashore—seven
Brown remained for a longer visit.
porch, good roads, city water,
Alvah Simmons blueberry farm at Monmouth Friday to attend the
hours—take the beautiful twin screw steamer W. S. White.
Among those from here who at
birthday
observance
of
the
latter's
lights available, $!)85, for quick
Head Tide, with 15 members pres
tended
the
Washington
Camp
Both Boats Leave Tillson’s Wharf Each Sunday Morning At
sale. Apply—
ent. Mrs. Alvah Simmons was hos uncle.
0 o'clock, Daylight Time, and Arrive Back in thc Late Afternoon.
Mrs. Lucretia McNeil has reFive great Disney triumphs are combined into one glorious screen show meeting were Mrs. Alice Trussell,
tess.
Miss Elsie Puffer, Mrs. Ada Bren
Wildwood
Round Trip Fares—Vinalhaven. $1.50; North Haven, $150;
The grading of the grounds ln turned from Florida where she spent known as the Great Walt Disney Festival. This elaborate offering in nan. Mrs. Rose Davis and Miss
several
months.
She
was
accomeludes
the
record-shattering
“
Snow
White
and
the
Seven
Dwarfs,
”
“
Fer
Development
Company
Stonington, $2.20; Swan’s Island. $3.00.
front of the new school building,
panied by her sister Mrs. Janies I dinand the Bull," the Three Little Pigs in “The Practical Pig.” "The Ugly Celia Chadwick.
14 MAIN ST. CAMDEN, TEL. 501
and
the
laying
out
of
a
semi-cir

78Stf
The Willing Workers held a sale
Packard who will visit relatives I Duckling" and “Donald's Lucky Day,” all KKO Radio releases In Tech104-106
cular drive there has been a big liere.
Tuesday at the library.
nlcolor.

WALDOBORO

Alice Breen of Pori Clyde is visit
ing at E. K Maloney's.
The Girl Scout Troop, with the
leader, Mrs. Donald Knapp, picnicked| last Saturday on Peck's
Point.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Goudy
of Hartford are guests this week

WARREN

'-W'" ‘.■

Other New Coats

Knox Pomona Grange

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND

WANTED

FOR SALE

PARK THEATRE, SUNDAY-MONDAY

Fair

TO LET

PARK THEATRE TUESDAY-WEDNESDAY

Summer Cottages

MISCELLANEOUS

THAT COTTAGE

improvement to the new building.

ter, Gertrude Vinal, Ellen Wareham
and Ethelyn Strickland,
Lyford ,Ross, Arthur Arey and Roy
(Continued from Page One) / . The lobster is not harmed if re
Arey haze returned from Boston.
while the fourth-stagers are being turned to the sea immediately after
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bernhardt,
the -utt'ng process, because the
MRS. OSCAR O. LANE
who have been at "Weliklt” cottage reared is not easily determined be wound quickly heals, leaving the
Correspondent
cause
of
the
relatively
short
rearat Shore Acres, have returned to
' slit.
Malden, Mass.
lng period which hinders extensive ; The lobster shedding season
A party was held recently at the i An enjoyable picnic was recently
home of Capt. and Mrs. Edwin J.' held at Camp Restless at the Ames experiments. "We do not consider starts about the middle of July
this a primary problem." said Mr. and continues until early in SepRobinson in honor of the birthday! farm. Those present were Mrs. Ella Scattergood. “until more important tember. To the novice the shed
of their granddaughter, Miss Grace , g Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Carl L. Ames, questions have been answered.’’ ding process is something of a mys
Robinson. Games were played and j q Meservey Ames, Malcolm Whit- Further experimentation is essen tery, but the purpose is obvious.
lunch served, featuring a birthday' tington, Mr. and Mrs. Lavon T. tial until we can evaluate ail of the The lobster’s growth would be re
cake. Those present were Pauline Ames, Jr„ son Roger, Mr. and Mrs
Smith, Blanche Farrand of Haddon- ! Clyde Ames and daughter Hope
field, N. J., Martha Thompson and I Mrs. Bertha Fox and daughters
Athlene Thompson; others invited Pauline and Carolyn, Walter Hopbut unable to attend were Miss Hes- , gjns and daughters Gladys and
ter Brown and Mrs. Edward Sniith, Huth. A shore dinner was served
Jr.
Dr. Howard Wells of Ohio will
Miss Peggy Brown and niece Miss preach at Union Church Sunday
Julie Brown, who have been at[ Miss Ruth Brown will be soloist.
"Lookout Cottage," Shore Acres, left ;
“
Friday for their home in Cleveland, WEST ROCKPORT
Ohio.
I a. A. Clark, J. J. Dunbar, Harold
Recent guests at the Ames and Robert Heald attended DamariFarm were Mrs. Bertha Fox and scotta Fair Wednesday. Mrs. Clark
daughters Pauline and Carolyn of spent the day with her aunt in
Lynn, Mass., Mr. and Mrs. Lavon T. Damariscotta.
Ames Jr. and son Roger, Mr. and j The Tuesday Club dined this
Mrs. Daniel Potter of New Bedford week at Witham's Lobster Pound.
Mass.
i A happy surprise to the group was J Mlllba—I—»il——III—1 "Wl
Mrs. B K. Smith entertained , meeting there Rev. and Mrs. P. C.
The “Maine" operated by thr Department of Sea and Shore Fisheries.
Thursday at a family dinner party Hughey and family of New York
enroute
to
their
home
after
a
vaca

factors influencing the growth and tarded if the heavy shell were
in honor of the birthday of her son
survival of lobster larvae.
not discarded in favor of the one
Clinton, who is home from Ba’h tion spent at Allegash.
There was an attendance of more
Many advances have been male, which is meantime forming be
for the holiday. Those present were
Mr. and Mrs. Irving Fifleld Mr. and than 30 at the prayer-meeting Aug. however, since the days of 1900 neath lt.
Mr. Scattergood and Supt. Dorr
Mrs. Joseph Kittredge, Mrs. Monti 21 when Rev. J. W. Hyssong of when, at Orrs Island, in Casco Bay,
Brunswick had charge. It took tlie the larvae were placed in a service discuss modestly the nature of their
lieu Grindle and son Bruce.
Miss Pauline Smith was a recent form of a prayer and praise serv bag suspended from a flouting work, and the researches which are
dinner guest of Miss Patsy Brown ice followed with a sermon by the frame. Tire wind and tide kept being conducted by the former In
the sides of the bag moving to t.nd his role of biologist. The age. size
at "Lookout ” cottage, Shore Acres former pastor.
Mrs Irving Wood and son Charles , Oorge Greenrose Jr., who has fro, and the larvae were thus kept and migratory habits of the lobster
of Belfast are visiting her daugh-j r^mUy returned^
a ^ljHeld in motion. At Orrs Island only 79 are among the numerous matters
where
he
has
been
receiving
treat fourth-stagers were produced from considered.
ter, Mrs. Edward E Smith, Jr.
The department considers as ex
Dr. and Mrs. D Earl Heacock of ment, Is receiving the glad hand 1.000.000 first-stage lobsters The
lack of success was attributed to tremely unlikely that lt will ever
Aldan, Pa, spent the past week at from his many friends.
Richard Souther of Quincy, Mass the low temperature of the water, locate another lobster like “the
the home of Capt. and Mrs. Clinton
which lengthened the larval period grandfather of them all" which
is visiting Charles Heald.
Teele.
,
Mr. and Mr.s. Frank Lehtonen by 25 or 26 days.
weighed 46 pounds as unofficially
Kenneth J Morton of Vassalboro and daughter Elaine of East Brain
The Sea and Shore Fisheries de reported or like the 45-pounder re
is expected to arrive Sunday.
tree, Mass, are guests of Mrs. Leh- partment finds August a very busy corded by the United States Bu
Mr. and Mrs Frank H. Brown en tonen's mother, Mrs. Amanda Lun month because in the flrst three reau of Fisheries, offiiclally. Supt.
tertained Wednesday at dinner Dr. den.
weeks of it thousands of pounds Dorr has viewed millions of lob
and Mrs. Charles Dipple, Mr. and
Mrs. Emerson Sadler of Rockland of "seeders" must be bought to sters during his connection with
Mrs. Stanley Dipple, daughters June and Mrs J. W. Bartlett of Med- supplement the hatching.
the federal hatchery, put confesses
and Avis of New’ York, Frank H. (jQr(j jgass., were callers Tuesday
During the Summer months the that he never saw one outweighing
Hanley of Rockland, and Walter on Miss Florence M West.
fishermen find many seed lobsters ; 24 pounds
Gross.
Services at the church Sunday in their traps, and they may not I For the purpose of discovering
Mr. and Mrs Albert J Andraud will be as usual for the first Sun be retained legally. It would be where the crustaceans go. and how
of Cincinnati, who have been guests day of the month.
an easy matter to brush off the far they go, red and white celluof Prof, and Mrs. R. Mont Arey at
eggs, but if the fishermen experi- > loid discs are affixed on the tails
their cottage on Lane’s Island, re
turned home Wednesday. Mr. An WEST WALDOBORO
draud is a member of the Cincinnati
Mr. and Mis. Lawrence Aulis,
Mrs. William Aulis. Miss Esther
Symphony Orchestra.
The Vinalhaven Lions Club met Aulis and their guests Mr. and HarThursday night and enjoyed a old Oilman motored Wednesday to
chicken dinner served by the Eastern Winterport.
Miss Eleanor Thlbadeau of
SUr Circle.
Mr and Mrs. Walter Koch of ^'ndship
thls week
East Orange. N. J., arrived Thursday ,
“er aunt Mrs. Alton Wtnchen-

LOBSTERS VIA FOURTH STAGE ROUTE

VINALHAVEN

n‘T°Rn N has ’
Mr and
Aaron Nash visited
Miss Elizabeth Gray. R
ha f
returned from Naples where she has
of
h«emP^T
Wllso^ and1 Mrs
Lincoln of Readru»Rn< r 7
I
h vt been ^e*d called Wednesday on Emily
daughter Barbara, who have been
guests of Harry Wilson, returned W " h
_
.
2,
j
onrtianrt
I Mrs Madelene Crane is employed
'“7
Ml
returned Mon
in the Medomak Canning Factory
Miss Mary Wellson returned Mon- ; #l
day from a few weeks vacation with
Mr and Mrs. Freelon Vannah and
relatives m Rockland.
son Sherman of South Waldoboro
Mrs. Fred K Coombs was hostess
g
Wednesday night to the Bridge p
A WlnphAnhorh
C. A.
Winchenbach.
Eight."
John Crane Jr. spent last week
Mr. and Mrs Harvey Webster and
end at home from Bath.
daughter Ruth, who passed the
Mrs. Dewey Winchenbach and
Summer in town, left Friday for
daughter Ida were Augusta visitors
their home in Winter Haven, Fla
recently.
Miss Betty Dearborn returned Fri
Mrs. Albert Goetz and three
day to Meriden, Conn.
daughters returned to their home in
Miss Elizabeth Ross has returned Holland, Mich., Tuesday after
from Boston.
spending a month with her parents
Mrs. Samuel Rich and niece Pris Mr. and Mrs. Alton Creamer and
cilla Polk returned to Isle au Haut other relatives.
Wednesday, having been guests of
Game Warden Eugene Winchen
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Polk.
bach of Lincoln spent Sunday and
This group of friends enjoyed Monday with hls porents Mr. and
Wednesday at the log cabin "The Mrs. Alton Winchenbach.
Falls" at Dark Brook: Phyllis Black,
Catherine Garner, Dorothy Clay-

10

UNION
Workmen are busy laying new
floors in the schoolhouse.
Wilson Merriam who has been
: seriously ill, was able to ride to the
WATER PIPES RENEWED
! Common recently.
AND WIRED OUT
NEW SEWERS LAID
A special meeting of the Woman’s
ALSO CLEANED WHEN
Community Club will be held Sept
PLUGGED
15 at 2.30 at the club rooms. Mr.
SEPTIC TANKS A CESSPOOLS Witham of the Farm Bureau will
AND CEMENT WORK
explain to all interested parents the
REPAIR CELLAR WALLS
system of free lunches for school
children. This plan has worked out
successfully in many other locali
TEL. IIS7-R. ROCKLAND, ME. I ties. All parents are invited to the
I meeting.

NOW IS THE TIME!

S. E. EATON

BUY A KALAMAZOO, DIRECT TO YOU
Stoves, Heaters, Furnaces and Combinations
Very Easy Terms

Your Old Stove Taken in Trade

Harold B. Kaler, local representative, Washington

98-tf

VINALHAVEN & ROCKLAND STB. CO.
(Eastern Standard Time)
SWAN’S ISLAND UNE
STEAMER NORTH HAVEN
Effective June 20 to September 15, Inclusive
Read Down
Dally
Except
Sun.

Dally
Except
Sun.

Sun.
Only

A.M.P.M.A.M.
4.30 2.15 8.00
540 3.30 9.101
6.50 4.40 10.20
7J0|
|11.30i

Lv.
Lv.
Lv.
Ar.
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Every-Other-Dav

ROCKLAND,
NORTH HAVEN,
STONINGTON,
SWAN'S ISLAND,

Sun.
Only

AJM.P.M.P.M.
Ar. 11.5517.00 5.35
Ar. 10.55 6.00 4.35
Ar, 9.56 5.00 3.25
|2.15
Lv. 8.45]
Read Up

VINALHAVEN LINE
STEAMER W. S. WHITE
Read Down
Daily . h
„
Except %'S Dally
Sat. 4 0!* Except = 5
Sun.
Sun.

AM.AM.PMA.M.
5.00 *8.00 2.15 8.00 Lv. ROCKLAND,
| 9.05
| Lv. NORTH HAVEN,
6.15:10.0013.30 9.15| Ar. VINALHAVEN,

Dally
h
Except ♦id
Sat A tn g Daily
Sun.

A.M.A.M.P.M.
Ar. ,9.45111.45 5.30
!
1
1
Lv. ,8.30,1030,4.15
Read Up

* New York train connection Saturday only.
78-tf

Civil War Veteran

TENANT’S HARBOR

Mrs. George Rivers and a friend
from Windsor recently spent a day
with Mrs. Belle Clark ln Olenmere..
Munday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
Mr. and Mrs . William Murphy
WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
and family of Providence, accom
ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
panied by friends have been guests
of Mrs. Alice Murphy and sons.
Mrs. Minnie Benson and Mrs.
Divide
cream
in
four
portions
and
Were wondering if any of you
Kathleen Thompson have returned
tried the English method for pre whip. To flrst part add 5 table
from a visit in Massachusetts with
serving rose buds described last spoons confectioner's sugar and
Miss Virginia Barter, who has em
year ln Horticulture. The rose the melted chocolate, slowly. Spread
ployment there.
buds were cut early in the day on bottom of loaf-size refrigerator
Miss Mabel Erickson of the cleri
after the dew has dried, the ends tray and place in refrigerator while
cal staff of the Lahey Clinic. Bos
dipped in melted wax and each preparing next layer. To the sec
ton visited her mother Mrs. Flor
bud wrapped ln tissue paper and ond portion of cream add same
ence Erickson and her aunt, Mrs.
stored in a covered box in a cool amount of sugar and the macaroon
Mabel
Wilson
last weekerd
place. It was said that any time crumbs. Spread this carefully over
Mrs. Erickson has been employed
ln Winter the waxed end of the flrst layer and return to refrigera
at Waneset Inn this Summer, and
stem could be snipped off, the tor. The third layer is made by
returned to her home on Vlnal
buds put in tepid water and they adding the strawberry Jam to the
haven this week.
would open naturally but one or cream, and the fourth layer ls
Bertram Wall (son of the late
two people have reported not too composed of the cream, the almonds
Mark and Sarah F Wall) of Bristol,
good luck with the idea. Did you and five tablespoons of sugar. Place
filled tray In refrigerator and freeze
R. 1, is vacationing in Martinsville
try lt, and with what success?
and Port Clyde and calling on
We've had enthusiastic reports To serve slice as for brick ice cream.
on preserving flowers in sand, how Makes 3*4 quarts.
friends about town. Mr. Wall ls in
ever. It must be clean sand that .Molded Chirkrn Supreme
the Insurance business and also a
114 cups cold chicken
has been washed and dried in the
Rhode Island State senator. He is
Wr are indebted to Mrs. Winfield
% cup crushed pineapple
sun and then cooled, and flowers
L. Ames of North Haven for the a native of this place.
6 tablespoons pecans
that won't drop their petals easily
Abe Benson who has employment
above portrait of her father, Jewett
Pinch of salt
must be chosen; flowers like zin
Turner, who served nearly four In New York Ls spending a vacation
1 cup whipping cream
nias. marigolds, chrysanthemums,
years in the 8th Maine Volunteers with Mrs. Benson, and son at the
1 cup mayonnaise
rose buds or cosmos. The surface
The Courier-Gazette will be glad to home of her mother Mrs Clarence
Cut chicken in small cubes, drain receive photos of any Civil War vet Thompson.
of flowers and foliage must be dry
and clay flower pots with the drain pineapple and chop the nutmeats erans in Knox County and immedi
Rev. and Mr.s. Byrd Springer and
age holes covered with heavy wrap flne. Add salt to the chicken and ate vicinity. They will be promptly two children have moved here from
combine flrst four Ingredients. returned.
ping paper.
Franklin, Mr. Springer preaching
Cut the flower stems so they’ll I Whip cream and blend with mayhis first sermon as tlie pastor Sun
stand upright with the petals Just I onnalse. Fold two mixtures to- HOPE
day morning. Incidentally, four
below the rim of the pot. Pour in ! gether. Place in refrigerator tray
Herbert Hardy has been moved ministers were In the congregation,
a two-inch layer of sand and stand I and freeze. Cut In squares and from Rockland to the Community namely: Rev. and Mrs. J. Charles
the flowers in it. Be careful the , serve on lettuce garnished with Hospital in Camden and is getting MacDonald of Rockland; Rev. and
petals don't touch, and then pour ; mayonnaise and a slice of tomato, along nicely. He will be pleased Mrs Guy Mark and daughter of
in sand carefully until foliage and I Serves ten.
Concord, Mass, Rev. and Mrs Cook
to see visitors.
flowers are completely covered. Baked Squash
Paul Nickerson Ls visiting Miss of Hebron and Rev. Allison Watts
2 pounds yellow squash
Label each pot with name and date
and daughter of Jamaica, Vt. (Mr.
Gertrude Hardy for a few days.
H cup water
and store in a cool dry place for
Principal and Mrs. W. D. Hall Watts being a native of tills town).
Salt, pepper
two months. Then Invert the pot
Mr. and Mrs John Davidson of
of Castine, Mrs. Ermo H. Scott of
land O' Lakes Butter
carefully and let the sand pour
Castine and Castleton. Vt., and Walpole, Mass., are guests for a
1 out slowly. One woman said the
Scrub squash, slice half-inch daughter "Bonnie" and Mrs. Edna week of hls parents, Mr. and Mrs,
flowers emerged “like lovely but thick and place in a well greased C. Harquail of Winterport and Herbert Davidson.
terflies from a cocoon." I think baking dish, add water and bake Torrington, Conn., were recent
Rev. Allison Watts and daughter
this method was ln Better Homes in a moderate oven *350 degrees F.) dinner guests of Miss Mary B. Bills. of Jamaica. Vt. were recent guests
and Gardens last September. Do one hour or until tender. Dot each
John Wilson, Jr., has returned of his brother John Watts at the
with
butter, from three weeks Army training home of Capt. OrrLs Holbrook.
tell us how It works lf you try it, slice generously
and we ll report on a few jars of sprinkle with salt and pepper and at Canton. N. Y.
lermond Smith ol West Somer
return to oven for a few minutes
preserved flowers later.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Hay of ville. Mass., arrived Tuesday for a
to melt butter. Yield, 6 servings.
Wheatena Pancakes
Portsmouth, N. H are at their few days' visit with hls mother,
MENU
cup uncooked Wheatena
cottage on Hobbs Pond until after sister, and grandmother, Mrs.
Breakfast
IH cups milk
Einma Torrey, at the latter's home.
Labor Day.
Raspberries and Cream
2 eggs
Tlie Red Cross work finishes this
A parish meeting was held last
•Wheatena Pancakes
1 and 1-3 cups sifted flour
Saturday at the home of Mr. and weekend, having completed all the
Grilled Sausages
3 teaspoons baking powder
Mrs. L. P True. Elmer True was material that has been sent to that
Maple Syrup
1 teaspoon salt
appointed moderator and these organization of valiant workers.
Coffee
2 tablespoons melted butter
officers were elected: Raymond Tliey have finished and sent 14
Sunday Dinner
IH tablespoons sugar
Ludwig, clerk; Elmer True, trea dresses and many sweaters and
Jellied Consomme
Add milk to Wheatena and let
surer; Mrs. Elizabeth Harwood other knitted articles. There is
Baked Ham
stand half an hour. Add beaten
Mrs Katherine True and Reuben more yarn for all those who will
Bronze Potatoes
eggs and melted butter. Add this
Barrett assessors. These assessors keep up the good work of knitting
•Baked Squash
mixture to the sifted dry ingredi
were appointed as a committee to and there ls great need of sweat
Tossed Green Salad
ents; mix thoroughly. Bake on
make arrangements for much need ers and scarves as cold advances.
•Harlequin Delight
hot greased griddle. Makes about
AD TENANTS HARBOR ...............
ed repairs on the church.
Iced Tea
16 pancakes.
Mr. and Mrs. F. H. Romkey, Mrs
Mrs. Mildred Dunton has been
Supper
Harlequin Delight
entertaining her friend Mrs. Nor Marjorie Illffe, and William Illlfe
•Molded Chicken Supreme
1 cup strawberry Jam
ma Bearce and two daughters of have closed their cottage for the
O. & C. Potato Sticks
2 ounces unsweetened chocolate
Malden, Mass. While here they season and returned to Belmont,
Tiny Hot Rolls
1 cup macaroon crumbs
attended Union Fair which was Mass.
Candy Peach Pie
Hcup shredded almonds
Mr. and Mrs. William F. Riley of
a great treat to the children from
Coffee
1 quart whipping cream
Somerville recently spent a week
the ctty.
* Recipes given.
Confectioners sugar
Thimble Club met with Mrs. at Mrs. Riley's former home here.
Gladys Burgess Wednesday at her A Jolly Party
Megunticook Lake camp.
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hocking en
tertained about 40 friends at the
GLENMERE
Ledges last Friday night.
Held This Year In Belfast
Can World Peace Be
Mr. and Mrs. Francis Fitzgerald
Oeorge Wallace of Walpole. Mass,
and Featured By Presence Established? No, Unless and Miss Blanche Johnson who who is a fine entertainer was mas
have been at the Johnson cottage ter of ceremonies, assisted by Mrs.
Of Ben Ames Williams
Spiritual Awakening
two weeks returned last Saturday Ethel Auld at the piano.
Arthur R. Greenleaf. Commissioner of Sea and Shore Fisheries, takes his
Mr. Wallace sang several Scotch
Mrs. Donald Karl and I stopped
It Is apparent to every observ to Rocky Hill, Conn.
duties seriously and the Department is progressing.
Miss Rosa Teele and MLss Edith selections, also tap danced. Others
enced any temptation to thus vio of lobsters during the Summer and at the sign of the artist Wednes ant. reasoning soul that the world Harris were guests Friday of Mrs. who contributed to the evening's en
late the law. they have been pro Fall, and the shellfish are then day morning Aug. 28 at the home of is being forced Into a state of gen Julia Miller and Mr.s. Laura Sitep tertainment were the Scotch quar
vided with a much easier and safer liberated at Boothbay Harbor, in Conrad Newton and Marion Brown. eral self destruction. Unless there j er of Waltham, Mass., who are tet, and the feature of the evening
way. by simply selling the crusta the Sheepscot river and at Dam- & High street, Belfast, Maine, as is a great spiritual awakening and -spending the Summer at St. George. was a uet sung by Mrs. Early of
ceans to the State for the going ariscove Island. The tags which guests at the 57th annual reunion a prompt and positive application
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wiley had as Connecticut, and •’Oram’' Barter
prices. Co-operating with the State are furnished by the United States of the Hills family.
, ,
sueper guests recently, Mrs. Jen who is 90 She was accompanied by
As we stepped from the car we !of ** only remedy there u for *ar nie Sheerer of Pawtucket, R. I., Mr. her great granddaughter Erdine
Orings about a double benefit, for Bureau of Fisheries, are serially
the seed lobsters, freed of their numbered and bear the letters "N. saw through the trees in the gar nations now at peace will be drawn, ! and Mrs Roy Barter and son Fran- Hocking.
progeny, are returned to the fish A." (North Atlantic). The lobsters den a very long table dressed in step by step. Into the conflict.
j cis of West Somerville, Mass . Mrs.
Refreshments were served and a
ing grounds and become a further are measured when tagged with j white, with a low centerpiece of
This will be accomplished either
C!ark and son Warren of Wal- happy time was passed dancing the
asset to the fishermen. A slit is notation of the sex. One was red high bush cranberries running as a result of deliberate attack by ,haIn- Mass., nnd Waiter Barter, old quadrilles and reels, ending by
cut in the tail of each lobster thus found 10 miles from the point of its length. Soon we were shaking powerful aggressor nations, or as a 1 ^TiLs was the first time Mrs. Wiley singing "Auld Lang Syne. '
released, for identification pur liberation, although released only ; hands and listening to others: “Now result of the evil machinations of |her sister Mrs Sheerer and their
Among the out of town guests
poses. Before the "seeder" buying a comparatively short time before, let me see. Your mother—” Never subversive groups within their ,two brothers had met for 26 years,
were Mr and Mrs Oeorge Wallace
system was adopted many female
A careful survey Is made of the before since that first meeting Bept. borders.
I Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Johnson, son of Walpole, Mass., Mr. and Mrs.
lobsters were destroyed before their results achieved during the fish- 10. 1884 (and they have not missed
We must face the (fact that War Thomas of Willimantic. Conn., and Early and family of Connecticut,
young could hatch.
lng season—noting particularly the a year) had there been such a will not be overcome by the boast- j Ml Johnsons mother. Mrs. Mary Ollie Barter of Newton, Mass..
The State buying program was size of the catch and size of the grist of questions to ask.
ed "armed might" of any nation. Johnson of Rocky Hill. Conn., were Misses Elizabeth and Katherine
first authorized ln 1935 when part lobsters. Two hundred lobsters re
The questions led naturally to tlie The one and only power that can a*'
Riley of Medford, Mass., Mrs. Mc
cottage for the week,
of the annual budget of the Sea main ln captivity in order that the older ancestors. Then entered the cause war to cease and bring forth
Mr. and Mrs. B S. Boss who were Kay of Nova Scotia, Miss Pike of
and Shore Fisheries department officials may discover how much discussion of the delightful new Peace sn Earth is the Almighty at Beau B<1 cottage the past five Somerville, Mass, Mr. and Mrs. Ro
was set aside for the buying of as their size increases with each book "Come Spring," by Ben Ames Power of the Hand of Ood and the weeks have returned to New York land Thompson, Mr. and Mrs. Ken
many seed lobsters as the fund moult, or "shedding." This process Williams, for the Hills are descend- Healing Orace of Divine Love. And , ®ity’
neth Thompson and Mrs. Philbrook
would allow. Tlie work was con varies, some lobsters shedding ants of Philip Robbins, the original the Christ-revealed means of call- : Mrs. Mabel Coplthorne of West of Friendship.
ducted on a comparatively small once a year, some twice a year and | settler at what is now Union.
ing forth this Help from On High Ls Som'“rvllle, Mass who is spending
scale until last year when Com some once in two years.
j All eyes went at once to one en- Prayer
i the Summer at the Adams cottage,
EAST APPLETON
missioner Greenleaf bought and
"It's all very interesting work ’rance to the garden. Soon we were
We must, however make no mis- and Mrs. Oscar Stanley of MarMr. and Mrs Luther Calderwood
released more than 60.009 pounds, and has many other ramifications." j introduced to Mr. and Mrs. Ben take In our prtfying; If we pray for ^nsvMe called Friday on Mrs. Byand children of Woronoco, Mass.,
a program which is being followed says Mr. Scattergood who was re- ' Ames Williams,
Peace, we must include even our ron Davis.
are visiting Mrs. Calderwood’s
again this year.
tained as biologist at the insisA pale blue round table was set enemies. If we cherish hatred and
Mr and Mrs C A Holinbe'g and
The fish wardens buy the seed tence of Commissioner Greenleaf. | up near the long table at whicn we vengeance in our own hearts how daughter Marilyn of Rocky Hill, mother Mrs. Grace Brown.
John Chalson of Gardiner, Mass.,
lobsters from the dealers and see
And it’s a far cry back to the were privileged to sit with Mr. pnd can we expect them to bear good Uonn., who are spending the month
that they are properly marked. The days when anybody could find a Mrs. Maine Hills, and the guests will toward us!"—From the World at t:,e,r cottai’e had as guest this ls visiting at Roland Gushee's.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Mitchell and
identification slit is cut in the "mess" of lobsters on the Rock- | of honor Mr. and Mrs. Ben Ames Peace Program of the Christian Pel- week Mrs. Wallace Peck of Rocky
daughter Marion of Wakefield.
middle sectionof the tail and re- land flats at low tide, and when ! Williams. It was then we learned lowship of Prayer.
I
mains withthe shellfish at least
. lobsters of good size sold at "six there were 82 persons at the two
____________
I The Ladles' Circle fair netted $255 Mass., are guests at Raymond
Paul's.
a year, or through one shedding, for a quarter”.
I tables, the descendants coming from QIMnMTniU
'which has been turned over to the
Damon Gushee has returned from
I church building fund. Sale of sup-----------------------------------------------Belfast, Lincolnville Beach, North- OllVIUn I UN
Communlty Association meets per tickets totaled MB—the inrgest Camden where he has had employ
PRAISE—NOT FLATTERY
for praise. People of ordinary in- P°rt. Camden, Rockland. Thomasment this Summer.
A great service organization to telligence do not like flattery. Aside Iton- Union, Warren, Boston and Thursday at the hall. Supper will I ever.
be served about 6 o'clock.
|
____________
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Gushee, Mr.
from
being
poor
taste,
it
sometimes
Springfield.
Mass.,
Brooklyn
and
which I belong has in its code of
and Mrs. Luther Calderwood and
Mr. and Mrs. Roland B. Smart,
is quite harmful. Do not however, New York, Philadelphia and BalMrs. Grace Brown were recently
ethics, "Be careful of your critism, withhold the good things you know timore.
sons Gerald, Harrison and daugh NORTH APPLETON
MLss Vivian Keene, R. N has In Portland where Mr. and Mrs.
Little Judith Pride, 21 months old ter Carol of Montclair, N. J. who
liberal with your praise." Another about another until it is too late.
returned to Palmer, Mass., after a Gushee's youngest son David ls a
"The faults of our brothers we Pass them along. They do more attracted much attention, for she ^ave been guests of Arthur Hawes week’s vacation with her parents, patient at the children's hospital.
and daughter Miriam for the past
hot
only
was
the
youngest
but
had
write upon the sand; their virtues good now than heaps of flowers
Mr. and Mrs. Ormond Keene.
A lawn party was enjoyed by
come from the distant port of Bal week, have returned home.
upon tablets of memory." If all at the end.
Mr. and Mrs Edward Johnson members of the Gushee family last
Mrs.
Edward
Blackington
and
timore,
Maryland.
Mrs.
Inez
Bur

of us followed these admonitions,
Walter W. Morse
Mrs. Leland Blackington of Rock- and Mildren of Palmer, Mass., are Sunday at Roland Oushee’s. 23 be
how much we would add to the
'The above is from the August kett, 88 years old, from Union, re
land were guests Tuesday of Mr. guests of Mr. and Mrs. Leland John ing present.
happiness of those with whom we issue of “The Federal Record," pub- membered much to tell the big fam
son.
and
Mrs. Donald Simonton
associate.
: lished by the Federal Life and ily.
Mrs Ormond Keene and Mrs.
Subscribe to The Courier-Oazette
After the fish chowder (provid
When we hear or read something Casualaty Company of which Mr.
Slhlrley Merceri called Friday cn
ren;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Conrad
Newton,
ed
by
the
hosts)
and
sweets,
fur

favorable or good about a person. Morse is vice president.)
Mr.s. Clarence Colley in Stockton
ther "Now let me see. Your grand Belfast; Mr. and Mrs. Oeorge Cam Springs.
it is well to pass it along. When
mother . . .” could be heard as Mr. eron, New York cloty, N. Y.; Mr.
we have pleasant business rela APPLETON RIDGE
Mr. and Mrs. George Cullinan
and Mrs. Williams mingled with the and Mrs. Wilbur Goyette, Philadel and family were dinner guests Sun
tions. it is wisdom to favorably
Mr. and Mrs. Silvio Roy and three guests about the garden.
phia,
Pa.
comment on the transaction. It children of North Union spent the
day of his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Enbertairtment committee- Doris Ben Cullinan.
The business meeting followed,
cheers and makes a person feel past week witli Mr. and Mrs. Frank
and (the following officers were Payson. Union; Katherine Newton,
better: costs you nothing and. in Hart.
Visitors Sunday at George But
Belfast; Mrs. Maine Hills, Belfast. ler's were Mr. and Mr.s. Oeorge But
elected for 1940:
cidentally, pays big dividends.
Arnold
Pitman
who
is
employed
The group lost earnestness when ler and family, Mr and Mrs. Orrin
President—Charles Cameron.
Eome years ago, while in WashFirst Vice 'President—E. A. Math the program featured a mock wed Jackson of Union and Mr. and Mrs.
ignton, I heard a Statesman bit at Highmoor Farm passed last
ews.
ding over a Sears Roebuck catalog. Charles Butler.
terly and viciously attack another weekend at his home here.
Second Vice President—Marion But a stem look seized the families
Sam Norwood of Warren was a
man high in public life. Less than
as they packed their baskets and
a year later, the man died. I read recent business cai’er at W. M. Brown, Belfast.
Secretary and Treasurer—Virgil departed. Mrs. Karl and I saun NORTH HAVEN
ln the press a most beautiful eulogy j Newbert's.
The Joint service of the Summer The Morning AfterTaking
tered out listening to "Now I am
by the erst-while berater. I ex- , Mrs. Elizabeth Stanley and Mrs. E Hills, Warren.
Executive committee—Mr. and the sixth generation from Philip— and Lsland residents will be held at
pect others who read it took it as Qhrystal Penningtpn of Banlightly as did I.
Igor ar« guests of Mr. and Mrs. W. Mrs. Donald Hills Fuller, Rockland; I'm going to read by 'Come Spring' the church Sunday at 10 o'clock Carters Little Liver nils

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

The Hills Reunion

One should not mistake flattery M. Newbert.

Crisis At Hand

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Hills, War- again, again."

Leah R. Fuller

daylight time.
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THOMASTON
ftftftft
BHIKLEY T. WI1JJAMB
Correspondent
ftftftft
Tel. 190

The Kalloch Reunion
Family Gathering At Glen
Cove Grange HallOfficers Re-elected

ROCKPORT
ftftftft
UDA O. CRAMROR
Correspondent

. Miss Caroline Parker of Oxford,
OWL’S HEAD
England.
Mrs. Maud Ryan of RidonviUe
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Graichen and was guest Thursday of Mrs. Evelyn
daughter Doris of Springfield, Si. Clair.
ftftftft
Mass. are weekend guests of Mr.
JUNE COTE
Rev. A. M. Watts of Vermont
and Mrs. John Campbell.
Correspondent
called recently on relatives ar.d
friends.
ftftftft
CLARK ISLAND
Mrs. Evelyn St. Clair attended
Tel. 713
Mr. and Mrs. Robert McGuflle of an American Legion Auxiliary clam
Stonington were weekend guests bake Wednesday in Bremen. Others
Miss Olive P. Shadie returned of Mr. McGuffie s mother Mrs. Bes
who attended were: the department
I Friday to Washington, D. C. after sie McGuflle.
president of 1st District. Mrs Bera visit with Mr. and Mrs. Allie
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Milne and | nice Jackson. Mrs. Georgia Jackson,
Dougherty.
. „ .. , , niece Miss Dorothy Jackson visi- Mrs. Anne Alden. Mrs. Mary Dins
Miss Joan Bird and Miss Majjorle (pd Thursday ln Portlanrt.
more and Mrs. Maud Ryan, Pleas
Chase of Boston are weekend
ant View.
Mrs.
Dorothy
Gross
of
Belfast
guests of Miss Birds parents Mr.
The young folks of this com
ls
visiting
Mrs.
Carl
Swanson.
and Mrs. John Bird.
munity enjoyed a beach party
Miss Helen Stone is in North
Notices of Appointment Tuesday night at St. Clair's. The
| Haven today where she will be
chaperones were Mrs. St. Clair
mald-of-honor at the SappingtonI, Charles L. Veazie, Register of and Mrs. Dunbar. Those attend
Duncan wedding.
Probate for the County of Knox. In ing were Robert Hills. Robert Rad
State of Maine, hereby certify that
Mrs. Charles E. Walsh is visiting the
ln the following estates the persons cliffe, Richard Anderson, Sidney
friends in Lawrence, Mass.
were appointed Administrators. Ex Shafter of
Rockland. Mlllicent
he the I ecutors, Guardians and Conservators Roberts of Rockport. Miss Har•The
Great
Thirst will
. ,
, ,
.
and on
dates hereinafter named:
subject of the sermon at the 10 30
oeorge e CLARK, late of Rock- riette Dyer of Haddonfield, N. J.,
service Sunday morning at the j land was appointed
.^ma ciyk m Rock- Miss Rita Corriveau of Laconia,
Exx.,
A report of Nancy Harmon's birthday party has been published in this Methodist Church by the Rev. Wes 1940. without bond
N. H„ Miss Mary Dyer, Miss Ber
WALTER
A
LOW
late
al Rockland,
paper. These guests helped celebrate it: Front row. Peter Rolerson. ton P. Holman.
There will be
Lizzie E Low of Rock tha Learned. Carl Reed, Jr., and
Richard Campbell; second row, Sandra Goodwin, Julia Spear, Nancy special music under the direction deceased
land wax appointed Exx.. Aug 20. 1940. Neil Farrell, Jr.
Refreshments
Harmon. Judith Rhodes. Rachel Dougherty: back row, Leo Rivard, Del
bond
of A. F. Sherman. Bible classes without
were served.
DALLAS
C.
MURCH
late
of
Vinal

Babb, Dean Mayhew, Bradford Thurber.
will meet at 11.45 with Mrs. Stella haven. deceased Winifred M Murch
Miss Bonnie Hickman, recent
Vinalhaven was appointed Admx ,
MacRae as superintendent. Happy of
Aug 20. 1940 and qualified by filing guests of Miss Dorothy Young, has
Hour service will be held at 7.30 bond on same date
ERNEST L TOLMAN late of Thom returned to Haddonfield. N. J.
with song service and talk by the aston.
deceased
Charles A Tolman
Mr. and Mrs. Earl E. Young and
pastor on the subject, “Christian of Portsmouth. New Hampshire was
appointed Admr. Aug 20. 1940. and family leave today for their home
Vision Translated Into Life." Mrs qualified
by filing bond on same date
Allen Payson will be the soloist. Ollford II Butler of South Thomaston in Haddonfield. N. J. accompanied
by Mrs. Sadie Stimpson. Mrs. Ero
was
appointed
Agent ln Maine.
AND THE
Church night service will be held
SARAH E DAVIS, late of Vinal
Thursday night at 7.30 and choir haven. deceased Maud L. Pillsbury Blom of Criehaven has been visit
Portland was appointed Exx . June ing Mrs. Stimpson and friends in
rehearsal will be Friday night at of
18 1940 and qualified by tiling bond Rockland.
the church.

A CAMDEN BIRTHDAY

CAMDEN

ftftftft,
The 71st annual reunion of the
TeL
Kalloch family was held at the PeMrs. Mary L. H. LaBoiteaux of
Mrs. Wallace Feyler was guest ncbscot View Grange hall. Glenof honor at a party given Thurs- cove Rockport, with 32 present, Bryn Mawr. Pa., has been guest
day night by Mrs J. Russell Davis. (he
£ j Ka,,och of ten days at the Scott cottage, Beau
champ avenue.
Following dinner at Webber s Inn ;
the group went to Mrs. Davis’ home ! Warren, 92. and the youngest Ron
Selectman Arthur K Walker has
for bridge, high score prize being aid Berry of Rockland
been confined to his home the past
awarded to Mrs. Karl Stetson.
Divine Grace was invoked by few days by illness.
Others invited were Mrs. Almon Rev. Maui ice Dunbar of Rhode
Mrs Florence Wilcox of Provi
Day of Auburn. Mrs. Orion Wads
dence. spent the weekend and holi
Island.
At
the
conclusion
of
the
worth of Camden. Mrs. Lawrence
day with her mother, Mrs. Carrie
Leach and Mrs. George Phillips of usual picnic dinner, the meeting Achorn. On returning Tuesday she
Rockland. Mrs. Hilliard Spear of was called to order by President was accompanied by Mrs. Achorn,
Warren, and Mrs. Richard Feyler, Emeritus. Edwin J. Kalloch.
who will visit her for the remainder
Mrs. Warren Feyler, Mrs. Ronald
Officers were re-elected: Presi of the week.
Messer. Mrs A. J Donaldson. Mrs
Mrs. Arthur Scott returned Mon
Bowdoin Grafton. Mrs. Robert dent Emeritus, Edwin J. Kalloch:
Libby and Mrs. Henry Montgomery. vice presidents. Daniel Keller of day to Philadelphia after spending
the Summer at her cottage.
William A Sweet of Cambridge, Rockport. Everett Kalloch of South
Miss Lillian Brann. who has been
Mass., was overnight guest Wed Thomaston, James Kellogg of
Cambridge, Mass., Mrs. Lillian spending the Summer vacation at
nesday of J. Russell Davis.
Joyce of Rockland, Mrs. Ella Rob her home on West street returned
Mr. and Mrs Warren Knights inson of St. Oeorge, Robert Sim Monday to Reading. Mass., to re
are spending the weekend with Mr. mons of Warren and John R Kal sume her teaching duties.
and Mrs. Arthur Johnson in Tur loch of Hatfield. Mass. Secretary
Stated meeting of Harbor Light
ner.
and treasurer Arthur D. Kalloch of Chapter O.E.S. will be held tonight
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Halstead Thomaston.
at 7.30. This is the first meeting
returned to East Boston yesterday
Remarks were made by E J. Kal- following the Summer recess, and
havlng come Tuesday to visit Mrs.
on
migrating of the fam- a large attendance is desired.
William Dunbar and Mr. and Mrs, ily from Scotland to Ireland; then
Mrs. Nora Porter of Boston, who
A. J. Donaldson.
to the U. S. in 1726. Mrs. Mabel has been visiting Mrs. Carrie
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Barnard of Rollins gave remarks on early re Achorn. left today for a brief visit
New Rochelle, N. Y., have returned unions from 1873 to 1940. Remarks at Swan Lake before returning
Aug. 23. 1940
home after a visit with Mrs. Eliza were made by Miss Marguerite home.
CHESTER B HALL, late of Warren,
Mrs. Dora Stover, who has been deceased
Gould of Rockland on the first
Carleton.
Mabel H Withee of Rock
Mrs.
Marie
Heath,
who
has
been
visiting
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Clifford
port
was appointed Exx . Aug 20. 1940
.Agriculture
I
home
demonstration
agent
on
Aids
The Third District Council. Ameri members of the reunion. Edward visiting at the home of Mrs. A.
and
qualified
by filing bond Aug 23.
Whyte, has returned to Lynn. Mass. 1940
This week Aug. 30. plans were in Clothes Buying are;
can Legion Auxiliary meets at Rollins gave an account of ancient Belle Skinner for two weeks, deJoseph
Simonton
ls
spending
a
MILLARD
E
ROWE late of Rock
presented
to
tlie
Knox-Lncoln
Friendship,
Sept.
3,
at
the
Church
and
modern
lighting
of
fires.
Three
Rockland Legion Rooms Tuesday
land. deceased Elmer E Joyce of Cam
Farm Bureau Executive Board by j vestry, with Mrs. Hattie Lawry, and few days in New York City.
solos were sung by Mrs. Lillian turned today to Revere. Mass.
den was appointed Admr . Aug 20.
at 130
Mrs. Carrie Clark of Weymouth, Wallace Spea: of Notth Nooliborc Mrs. Eva Russell serving dinner at
Mrs. Edward Bok was guest of 1940 and qualified by filing bond Aug
Mr. and Mrs. Weston Young and Joyce of Rockland. There were Mass, who has been guest of Miss
1940
honor at the meeting of the Ro 23.ANNIE
for the annual Farm Bureau mem- I noon.
also remarks made by Mrs. Mary
PAYNE FOSS late of North
Mr and Mrs. Warren Knights re
Lewis C. Foss of
North Edgecomb. Sept. 5. at the tary Club Wednesday night at the Haven, deceased
Kalloch, of Warren. John Kalloch Lillian Brann, is now visiting her bership campaign. Tne exscutive
turned home Thursday after spend
North Haven was appointed Exr. Aug
Yacht
Club.
This
was
Ladies
Night
niece.
Mrs
Laura
Seavey
in
Warren,
bc^rd met as last year at school house with Mrs Evelyn Gray
of Hatfield, Mass.. Rev. Dunbar of
20.
1940
and
qualified
by filing bond
ing several days at the New York
Pemaquid. Norris Waltz, Damarl- and Miss Anna Cate serving the and there were about 100 guests Aug 24. 1940
Rhode Lsland, Charles Kalloch of before returning home.
World's Fair.
BERTHA
A
MANK.
late
of Warren,
and visiting Rotarians present. A deceased Hiram Willard of
Tncmaston, and Charles E. Hills of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Beverage scotta, chairman cf the conimi.tte,! square meal for health.
Sanford
Mrs Nellie Ifemey left Tuesday gan pranCisco.
musical
program
was
furnished
by
was
appointed
Admr
.
Aug.
10 1940.
Edgecomb, Sept. 6, at the town
and Mr. and Mrs. Chadbourne of outlined the plans of the auto
and
qualified
by
tiling
bond
Aug
24.
for Detroit. Mich., for an indefinite
It was voted to hold the reunion Augusta were recent guests of Mr. tour which will be held Sept. 4. An hall. Mrs. Jennie Williams, Mrs. the Curtis Quartet with Edith 1940
stay with her sister.
HERBERT L. SIMMONS Ute of
outline of stops follows:
J Gwendolyn Dunton and Mrs. Evans Braun as pianist.
at Glen Cove Grange hall next year. and Mrs. Charles S Gardner.
deceased
Mertland O
Cary Cooper, son of Mr. and Mrs. Friendship,
Starting Point. Charles Tibbett’s.’ Charles Roberts are in charge of
Miss Lois Robinson returned
Those present were: Rev. Maur
Simmons of Friendship was appointed
Mrs. Elsie S. Packard and son
Lionel Cooper, celebrated his first Admr Aug 20 1940. and qualified by
Tuesday after spending the season ice Dunbar of Rhode Island. Roger, who have been visiting her North Whitefield.
Arrive at 9 dinner.
•
filing bond Aug 27 1 940
as councillor at Camp May Flather, Charles E Hills of San Francisco, parents. Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo P iDST.). Leave 9 30.
Herd of
At these meetings the selection of birthday Saturday at the home of
WILLIAM C
LENFEST
late of
his
grandmother.
Mrs.
Lois
DauThomaston.
deceased.
Frank
D
Mt. Solon. Va.
John R Kalloch. Hatfield Mass., Spear, left Thursday for their Guernsey cattle, improved pasture 1 shoes for style and comfort will be
Elliot of Thomaston was appointed
cette.
Grove
street.
Guests
pres

Miss Genevieve Braalee and Mrs. Julia Miller, Waltham, Mass.. home ln Montreal. Her other son of 35 acres on which he has applied discussed and various causes of foot
Exr . Aug 20 1940 and qualified by
bond Aug 27. 1940
guest. Jack Dorsey, of Dorchester, Jesse Kellar, Milton. Mass.. Mr and Edward, who accompanied them a ton of lime and 400 lbs. 47H “su- trouble from poor posture and ta ent were Mrs. Albert Hoffses and filing
EMMA LANE, late of St Oeorge, de
daughter.
Elaine;
Mrs. John ceased
Mass., arrive from Boston today to Mrs. Henry C. Mansfield. Lynn, here, will remain with his grand per' per acre for past two years; correct slices will be taken up.
Joseph E Hooper of St.
Campbell and son. Dickie; Mrs. Oeorge was appointed Admr.. Aug 20.
spend the holiday weekend with Mass. Mrs. Helen Harris, Lynn, parents until the opening of Staun women visit Mrs. Tibbett s kitchen ‘ Leader meetings next week are;
1940
and
qualified by filing bond Aug.
her father. Joseph Bradlee.
| Mass., Miss Edith Watts, Lynn, ton i Va t Military Academy, where which has been improved.
i Hope. Sept. 3. "Variety in Vege- Harold Ames and daughter, Mary. 28 1940
Mrs.
Frank
Berry
and
son.
Danny;
Attest
:
Second
stop:
Church
at
Whitetables,
’’
at
the
Grange
Hall
with
Mr and Mrs. F. O. Pouchot and Mass.. Mrs. J. E. Watts. Saugus, he is a student.
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
Mrs Clifton Dean and daughter.
Register.
daughters. Margaret, Phyllis and Mass • Arthur E Keller, Portland,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert McNlcol and field. Arrive 10.00. Leave 10.15 Mrs. Florence Brown and Mrs Mar- Evelyn; and Miss Lavinia and
105-S 111
Upholstering
of
chairs;
Better
1
garet
Robbins
in
charge
of
dinner.
Patricia of Weatherfleld. Conn., i Mrs. Gertrude Gay, Mrs Lillian children of Dorchester. Mass., are
are weekend and holiday guests of i J°>'ce- Ronald Berry and Mar- visiting at the home of Mrs. J. C Home Grounds; 4-H club exhibit. ' Mrs. Brown will also conduct the
Third stop: Mrs Percy Jewett's, meeting. Various vegetable dishes
Mr and Mrs. Ouv P. Lermond.
: Buer*te Oould, Rockland. Edwin J. Davis.
Leave ■ will be prepared for dinner by memEdward Auspland, Jr., entertained Head Tide. Arrive 10 45
Mrs Nathaniel Stone and Mrs. |
1 ren. Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Rollins. a group of his young friends 11.15 * Large dahlia and gladiolus bers and there will be a discussion
Ralph Thorndike returned Wed
garden; state fish rearing pools of of vegetables and their food value.
REAL ESTATE SPECIALS
nesday from Boston, having ac Somerville, Mrs. Ella Robinson, Thursday afternoon at a party in
Damariscotta. Sept. 5. “Christmas
companied Mrs. George Marshall Miss Faustina Robinson and Miss observance of his ninth birthday. Bernal Jewett.
I have several Houses and Farms at
Leola Robinson, St. George. Dan The time was spent with games and
Fourth Stop: Picnic lunch at ' Suggestions,-’ at the Biscay Com
to her home last week.
iel Kellar, Rockport. Elsie Giles,
Head Tide. Arrive 11.30. Leave 12 munity House. Mrs. Norris Waltz
Very Reasonable Prices
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Oxton at St George. Alexander Hathorne. prizes were awarded the winners.
Fifth Stop: Mrs. Ella Erskine's, and Mrs. Ida Lessner are on the
A
birthday
cake
with
lighted
can

tended the Hills reunion held Sun St. Oeorge. Rosa E. Teele. Glenif you ever want a Home, don’t miss seeing these
dles and circus animal decorations Head Tide. Arrive 12. Leave 123rf dinner committee. Mrs. Mac Lucier
day in Belfast.
mere. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur D. Kal delighted the eyes as well as the Notice living oom. bathroom and ' has charge of the meeting. Variat once
Mrs. Phyllis Leach and daughter, loch, Mrs. William R. Hoffses and
kitchen improvements.
j°us patterns will be cut for artipalates
of
the
youngsters
present,
Terms
can
be
arranged
on some of them.
Jeannine, Mrs. Ralph Wyllie, Mrs. Walter Swift, Thomaston.
Sixth Stop: Charles Hendrick- | cles to be made for Christmas gifts,
who were Russell Staples. Jr., Wal
283
MAIN
STREET,
ROCKLAND,
ME.
TEL. 1154 OR 330
George O'Brien and Mrs. Edward
ter Lermond. Billy Lermond. Mar son's. West Aina. Arrive 1. Leave With the Homes
FOSS HOUSE, 77 PARK STREET
Oxton motored Tuesday to Penob
i Miss May Weed, the latter of Rock- vin Welt, Gerald Thibodeau and 1.30. Two-year-old poultry range I Rockport. Sept. 5, First Aid, at
81T&Stf
scot.
Mrs. Lizzie
l land.
Stanley Payson. Edward received kept in good condition by use of the Chase Farm.
The St. John's Sunday School ) The Friendly Club is holding a
lime;
Summer
shelters:
Better
1
French,
Mrs.
Lizzie
Smith
and
many nice gifts and cards.
held an enjoyable picnic Thursday
“kitchen party" next Wednesday at
Verne Smith, son of Mr. and Mrs. Home Grounds work carried out J Mrs. Hattie Davies will serve dinner
at Butterpoint Farm. Dutch Neck,
the
newly-renovated Methodist Clayton Smith, ls visiting his under Extension directions; cellar at neon. Allen Payson, chief of
through the kindness of Mrs.
storage.
I the Camden Fire Department, will
. i.r .
.
.
Church kitchen, from 3 to 5 o'clock. grandparents at Millbridge.
Quiner.
Water sports and games _
. ,
' ..____
.
6eventh stop; Wyllie Munsey's, conduct the meeting and demonhelned tn make o hunnv dav Mr .11
^lS ** OPen t0
PUl>liC'
Mrs. Stanley Payson and son
FULLER REDUCED
helped to make a happy day for all.
Mrs. Eva Griffen returned yes Stanley, who have been visiting her West Aina. Arrive 1 45 Leaxe 2.15. [ strata first aid treatment and bandMr. and Mrs. James Creighton
1,100
laying
brids
in
a
Summer
ages.
terday to her home in Malden, parents. Mr. and Mrs. H. H. Robbins
PRICES GIVE MORE
of Hamburg. N. Y., who are vaca
Whitefield, Canning Bee. Sept. 5
Mass., after a visit here with Mr. for the month, will return Monday shelter 63x19 constructed by Mr.
tioning here, were honor guests at
at Mrs George Hausen's. Mrs.
FOR XOUR DOLLAR IN
and Mrs. Charles Knights, and at to Waterveliet, N Y. accompanied Munsey; 1000 pullets on range.
a supper party given by Miss Hilda
E.ghth stop: Edgar Smith's. North Annie Hapgood and Mrs. O. B. LaOeorge Thursday at her cottage I
wlth Mr and Mrs Harry by Mr. Payson who came for the
BRUSH VALUE THAN
Edgecomb. Arrive 2 45. Leave 3.15. beree are on the dinner committee.
weekend.
“The Porch
Perch.'*•• at PlonrarA
Pleasarft Point ©JadCr.
Largest poultry breeding plant in Mrs. Hausen will conduct the meet
Miss
Rebecca
Torrey
has
returned
EVER BEFORE
Other guests were Mr and Mrs Engagrmrni Announced
to Dorchester, Mass., after spend county; several thousand layers; ing. Members will bring vegetables
Joseph Emery of Rockland. Mrs
“Mr and Mrs. Bu<rf,wood Wilson ing a week at the home of Mr. and 70.000 capacity egg incubator of lat to can.
Albert T. Gould, of Marblehead this week announced the engage
Stops on county auto of interest
est type; electric egg grader.
Mrs. Edward Auspland.
Mass., Mrs. Nelson Keene of Ded- ment of their daughter, Thelma, to
Ninth stop: Mrs. Mary Weeks, to women: There will be a number
Rev. F. Ernest Smith will occupy
ham. Mass, Mrs. Earl Brown of John Warren Everett of Clinton, the pulpit at the Sunday morning Damariscotta. Arrive 3.30. Leave ‘ of stops of particular interest for
Marshall, Mo.. Mrs. Charles Creigh son of Mrs. Blanche Everett, of
I women cn the county auto tour.
service at the Methodist Church, 3.45 Rock garden and shrubs.
ton of Northampton Mass., Miss Thomaston.
Tenth
stop:
Round
Top
Farms,
! Sept 4
Mrs. Charles Tibbett’s
having returned this week from a
Margaret Copeland of Newton Cen
Miss Wilson is a graduate of vacation. At the evening service Damariscotta.
Leave . kitchen and dining room; Jewett's
Arrive 4
ter, Mass. Nathan Farwell of Orff's Ocean City High School. Class of
Earle Achorn will be the speaker. 4.30. Demonstration of latest cool dahlia gardens; community kitch
Corner, Mr. and Mrs. Donald 1936, and Mr. Everett was gradu
Rev. Mr. Smith having charge of ing, pasteurizing and bottling equip en at Erskine Hall, Aina; bathroom,
George. Mr. and Mrs. W. B. D. ated from Thomaston High School
the evening service in South Thom ment; 13 acres of ladino in produc kitchen, and living room at Mrs.
Gray, Mr. and Mrs. Bowdoin Graf and the Game Conservation Insti aston.
Ella Erskine's, Aina; upholstery on
tion.
ton. Miss Lena Shorey. Miss Clara tute. Clinton.
Farm Bureau membership meet chairs at Whitefield church; and
Services Sunday at the Baptist
Spear, Miss Mabelle Brown, and
Tlie couple will be married in the Church will be as usual with Rev. ings start next week. Following is community project of grounds
Myles Weston.
Fall."—From the Cape May County C . V. Overman preaching both the schedule for the first of them: around church; shrubs trees and
Alban Wyllie of Brooks is visit News, Sea Isle City, N. J.
morning and evening. Y.P.S.C.E. Sept. 3, Friendship, at 1 at Mrs. rock garden at Mrs. Waite Weeks.
ing his sister, Mrs. N. F. Andrews
at 6 o'clock p. m.; Church School Oertrude Oliver's; Sept. 5, at 1. at Damariscotta. The tour will start
In the Churches
and Mr. Andrews.
Victor Bergquist's, North Edge at Charles Tibbetts', North White
St. James Catholic Church. Mass at noon.
Mrs. H. H. Ncwbert was the
comb; Sept. 6. Edgecomb at 1, at I fleId at 9. daylight saving time.
greatly-surprised guest of honor at at 9 a. m.
( apt. Simon II. Wall
Mrs. Norman Sherman's. Sept 9.
St.
John's
Church.
At
9
a.
m.,
a family picnic party given Thurs
Capt. Simon H. Wall, retired sea- Owl's Head at 3. at the community
Think of it! You con now buy the famous Fuller Brushes ot almost
APPLETON RIDGE
Holy
Eucharist.
day on the occasion of her birth
captain, age 78. died Sunday after library.
half of what you formerly paid for them.
Appleton High School re-opens
St. George's Church, Long Cove. noon at his residence on Pascal
day, at the cottage of Mr. and Mrs.
Lincoln County Pomona meets
Willis Kinney, at Caddy's Point, At 7.45 a m., Holy Eucharist.
avenue. He was born in Tenants Saturday, Sept. 7 at Huntocn Sept. 3 The elementary schools re
These substantial savings are made possible by greatly increased
open Sept. 4 as tlie teachers will
Baptist Church. Sunday School Harbor. Dec. 20. 1861. son of Abra
Having gone with her daughter,
Grange in Wiscasset.
production. The public gets the benefit of lower prices because
attend a teachers' meeting Tuesday
Mrs. Richard Webb, and grandson, at 545. worship at 11. Rev. H. I. ham and Susan iCooki Wall. When
E C. Hunton. U.S.D.A. photogra at Walker High School building.
Holt
of
Rockport
will
again
be
the
it
is the Fuller policy to sell ot the lowest price consistent with
Richard Webb, to spend the day at
he was nine years old the family pher is in Knox-Lincoln County
Word has been received of the
the Kinney cottage, the arrival ofI! Ispeaker. Mrs. Gray is to conduct moved to this town where Capt. this week taking pictures of Exten
Fuller quality.
death of Mrs. Ada (Wadsworth)
other members of the family and
evening service at 7 o clock.
Wall had since made his home.
sion work. He is accompanied by Barnes of Belfast, a former resi
Fuller Brushes ore designed by experts, made of the finest ma
Federated
Church.
Sunday
School
guests at supper time was a com
At the age of 19 he became mast Clarence A. Day, Extension Service
dent of Appleton.
terials and distributed direct to the home by the Fuller Brush
plete surprise to Mrs. Newbert. at 9 45. worship at 11. The subject er of a coasting vessel. From then Editor, Orono.
Miss Ruth Moody spent Monday
After an out-of-doors supper, the of the sermon is "The Great In- on he advanced steadily. His last
Dealer — on independent business man in his own home town.
j night at the home of her parents,
evening was spent at cards and • vltation.’ and the anthem for the vessel was the four masted schooner With the Homes
Meetings held next week with the !Mr- ant^ Mrs. L. N. Moody.
games. Mrs Newbert received many morning is "Ho, Everyone That "Annie" built by the Carleton-Nor
gifts and a birthday cake. There Thlrstath,'' The Sacrament of the wood Co. of Rockport. He was enDON'T MISS THESE TWO GREAT VALUES
was also a gaily decorated cake in Lords Supper will follow this ser- gaed in coastwise lumber business
honor of the recent birthday anni- viceuntil his retirement in his late 50's.
FAMOUS FULLER
versary of Fred Ames who was also
------------------During the World War he served
present. Others in the group were
I* is ea.id that 91 percent of all as government Inspector of ship
SHOWER BRUSH
Mrs. Ames, Mr. and Mrs. Walter motcr vehicle trips are under 31 yards in Thomaston, Rockland and
regular price f2s0
Bucklin. Herbert Newbert. George imllcs: 80 percent of the trips by Waldoboro.
Newbert, Miss Harriet Wilson and trucks arc under 20 miles.
He was married to Belle J. Amsbury of this place and two years
ago they celctbrated their golden
wedding anniversary.
For many years he had been con
nected with Mt Battie Lodge, I.O.
OF. of Camden and the Rockport
Methodist Church. He took a great
interest in town affairs and always
worked for what he believed to be
Opened for business one year ago today,
for the best welfare of the com
August 31
munity. For a number of years he
served on the town budget commit
We thank you, all our customers, for your
LAUNDERABLE
tee.
valued trade, and ask that we may con
Besides his widow he is survived
tinue to serve you.
by two daughters, Mabel J., a teach
er at Attleboro, Mass., and Hazel G.
regular price tl.49
EARL F WOODCOCK,
of Belfast and Rockport, also one
FORREST E. GRAFTON,
sister, Mrs. Anna Trim of Rock
port. a nephew Ralph Trim of Rock
RICHARD E. WOODCOCK.
land and several cousins.
FLORIAN L. CLARK
LOCAL DEALER
Funeral services were held from
THOMASTON, MAINE
TEL. 431-VV
93 LIMEROCK ST,
ROCKLAND
the Baptist Church, Rev H. I. Holt
Telephone: Thomaston 177-2
101Thl07
officiating. Inferment was in Ams- Loretta Young and Melvyn Douglas in the hilarious funfest “He Stayed
For Breakfast,"
bury Hill Cemetery.

WITH THE EXTENSION AGENTS
KNOX-LINCOLN FARM BUREAU

V. F. STUDLEY

The Fuller

Brush Dealer

Brings You Brush Bargains!

Comique Theatre, Camden, September 1 and 2

AN APPRECIATION

WOODCOCK’S MARKET

Hfifi

DRY MOP

Probate Notices
STATE or MAINE
To all persons 111Wrested in either
of the estates hereinafter named:
At a Probate Court held at Rock
land. In and for the County of Knox,
on the 20th day of August In the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hun
dred and forty and by adjournment
from day to day from the 20th dsy of
said August
The following matters
having been presented for the action
thereupon hereinafter Indicated It ls
hereby ORDERED
That notice thereof be given to all
I persons interested, by causing a copy
of this order to be published three
seeks successively ln The Courier- Ga
zette a newspaper published at Rockland In said County, that they may
appear at a Probate Court to be held
at said Rockland on the 17th day of
September A D 1940 at eight o'clock
ln the forenoon, and be heard there
on If they see cause
LENORA M SIMPSON, late of Cam
den. deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the -ame
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Fred
T Simpson of Camden, he being the
Executor named tn said Will, with
out bond
JOSEPHINE BURNS late of Rock
land. deceased
Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and tnat
Letters Testamentary Issue to Robert
C. Burns of Rockland he being the
Executor named ln said Will, with
out bond
ANNIE J GARDINER, late of Rock
port. deceased Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Elsie C.
G. Pierson (formerly Elsie C G. Gil
bert) of Waterbury. Connecticut, she
being the Executrix named In said
Will, without bond
HENRY L ELLIOT late of Salem.
Mass, deceased. Exemplified copy of
Will and Probate thereof, together
with a Petition for Probate of Foreign
Will, asking that the copy of said will
may be allowed, filed and recorded 1n
the Probate Court of Knox County,
presented by Pearl E Langllle of
Salem. Mass
PETITION FOR CHANGE OF NAME,
asking that the name of Alta Mary
Brown of Rockland be changed to Alta
Mary Sherman, presented by said Alta
Marv Brown
ESTATE JOHN PASCAL late of
Rockport, deceased Petition for Dis
tribution. presented by Frank H In
graham of Rockland, Admr. d b.n.,
eta
SIMON H WALL, late of Rockport,
deceased
Will and Petition for Pro
bate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Belle J.
Wall of Rockport, she being the Ex
ecutrix named In said Will, without
bond
ESTATE EDA L 6CHERMERHORN.
late cf South Union deceased Peti
tion for Administration, asking that
Amv Fuller of Warren, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admx.
with bond
ESTATE ELLEN C BORNEMAN late
of Warren, deceased Petition for Ad
ministration. asking that Harold W.
Flanders of Waldoboro or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admr.,
without bond
ESTATE CHARLES E YOUNG, lata
of Owl's Head, deceased. Petition for
Administration, asking that Frank A
Young of Owl's Read, or some other
suitable person, be appointed Admr.,
without bond
ESTATE ANNIE M SIMMONS. late
of Rockland, deceased
Petition for
License to Sell certain Real Estate,
situated ln Rockland, and fully de
scribed ln said Petition, presented by
Cora L Delano of Rockland. Admx
ESTATE KT.IZABETU A WIGGIN.
late of South Thomaston, deceased.
Petition for License to Sell certain
Real Estate, situated ln South Thom
aston, and fully described ln said Pe
tition. presented by Gilford B. Butler
of 8outn Thomaston. Exr
ESTATE CHESTER B HALL, late of
Warren, deceased
Petition for Li
cense to Sell certain Real Estate, situ
ated In Warren, and fully described
ln said Petition, presented by Mabel
H. Withee of Rockport. Exx
POOLE.
estate oranville a
late of Camden, deceased, Petition
for Distribution, presented by Ed
ward C. Payson, Admr
ESTATE JOHN PASCAL, lata of
Rockport, deceased. Second and final
account presented for allowance by
Frank H. Ingraham. Admr. d b.n..
eta.
ESTATE MARION V. GRAY, late of
Rockport, deceased
First and final
account presented for allowance by
Carry E Gray, Exx
ESTATE GRANVILLE A. POOLE,
late of Camden, deceased First and
final account presented for allowance
by Edward C Payson. Admr.
ESTATE MERRITT F
LENFEST.
late of Vinalhaven. deceased. First and
final account presented for allowance
by Jennie M Lenfest. Exx
ESTATE LILLIAN A. ELLIOTT, lata
of Camden, deceased First and final
account presented for allowance by
Raymond H Rackliff. Exr
ESTATE GEORGIA SHEPARD, lata
of Union, deceased
First and final
acccunt presented for allowance by
Herbert L Grinnell. Admr
ESTATE JOHN T. LOTHROP. late of
Rockland, deceased
First and final
account presented for allowance by
Ralph H. Trim and Elmer E. Marston,
bn.
ESTATE WILLIAM A GASTON, late
of Boston, Mass , deceased First and
final Trust Account presented for al
lowance by John Gaston. Roger Amory
John K Howard, and William H. Claf
lin. Jr., Trustees.
ESTATE JAMES T. ROBINSON, lata
of Warren, deceased. Petition for Ad
ministration d.b.n. c.t.a . asking that
Katherine L. Llnscott of Falmouth, or
some other suitable person, be ap
pointed Admx. d.b.n.. c.t.a., without
bond
KATIE A LINNELL. lata of Thomas
ton. deceased. Will and Petition for
Probate thereof, asking that the same
may be proved and allowed and that
Letters Testamentary Issue to Sarah
C. Linnell of Thomaston, she being
the Executrix named ln said will with
out bond.
Wltue s, HARRY E. WILBUR. Esquire. Judge of Probate Court for
Knox County, Rockland. Maine.
Attest:
CHARLES L VEAZIE.
Register.

175-3 IU

OCl ETY.
Mrs. Leon W. Berry and daughter
Corinne cf Boston are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur F. Senter, at
their Lucia Beach cottage.
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Every-Other-Day

|

Mrs. Elonia Tuttle and Miss Clara
Tuttle were hostesses last night at
a charming supper party, with cards
following. Two tables were in
Play.

If you have guests from out of
town they would be glad to have
their friends know they are
here, and the easy way of bring
ing that about is a notice of their
arrival in The Courier-Gazette’s
social column. Telephone to
Miss Ruth Ward <1005-W> or
directly to this office, which is
always glad to receive any news
items of local interest.

End Is Regretted
Curtis .String Quartet
Gives Final Concert—
Elizabeth Schumann
Soloist
The Anal concert in the series of
three by The Curtis String Quar
tet took place Sunday night at the
Eells Boat Barn. Rockport. Again
a capacity audience was on hand,
and high enthusiasm was noted,
due largely to the appearance of
Elisabeth Schumann as soloist ln
the program. This famous soprano,
stands today as one of the greatest
living exponents of German Lied.
The program:

Poll Favors Willkie
Fortune Forum Interviews
15.000 Business Leaders
—The Result

This And That

NEWS FROM THE BREAKWATER
By Pauline Ricker

A poll of 15,000 business leaders
in all sections of the country con
ducted by the Fortune Forum of
Executive Opinion reveals a 5 to 1
preference for Wendell L. Willkie,
Republican nominee for President,
over President Roosevelt on tlie is
sue of foreign relations. In the
same poll 91.3 percent of those vot
ing affirmed their belief that Mr.
Willkie would.do a better Job of
preparedness and industrial mob
ilization for war than President
Roosevelt.
The first question asked was:
"Are you one of the business men
reported to feel that Mr. Roosevelt
has shown better judgment in for
eign relations than any of his
critics, or do you think Mr. Willkie
could handle our foreign relations
better than Mr. Roosevelt?'' The
vote for Mr. Willkie was 56.2 per
cent in the South; 68 percent in
the Middle West, and 64 4 percent
ln the country as a whole, and the
corresponding figures for Mr.
Roosevelt were 17 percent, 10.4
percent and 12.3 percent.
The business leaders were also
asked whether they favored Mr.
Roosevelt's policies designed to
achieve social reform and indus
trial recovery. To this question
9.2 percent approved all the re
form policies, and 65 4 percent ap
proved some of them, while 2 per
cent approved all the recovery
policies, and 18.9 percent approved
some of them.

By K. S. P.
Mrs. Minnie Kent is spending
Miss Nancy Weeks and brother two weeks with her mother, Mrs.
'
James Weeks, who have been Charles D. Thurs'on, and sister,
,
..
..
Sllmmpr a, the Ed- Mrs. Ray Staples in Hartford,
Only a few weeks now until the
I spending the summer at tne to
good old Indian Summer days will
' wards cottage at Ash Point, return
be here.
tomorrow to Birmingham, Mich
• • • •
Mrs. Grace Jenkins of Isle au
..
,
_
Mr. and Mrs Lawrence Steeves Haut was guest Tuesday of Mrs. C.
When natives of Capetown. South
and daughter Carolyn, and Miss S. Haraden. She was accompanied
Africa, were barred from the Li
Hotel Samoset—Rockland Breakwater
I
Barbara Bodman of Lawn avenue, i home Wednesday by her grand- Quartet ln E flat ma lor.
brary at one of the cities there the
Dlttersdorf
(1739
1799)
Mrs. George B. Westerfleld enter- , shanowitz. Mrs. Sheridan W Scott,
are in Boston for a few days to at- daughter. Miss Leona Wellman,
chairman of this library resigned
Allegro.
Menuetto
Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Leighton are tend the wedding of Miss Agnes who will vjsit her
talned in honor of Mrs. Charles 1 Mr. and Mrs. Jack Foster. Miss Hordays.
Andante.
Presto
because
he
said
the
spirit
and
away for over Labor Day, going for Williams of East Boston.
II
-------move was against all the teachings Griffin. Among her guests were the tense Barten, MLss Luraine Child,
"Deh Vlent" from "Marriage of
one night to Eastern Slope Inn,
Misses Anna and Florence "Logan, Miss Joan Ross. Oeorge Oould,
-------Miss Ellen Cochran has returned
Figaro."
of Christian religion.
North Conway, then on to Kezar
Bapete" from "Marriage
Mrs F. E. Ballard and MLss Sarah Maughn Gould and Jack Foster
George A. Nash of Winterport from a 10-weeks visit with her "Vol Che
of Figaro."
/• • • •
Lakes for a few days stop.
tied for first place and Miss Child
Harrison.
is visiting his sister, Miss Elizabeth j sister. Mrs. H. H. McIntyre in "L'amero" from "II Re Pastore."
The Pennsylvania Game Commis
Mozart
Mrs. J. L. Young of Maplewood, was second.
Nash, for several weeks.
, Blue Hill.
with violin obbligato
sion has ruled it illegal to use gold and mother, Mrs. James Blanchard
One of tlie charming events of
Arrivals include Miss Grace Stahl,
Elisabeth Achumann
fish as bait. Perish tlie thought of East Orange were the guests of New York; John Wright, Keene;
this full season of social activities
in
Miss Kathleen Molloy of Taun- | jjrs Sylvester McIntosh and son
La
Oraclon
Del
Torero.
Turlna
of such scandalous doings—gold Jaseph I. Young Tuesday. Mr. and , Ieroy Linard, Mrs. D. M. Llnnard.
was the luncheon Thursday at the ton, Mass., is the guest of her sis- Of Stamford, Conn., are visiting
(The Invocation of the Bullfighter)
fish the Joy of all stay-ins.
Copper Kettle given by Mrs, Alice ter, Mrs. Reynold Trcneer, Cottage friends and relatives in this city for
Intermission
Mrs. J. Scott Fowler entertained j Mrs. A. K. Bennett and Mrs. M. T.
• • • •
IV
Green Hicks. The private dining street.
at dinner in honor of Dr. and Mrs. Malaby. Pasadena, Calif.: Mr. and
Im Abendrot.
S'-hubert
a fortnight's vacation.
Can anyone tell why “The Ideal Fred Bothe. Others in her party j Mrs. Robert Keep, Farmington,
room was beautiful with Fall flow
Die Forelle.
Schubert
Morgen, with violin obbligato.
American Woman" should be pic included Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Conn., Mrs
ers in gorgeous coloring everywhere.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Bowes and
Camilla JohnsonRichard Ftrauss
A group Journeyed to Trail's End
tured ln the most abbreviated Beardwood. and Mrs. Andrew Me-, Stanzfield. San Francisco; David
After the luncheon the party mo Mrs. Inez Hills of Nobleboro were
Standchen.
Richard Strauss
Thursday night for dinner, those
Elisabeth
Achumann
bathing suit in order to receive a Burney.
tored to Mrs. Hicks home on Tal dinner guests Wednesday of Mr. attending being Miss Gwendolyn
I Diefendorf, Buffalo, N. Y.; Benj- B.
V
cup of recognition?
bot avenue, where cards were en and Mrs. Ralph M. Stone.
Quintet ln F minor, opus
Among those attending the week- McKeever and F. B. Tyler. Boston;
Copping of Los Angeles, Miss Con Plano 39,
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Brahms
joyed through the afternoon, fa
ly bowling tournament were Messrs Mr. and Mrs. Robert L. McNeil,
Allegro non troppo,
Scherzo
Twenty-four members of the stance Snow, Miss Dorothy Harvle
Andante un poco adagio
Finale
Too much alcohol is bad business Robert Collins, Oeorge Jay Gould. Chestnut, Hill, Pa ; Mr. and Mrs.
vors going to the highest and low
of
Boston,
Mrs.
John
P.
Venskus
Edith
Evans
Braun.
Collaborating
Sunshine Society enjoyed an allat any time. Prance has found Jr.. Maughn Gould, James Gahan, Fred Montgomery, Beach Bluff,
est at thc six tables.
Mme. Schumann's performance
day picnic at the beautiful cottage of Fairhaven, Mass., Mrs. Ralph
this fact all too clearly in recent Sheffield Faulkner, Arkadi Qcr- Mass.
Post, Miss Viola Anderson, Miss
months in her moral collapse of
Miss Emma Hatch has returned of Mrs. George Moody at Ash Point. Rutli Gregory, Mrs. Sam Small. was a demonstration of vocal ar
the troops in too much use of drink. BROWN-PEFFER
to Allston, being called here by the A bountiful dinner was served in Mrs. Walter Barstow, Miss Eleanor tistry at its best. The voice, while
gheny College, and from tlie HarThey had not the stamina to stand
death of her sister, Mrs. Sumner the dining room which overlooks Tibbetts and Miss Ruth Ward. At not of striking power, does not
Miss
Nancy
Peffer,
daughter
of
vard School of Business Admlntsthe
bay,
and
after
dinner
the
lack
in
range.
It
possesses
tell

up to conditions.
Waldron.
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Mr and Mrs. Crawford A. Peffer (tration. He ls a member of Phi
members enjoyed walks about the tendance at a theatre followed.
ing carrying-power and the tonal
and Phi Bpaa Kappa.
quality is of great beauty. How
Ohio says that the country week of Jefferson, will be married Mon- Onmma
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Philbrook beach and a guessing contest was
Miss Celia Crowley goes tomor
ly newspaper is fast reverting to day at Trask Meeting House. Jet- lie is connected with Lybrond, Ross
and sons Clark and Chadwick of in order, prizes being given for row to Bar Harbor, where she has ever. outstanding other than the
tone color is the perfect control
the old "news letter” again. The ferson, to Benjamin Ross Brcwn,
Manchester, N. H., have been answering the most questions; also employment at a drug store.
son of Mrs. Jessie H. Brown of Bros., and Montgomery, Accountfor
the
least
questions
answered.
with
which
the
voice
ls
handled,
Courier-Gazette has always ap
spending two days with Mr. Philants. New York.
Relief
Corps
Presidents
The
perfect
day
came
to
an
end
also
the
intelligence
and
sensitive
preciated the value of these let Erie. Penn.
brook's aunt, Mrs. Fred M. Black
MLss Peffer, who will be given in | Following a weddinfe tour, the
Miss Cynthia Wasgatt of New feeling pervading the text of the
all
to
soon.
Have
Happy
Get-Together
ters
and
contributions.
ington. >
marriage by her father, has chosen j couple will make their home in a
York is spending the weekend and songs she presents. She is a most
• • • •
—Oldest Was Liveliest
her sister, Mrs. James A. McCrack- suburb of New York City,
holiday
with
her
family
at
the
Was

Paul
Jameson
and
mother.
Mrs.
satisfying
artist,
and
in
this
her
Miss Helen Delano returns today
What a joy to see the palatial
The marriage will be performed
manner aids in no small degree.
With Mrs. Mary Cooper, the yacht, Nurmahal, owned by Vin en of Ben Avon Heights. Penna., as
to resume her duties at the Pres Mary Jameson of Dorchester. Mass, gatt cottage, Crawford Lake
She is a quiet figure as she sings, president in charge of arrange cent Astor in the waters of Penob her matron of honcr. The brides- by Rev. Charles H. McElhincy of
byterian Hospital after a month's and Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hare
maids will be: Miss Louise Baldwin Damariscotta.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Glover and only her face mirroring the feel ments the Past Presidents' Associa scot Bay again this week.
visit with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. were guests this week of Mrs. Ella
of Wollaston. Mass; Mr
It ri
three children, who have been the ing within. Her style of song pro tion of Edwin Libby Relief Corps
• • • •
Sanford Delano, Franklin street. Hare and Miss Therese Hanlon.
Brown of Erie. Penn.; Mias Alice SUPT. MORSE'S SCHOOLS
guests of Mrs. Glover’s parents, Mr jection and her stage presence had one of its most enjoyable and
Luise Rainer, a favorite actress
Mrs. John P. Oracle of Stafford and Mrs. John I. Snow, leave today would serve as examples for the
The schools of Saint Oeorge will
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Strout and
well attended get-togethers Thurs with many, is a person who gives Bryant of East Wareham, Mass.;
Springs.
Conn.,
her
daughter
Mrs.
for
their
home
in
Charlotte,
N.
C.
serious
vocal
student
and
it
is
a
Colon B. Strout of Boston are spend
day night at Witham's Lobster of her time and strength in deeds Miss Mary Lawry of Rockland; Miss open on Sept. 9 for the Pall term.
Dorothy O'Brien of Winthrop. The yearly term schedule as
ing the holiday weekend with Mr. Agnes Hlolik and two children of They will stop enroute at the New matter of regret that more of the Pound.
of loving kindness. Her vacation Mass.; Miss Betty Rehtmeyer of planned, but subject to necessary
younger singers could not have
and Mrs. Alvin Small. On return, Manchester. Conn., have been York World s Fair.
About 20 past presidents, with this year was spent in welfare work
Aspinwall, Penn.; MLss Ann Suther- charge is as follows: Sept 9 to
heard her.
they will be accompanied by Mr. staying at the Skay's cottage. "Rain
several guests, enjoyed a delicious for foreign refugee children,
on
the
Roof
at
Crawford
Lake
land of New Bedford. Mass. Roger Dec. 20. 1940; Jan. 6. 1941 to March
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Richard
R.
Snow
of
In »he Italian group the selection chicken dinner and social hour. worthy and fine example to all.
Strouts mother, who has been
Worcester, Mass., are spending the from “Il Re Pastore" was greatly Mrs. Rebecca Ingraham, the oldest
Brown of Erie will be his brother's 14; March 31. 1041 to June 13. 1941.
• • • •
spending thc Summer in Millbridge for the past three weeks.
best man. The ushers will be:
The schools of Owl's Head will
weekend at Treasure Point Farm, enhanced by the violin obligato past president present, was the life
The Maine Library Association James A. McCracken of Ben Avon open Sept. 9. with the following
Miss Nancy Dunning of New guests of Comm, and Mrs. Carl P. played with artistry by Jascha
Mrs. Olive F. Levenseller of Bed
of
the
party.
will meet in Waterville, Sept. 11 Heights. Penn.; Ludwell L. Howi-1 teachers: Ingraham s Hill. MLss
Rochelle. N Y.. is a weekend guest Snow.
Brodsky of the Curtis Quartet.
ford. Mass, is the guest of Mr. and
Three of the most loyal members to 13 when the new methods and
son. Jr., of Portland; and E. Davis [ Edith Grover; Timber Hill, Mrs.
However, it was in the German were greatly missed—Mrs. Irene
Mrs. Sanford W. Delano, Franklin of Priscilla Lovejoy. They are
some of the highlights of the State Ccldwell, John C. Cope. J. Douglas Bernice Sleeper; Ash Point, Miss
classmates at Stonelelgh College.
A surprise picnic at the Battery group that Mme. Schumman did
street
Winslow,
who
is
vice
president
of
will be aired. Speakers will in Goodman. Jack C. Kelbaugh. and Ellen Birmingham; Jun.or High.
Beach cottage of Miss Margaret her finest singing. The Schubert
Mr and Mrs. Charles Harvey and Snow resulted in a housewarming numbers were well contrasted—the the association, and Mrs. Amanda clude State Librarian Oliver L John D. Letnback, all of New York I Bradley Dennett. The Junior High
The Curtis String Quartet will
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
harles H Keene of party Tuesday night, with Miss moving legato of "Im Abendrot” Chcate, who were absent because of Hall.
A reception will be held at the i Will be held in the Town hall where
present two series of concerts next
• • • •
ill health; and Mrs. Eliza Plummer,
Somerville. Mass., were guests this Snow receiving nice gifts. Guests
Summer home of the bride's parents a partition has been put in and
followed by the playfulness of who is now making her home ln
Summer at tlie Eells Boat Barn, the
week of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman were Mrs. Carl A. Snow of Auburn
Scotchman tat riding academy) ln Jefferson.
: suitable woodshed and toilets p.dd“Die Forelle."
Quartet's "Home.” Series A will
Roxbury, Mass.
Young. South Main street.
“I wish to rent a horse."
Mass., Mrs. Robert M. Allen. Miss
Miss
Peffer
attended
Brantwood
cd.
Richard Strauss is a dominating
take place on four Sunday evenings
Those present were: Mrs. Mary
Groom: "How long?”
Charlotte Buffum. Miss Marion
Hall. Bronxville, N Y„ and Laseli
The s-hools of South Thomaston
at 8.30. Series B will be given on
Mrs. Emily Faber and two daugh Norton cf Honolulu, Mrs. Harold figure ln the contemporary picture, Cooper, president, Mrs. Rebecca
Scotchman: "The longest you Junior College, Auburndale, Mass, will open on Monday Sept. 9
and while he ls best known per Ingraham. Mrs. Ellie Knowlton,
the same day at 4 o'clock. The pro ters have returned to Peoria, Ill.,
It is planned to open tlie schools
grains will be similar. The dates after spending the Summer at the Leach, Mrs. Keryn ap Rice. Mrs haps by his orchestral writing he Mrs. Bertha Higgins. Mrs. Maude have, laddie. There be five of us She graduated from the Webster
School of Physical Education, of Friendship on Monday, Sept. 9.
will be: July 20 and 27. Aug. 10 and Boody cottage at Crescent Beach. John Pomeroy and daughter Laura, has done many songs which re Cables, Mrs. Millie Thomas, Mrs. going.”
•
•
•
0
Washington, and New York Uni- ■ The schools of Cushing will open
17. Tills step was decided upon Mrs. Evelyn Hix. who has also been Mrs. Dorothy Lawrence, Mrs. Wes' flect the general characteristics of Riah Knight, Mrs. Elizabeth Vinal.
Can anyone remember ever to versity. For the past six years she 1 Monday Sept. 9. There are no
when it became evident that under at the Boody cottage, is at her ley Wasgatt, Misses Mary and Mar his larger works. "Morgen" and Mrs. Winifred Butler, Mrs. Velma
tha Wasgatt, Mrs. Glen McKinley Standchen, which Mme. Schu- i Marsh, Mrs. Bessie Haraden. Adel- have known of so many tuna fish has been at the Head of the Physl- : charges in the teaching force.
the present arrangement all these home on Masonic street.
of Washington, D. C„ Mrs. Albert mann used, are among his best ma Mullen, Mrs. Ida Huntley. Mrs. being taken in the waters off the cal Education department for Girls
-----------------wishing to attend these Summer
Glover of Charlotte, N. C., Mrs. known songs and rank with the Hattie Davies Mrs. Lena Rollins, ciAft of Maine as this seoso"? at Allegheny College, Meadville, | The line was certainly busy at
series are not able to get seats. All
Miss Leatrice Stewart was hon
the extra seats possible have been ored Wednesday night, at a mis Hugh B. Snow of Quincy, Mass., fine songs of the great masters as t Mrs. Inez Packard, Mrs. Blanche Should this continue, it might be Penn. She is a member of Kappa Rockledge Inn Thursday night
The bride's when tlie girls from Central In
Mrs. well for someone with enterpr'se Gamma Sorority.
put into the barn this year and even cellaneous shower at the home of Mrs. C. F.: Snow, Mrs John I. Snow, regards the excellence of texts, per- | shadle Mrs Mabel
eo the audiences Have overflowed Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Oamage. A Mtss Emily Simpson of Chicago, feet declamation, depth of feeling Gladys Murphy, Mrs. Margaret to start a factory for “Maine mother is the former Ella Harding vaded that popular resort. In the
canned tuna.”
of Portland, formerly well-known party were: Mrs Evelyn Cates,
on to the porch where they hear wedding bell was hung over a basket Miss Frances Snow of Cambridge. and melodic clearness The mov- Rackliff and Mrs. Alta Dimick.
• • • •
Mass.,
and
Mrs.
Sidney
Snow
of
on the concert platform. Her Mrs. Lola Smith. Mrs. Mary Mening
beauty
of
"Morgen"
cannot
be
j
____________
and see inadequately. Even under filled with attractive gifts, and
These are days that give pride father is Crawford A. Peffer, presi- j ncally of Portland. Miss Lucille
described—and here again Mr
this new arrangement, it is well to poured forth a shower of confetti. Worcester, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert C. Jones
in Maine. What If the mornings dent of the Redpath Lyceum Bu- Egan. Miss Ethel Rackliff. Miss
Brodsky wove enchantment with
make reservations for next Sum Refreshments were served, and
Miss Katherine Wynne who has his violin obligato. Called back re have returned from a motor trip and nights are a bit cool, they reau of Bcstcn. New York and Orace Palmer. Miss Eleanor Spear,
mer, and this may be dene by com- guests present were Mr. and Mrs.
of
several
days
duration,
extend

Chicago.
' Miss Shirley Stanley and Miss Germuncating with The Chamber Albert Ouptlll and daughter Joan. been tlie guest of Mr. and Mrs. peatedly after each group Mme. ing into New York Sstate. At one give pep and energy.
• • • •
Mr. Brown graduated from Allc- trudc Heal.
Music Soceti.y Rockport, or by Mr. and Mrs. John Gamage. Mr. Gregory Wynne. Park street, re Schumann added "Der Jungling point the party, which included
turns today to her home in Phila an der Quelle" (The Youth to
A little lass who Is just nine
calling Camden 2445 (Mr Cole).
and Mrs. Walter Post. Mr. and Mrs. delphia.
their daughter Nathalie, picked up
Spring” i by Schubert, (composed in Boston, could see the Adiron- years old and very fond of her
Clarence Storer. Milton Gamage.
Daddy, listened to war talk as
tn 1821), a favorite song of Mrs.
Spencer Individual Designing Elliot Gamage. Mr. and Mrs. Don
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard J. North Bok's. Leo Rosenek at the piano j dacks, the Catskills and the White long as she could stand it, then
GR APHIC 'S
Service. Corse's, girdles, brassieres, ald Willis. Mr. and Mrs. Frank Deand nephew John Mann, who have accompanied in a most under Mountains.
went out and said to a friend
and surgical supports. Mrs. Mona Costio, Mr. and Mrs. Harold
MAINE PREMIERE
been spending a vacation at the standing manner—in fact, one
M. McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. Coombs. Hugh Athearn. Mr. and
Miss Margaret Huntley, Old “This war is giving me a great
North-McCormack cottage at Ash might say it was the happy meet
deal of worry and I do not like it.
22-M—adv.
102*195 Mrs. William Clement. Mrs. Ella
TWO BIG DAYS
THEATRE
T _
Point, have returned to Jackson ing of two individuals moved by County road, has gone to Baston
• • • •
s 1'tiden
Tel 25 r*
for Labor Day weekend as the guest
Beal, Mr. and Mrs. Pearl Look. Heights, Long Island, N. Y.
music at its best. Mme Schumann, of her uncle, R. H. Buxton.
Farmer, to friend in the city
Douglas Gamage, Mr. and Mrs.
presented with flowers, included
“Well. Jim, so you are playing golf?
Sunday and Monday
Benjamin Fordham. Mr. and Mrs.
Mr and Mrs. Carl Thurston and
SUNDAY-MONDAY, SEPT. 1-2
Wawenock Club was entertained How do you like it?”
Arthur Johnson. Ted Collette. Mrs. two children, and maid, who have both Mr. Rosenek and Mr. Brodsky
A Hillbilly Howler, featuring your
WILL
NOT BE PLAYED IN ROCKLAND
Jim: “Oh, well, it isn't so bad
-Harvey Hooper, Mr. and Mrs. Ar been recent guests of Mr. and Mrs. In the applause showered upon her. Wednesday at a picnic dinner by
Favorite Radio Laugh Makers!
She
was
very
handsome
in
brown
not
quite
so
hard
as
hoeing
turnips
Mrs.
A
B.
Norton.
Thc
after

nold Salminen. Mrs. Margaret Carr. Leforest Thurston, have returned
net, with a small bouquet of nas- noon was spent socially.
but a lot easier than digging po
Mr. and Mrs. Parker Adams, Mr. to Chester, Penn.
tursiums at her belt. Her onlytatoes, I would say."
and Mrs. Owen Athearn. Mrs. Lin• • • •
Mrs. Ellery Nelson entertained
nie Gray. Mr. and Mrs. Harry
The Methebesec Club held a pic jewels was a string of pearls.
Thursday
evening
at
her
cottage
at
Again
the
Quartet
wielded
its
By
the
way.
what ever became
Phillips and John Kavanaugh.
nic meeting Friday at Mrs. Ruth
Ellingwood’s cottage at Crawford spell with Impeccable artistry. The Crescent Beach ln honor of her of all the old Rockland hacks?
9 9 9 9
New Fall felt hats. Prices start Lake. A picnic dinner and a tea Dlttersdorf Quartet was heard with guests. Mrs. Irja Peltola of Trenton.
,0|glN ROUND
N.
J.,
other
guests
were
Mr.
and
great
interest
as
it
was
the
Quar

These nature study clubs that
ing at $2. Sarah Linnell Hat Shop. were served by the hostess. In the
Copper Kettle.—adv.
105-lt 'afternoon card games were enjoyed tet’s first presentation from this Mrs. Leslie Kinghorn of Boston. call themselves "Bird Clubs” and
•nil MOUNTAIN
Mass.,
Mrs.
Pearl
Broad
Mr.
and
then devote most of their time to
' i Plans for another picnic later are composer. Dittersdorf, won fame
» •
storring
both as a violinist and as a com Mrs Noel Curria of Presque Isle. collecting snakes
and turtles
being made.
BOB BURNS
SUN.-M0N.-1UES.
poser. and in a certain sense rival
should change thc name to "Col
Mrs. Luther Clark accompanied lectlng Collections.''
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bowley of Haydn. His string quartets are
UNA MERKEL, DON WILSON
New! Exciting! Different!
still being played occasionally bv by Miss Zetta Jordan of Brunswick
• 9 • •
Miss
Ruth
Ward
and
Natale
Maeand UNCLE EZRA of radio fame
zco are spending the holiday week notable groups. The Quartet in F, went Monday to Fryeburg to be a
It
will
do
Berlin
good to get
Colorful! Tense! Thrilling!
end ln Philadelphia as guests of flat major ls one of the best known. guest of Miss Hazel Day. proprietor good taste of the air raid, and it
of
the
“
Hey-Day"
gift
shop.
Miss
Tuesday and Wednesday
Greater than “Jesse James"! i Mrs. Bowley's sister Mrs. Earl It is distinguished by fine detail,
will not arouse much sympathy in
a quaint humor and charming Day joined1 the party and Tues the world to learn that the popu
Reiner.
day they were over night guests
melody.
lation is now huddling in cellars
By request the Quartet repeated of Mrs. Mabel Hunnewell of North and getting a taste of what that)
Mrs. Addle Brown entertained
NEWS
CARTOON
Anson
returning
to
their
respec

some of the committee members of Turina's "La Oraclon del Torero,"
country
has
been
so
ruthless
in
TONIGHT—BKi BARGAIN SHOW
the Rebekah Lodge Fair Thursday a number picturesque and rich in tive homes Wednesday night.
dealing out to man. woman and
HIE W HITE STALLION “FLORIAN”
night. The afghan for this year feeling by the Spanish composer.
child,
as
well
as
all
buildings
Mr. and Mrs. Luther Jarrett of
• • • •
was completed. Light refreshments It was originally written for four
WILLIAM IIIOPALONG) BOYD “HIDDEN GOLD"
Bethlehem, Penn., are visiting Mr.
were served. The date of the Fair ls lutes. The Quartet's presentation
DONALD DUCK CARTOON
New
Jersey
is
more
densely
pop^
and Mrs. Raymond Hoch.
Sept. 10 at Odd Fellows hall in the is notably fine with its muted lines,
BIG CASH NIGHT, £320
ulated than Japan with 569 per
afternoon, followed by an entertain brilliant passages and wealth of
sons
to
the
square
mile
in
com
Mr.
and
Mrs.
William
Koster
ment in the evening. Mrs. Ora tone color.
w"“
parison to Japan's 321 persons to
The Brahms Piano Quintet, and Mr and Mrs. Shirley Barbour
Woodcock of Thomaston is general
are motoring this weekend to the the same spaces.
with
Edith
Evans
Braun
collaborat

IN TECHNICOLOR
chairman.
ing, was another request and was White Mountains.
How much music means to
Mrs. Simon Hamalalnen and Mrs. again splendidly presented by the
ANNOUNCING
"The Great Dictator”—Four pages people's lives! They take it 4s
and thc Seven Dwarfs
group
who
ha»e
a
very
real
un

William Crass entertained Thurs
of
the
first
pictures
of Charley they take the air they breathe,
in
One
Annual
Display and Sale of
day night at Mrs. Hamalainen’s derstanding of this tioble composi Chaplin's new film which give you
THE RETURN OF
home, at a miscellaneous shower in tion. This Quintet, a climax of an exclusive "sneak” pre-view of with thankfulness when they think
TBBII
about it.
The Great Creator
I WFEBBIB»IB
honor of Miss Virginia Gray, whose Brahms' first maturity, is the most his two-million masterpiece so
though
much
of music and gives
|^Nt IBLL
onorous
3f
all
extant
works
for
marriage to Wesley Knight will
mysteriously guarded during its much encouragement ln its use
take place in September. Honors piano and s-rings. The first move
making—see the September 1st, and appreciation.
It Is urged
Y’ou Are Cordially Invited To Make An Early Inspection
in bridge were awarded Mrs Muriel ment is powerfully tragic, the slow
ABBBM.B'8
1
1
THE U8LY
... with 'Jttn Jtmtt' thtratttrt
Boston Sunday Advertiser.
105’lt often ln the Book of Books. In
movement
in
broad
lyric
form.
The
Ronco
and
Miss
Betty
McAlary,
and
DOCKLIHB^KhkUICKV £3
tgiin tnicttd by the nm« pfsyeri!
Chron. there Is this: "And when he
BIT
in Chinese checkers to Miss Gray 'oiilliant scherzo in its main body
Quality Furs at Moderate Prices
had consulted with the people, he
NOW PLAYING
and Miss Priscilla Robinson. A follows the form and dulations of tlnguished violinist. Efrem ZimbalO *< 0. 9
“SEA HAWK”
that in Beethoven’s C minor sym ist, who is a guest of Mrs. Bok. appointed singers unto the Lord,
dainty
buffet
luncheon
was
served.
ERROL FLYNNand that should praise the beauty
MiviK urom so ovtewMtMiM
Other guests present were the phony more than Brehms e/er Mr. Zimbalist of the violin depart
AN A«»A» OS INTINTAINAUNTI
BRENDA MARSHALL
of holiness, as they went out be
Misses Maizie Joy. Charleen Rams ci-ewhere foil wed a single example. ment at Curtis has been the teach
fore the Army, and to say. Praise
TODAY
dell, Eleanor Look, Shirley Stisk- Mrs. Braun, beautifully gowned in er of Mr. Brodsky and Mr. Jaffe.—
FURRIERS
the Lord; for his mercy endureth
By
Gladys
Heistad
gray,
with
pearls,
gave
a
brilliant
THREE MESQUITEERS in
ney, Vieno Kangas, Rose Malburg
forever.” Music helps the Army
CLOTH
COATS
BURDELL'S DRESS SHOP
“COVERED WAGON DAYS”
performance
though
at
all
times
Mary Havener and Mrs. Elea
James Earle Fraser, American to conquer. Music helps the ill
16 SCHOOL STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
TELEPHONE 540
nor Jarrett. Unable to attend, but blending with the Quartet to make
sculptor, probably has modeled the to take courage and thus gain
j who sent gifts were Miss Elizabeth a perfect whole.
Shows: Mat I: Evg. 6.45 and 8.43
89-tf
In the audience containing many largest number of designs for med strength. Music is much needed
Till, Miss Barbara Orff, and Mrs.
11 l>
Continuous Saturday 2.13 to 10.43
Ip all walk? q{ life,
Sunday Mat. 3— Daylight Time
nqtable figures was noted the dl?- al?,
June Decrqw of Bar Harbor,

Francis H. Bickford is back from
New York at his delightful Sum
mer home "Beachmere " on the Belmer home Beachmere, on tne Be
fast road for the Labor Day period.
He expects to return with his family to New York Sept. 6. but will
be back again some time in October to enjoy the glorious Fall
weather and coloring.

tqp

Dined At WithamT s

ComiquE

..... „ re

HENRY FONDA

FRANK JAMES

FURS AND FUR GARMENTS
LUCIEN K. GREEN & SON
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At Windsor Fair
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STEAMBOAT DAYS

-

Four Day Show Opened
Yesterday With Flag Rais
ing—Many Scouts There

An informal pictorial history of steam navigation in Penobscot Waters,
by John M. Richardson

Every-Other-Day
THE LYRIC MUSE
ft

Heres A Crow Story
Gathered In Knox Hospital
By Mistress Of Happy
Hope Farm

The Preacher Says
By Kenneth H. Cassens
At Vichy, Prance, on the evening
of Aug. 23. the council of ministers
approved a decree which made ef
fective partial prohibition of al
coholic liquors ln France. Tl;ls de
cree followed the most disastrous
and total defeat,ever suffered by
French arms. The announcement
was made that during the eight
months of “sitzkrieg"—static war-the troops on the Western Front
drank tremendous quantities of
wine and other alcoholic beverages;
and the military authorities blame
John Barleycorn for a great por
tion of the moral collapse of the
French armies. The fifth column
was partially to blame, but the
physical and mental deterioration
induced by alcohol was as efficient
in producing the collapse of
France as were the more obvious
traitors. The Alcoholumn is an
insidious boring force within any
nation!
Have we any lesson to learn
from this collapse, and this stabledoor-locking? We are waging a
war against depression. We never
had prosperity until we had pro
hibition; for not until then did
the vast body of wage earners have
enough money left from their pay
envelopes to make mass consump
tion or our mass production 'pos
sible. Nor can we ever again find
our way to the heights we seek un
til we cease being a nation of sots
and become again the clear-eyed,
resilient people that our heritage
of a goodly land and a Godly par
entage entitles us to be The Scrip
tures adjure us to avoid the "wine
when It ls red, when It moveth
aright" with its bubbling allure
to destruction. We are also to re
member that we who are Christian
are "temples of the Holy Ghost,"
responsible to God for the condi
tion of our bodies. And we are re
sponsible for the other fellow too!
We can strike one very effective
blow for our own localities on the
morning of Sept 9. When you re
ceive your ballots, one of them w'.ll
be a referendum ballot; with ques
tions one to four relating to the
sale of alcoholic beverages ln your
town for the next two years. Do
you want a town of weak-willed in
dulges ln self-destruction, even
tually to become blear-eyed sots,
a charge on the community and a
disgrace to civilization? Or for
the scratching of a pencil will you
buy for your town and your chil
dren the right to be free from the
sale of liquor, and. to a good extent
free from its consumption?
This ls not necessarily the sen
timent of the papers in which this
column appears; but The Preacher
Says: Vote No On All Pour Liquor
Questions! And may God bless
your effort toward right living and
clear thinking and action!

Knox Hospital, Aug. 29
Windsor Fair officially got under
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
way yesterday morning ln an en
Lying here ln my bed I am writ
larged four-day program replete
Publication Limited to Brief
What our lightkeepers and
ing a few lines. I want to thank
with many agricultural attractions
Poems
roastguarrismcn are doing to
all the dear friends who have re
of Original Composition
protect coastwise shipping by
for fair patrons and race fans. It
membered me with messages. They
By
Subscribers
day and by night. The day's
was Scout Day when Boy and Girl
mean so much and I'm so glad
news from many lonely out
I've such good friends. I am about
Scouts from all over central Maine
posts along Maine's waterfront.
the same; no operation yet. Just
ARTISTIC SENTIMENT
took over the fair grounds.
xrays,
etc.
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette:
—
A special attraction consisted of a
SVRF AT PEMAQVID
In the pleasant ward where I
I often hear people say. and I.
[For The Courier-Gazette]
flag raising under the auspices of
am lying, my neighbor ls Mrs. Bates
Hark; I hear the great waves thud' the Boy and Oirl Scouts. This was too. have said, "life has lost its
The tide will be turning from the followed by an historical pageant lu charm." There were In .the days cf Round Pond. She has been tellflood.
which Scouts competed for cash past the thrill witnessed by the re ng me an interesting nature story ’
Come! Let us go and listen.
prizes for the truest representations ceipt of a bit of lace, a pair of about a tame crow. He was taken
Let us watch them glisten
As they glide in the lowering sun.
shoes, a gingham dress, a picture, from a nest as a fledgling and he
of historical characters.
Don’t you love to watch them pound.
Participating In the flag raising a sled, a book, or a neck-tie, all of grew to be a great pet.: He learned
Hear them make that coast-defensegun sound.
was the Anson Boy Scout Drum which were made blessed by the »o talk, saying "Hello,'' "Scat!” to
See their batteries trip above the
the hens, and would watch for his
Corps of 25 members and recognized presence of our kinfolk.
ground.
Hurl their smoke along the parapets as one of the outstanding corps in
The whole scene was wholesome mistress to go to feed the hens and
full length
Maine, having been State cham by the very presence of these ride in state on the dish cf corn.
Before they spend their strength
"Bobby” would also say “Pretty"
And subside
blessed kindred souls.
pions for several years.
On the back of the outgoing tide?
The
panoramic
sceene
has and lf he was displeased he was
Everything for the fair patron, in
BrefcMESB 1 Come! Let us run
cluding a host of new attractions on changed, and now Instead of a naughty enough to be guilty of
8
And watch them stun
He
The trippers
the ten-acre space will provide gingham dress there may be one tweaking his mistress' arm
Into forgetting their suppers
would lie in her hand and play
of
satin,
yet
the
soul
Joy
has,
as
It
many
new
attractions.
Watch them bow In the light like con
cubines
Today Is horsemen's day at Wind were, fled and thus neither satin dead.
With anointed, emerald spines.
He would go blueberrylng with
sor Fair when over 150 horses from nor gold are ln themselves a means
As they unlace
Their splendour and their grace
the cream of New England stables to an end; for true joy and hap- her and he would pick berries and
To retire with the sun.
will show to Fair patrons and race Iness are of the soul and not by drop them ln his pall. Sometimes
The coppery, sllken-turbanned sun.
Mrs. Bates would steal away while
fans some of the best racing ever what we may possess.
There they are!
Thus from our memory chest we Bobby was at the neighbor's, but he
Nothing but waves, near and far!
stepped 111 Maine. Also featured on
A little less active tonight:
today's program is the exhibition of draw on the essential soul values; never failed to find her. swooping
They are not opal;
They are not white;
horses and colts at 2 p. m. and a the gingham dress is hallowed by down from the skies to perch on
They are not pearl
the past divine atmosphere, and her shoulder.
Herewith appears the full fleet of the once prosperous Damariscotta River •steamboat Company. “New They are waves ln a well.
baby show at 2 p. m.
Bobby was vain and when Mr.
castle.” the steamer on the inside, was a frequent Rockland visitor at was “Anodyne,* on the outside. The Pebbled by a curious girl
Interspersed in this afternoon's the satin ls unappreciated because
Bates Simonized the car Bobby
middle steamer. "Bristol.” was to the best of my knowl -dge never at Rockland —Photo by R. I- Graham via
program will be outstanding Oeorge the soul value is not there.
surface not straight,
The charm of the memory chest would perch on It and skate around,
Byron Boyles.
j An oscillating window
Hamid vaudeville attraction and to
i Of Pittsburg plate
is In the soul value of the remln- looking at himself ln the mirror.
night
a
complete
stage
show
and
re
i under the name of Damariscotta. boy. She was in a bad way at the > They slam like a door
No. 62
He did not like certain people
vue will be followed by a very fine j iscent mind. I go back to the
But whisper off shore
The diminutive "Anodyne” Is pre- River Steamboat Co. Around 1910. time and profited little from my j
spears of grass.
past. I return to the present. I and when they were ln the house
fiireworks
display.
sented today with a special thought due to the decline in steamboat visitation. She lay hauled up on |
-Stephen Allen Lavender
Windsor has something unusual to hope for the future; oh! charm be he would caw and make all the
Thomaston
for Carleton E. Morse who has passenger volume, the "Bristol" the bank near the steamboat wharf
commotion he could, to show his
offer for their charity program on mine forever!
vaguely joyous memories concern- was sold and taken to Boston and at Belfast alongside the twin stack Al'TIIOK OF THF SEACOAST
THE CHARM OF LIFE
displeasure.
Sunday.
This
has
been
declared
Life hath a charm from youth to age
ing her. and of the grand old boom later to New York, leaving the steamer "Silver Star”, both pracHe had the crow's usual affinity
From Robert Thayer Sterling, as- American Legion Day by the manlong spent:
days of High Bland which Anodyne "Newcastle" and "Anodyne" to carry tically abandoned, though at that slstant keeper at Portland Head
A theme, as song and Incantation for thievery, and once stole the
agement
and
starting
promptly
at
rightly
sung;
served in connection with "Hector” on the set vice
nm.e sUU,havln«
en^.S LW «omes word that his new book
richly blessed wherein Is house key, which was afterward
In June 1813 the "Anodyne" and general gear in place. They "Wooden Ships and Iron Men" will 12.30 will be an exhibition of the fol A process,
and other small steamers. Ano
sought a full and free content
found. He would grab hold of the
lowing
outstanding
American
Le

Refined and blended, as by touch of bottom of clothes hanging on the
dyne was a frequent visitor in came into Tenants Harbor while were afterwards stripped and their be out in another year. "I'm plan
magic wand
: hulls lie buried in the present day ning to go to town on that, for cer gion units from all over Maine: The
Intellect alone can dream line and swing happily for an hour
fill north of the late steamboat tain," declares the nautical writer Harold T. Andrews. Jr., unit of The human
on things which were, and that at a time.
Portland,
the
James
W
Williams
property.
which might have been:
whose best seller "Lighthouses of
One of Bobby's favorite foods was
Making their supplication unto Qod
i "Tremont" came out in 1895 In the Maine Coast" is still going unit from Bangor, and also from the
the Infinite:
butter, and lf he found the butter
the heydey of the small steamboat, | strong Capt. Sterling has auto same Post the Women's Drum and A witness to their part In the great dish uncovered and his mistress not
holy theme,
Bugle Corps, the Penobscot County
built at Brewer and hailing from graphed many copies this season.
Bound In a purpose vast and definite ln sight to prevent, he would eat
Auxiliary
Drum
and
Bugle
Corps
of
Bangor She was of 81 gross tons.
The introduction to coining Ster- !
Witness the charm ln silence, which all the butter he could gobble.
80.5 feet long. 21 foot beam and 4 8 ling opus will be written by Robert Brewer, the Oeorge N Bourque Post bears a call to rest:
Bobby was gentleman enough not
of
Waterville,
the
Winslow-Holbrook
Silence which rests our souls ln
1 loot draught, and was listed as of P Tristram Coffin, a recommenda- j
to
get rough with the family cat,
comfort
and
at
ease.
I unit from Rockland, the Frank R. Breathe In the depths of silence and
50 horsepower.
I tion in itself
but when "Snooky" came home with
be blest.
Connors Post at Ouilford, and the
Silence oh! silence, great yearnings a fat mouse Bobby would steal and
1 Augusta and Gardiner Corps. The
to appease
From one of the oldest and most PORTLAND HEAD
soar off, leaving Snooky much dis
John Robinson is on a vacation ab°ve 15 under the direct supervision The faclnattng and alluring things
valued residents of "Friendship
gruntled.
Enchant us as we onward go.
for
one
week
from
Porteous-MItchof
Augustus
B
Huntley.
State
ConHouse," Mrs Minerva Piper of
Patricia. Mrs. Bates’ granddaugh
Life bounding forth from the Irresis
test
Chairman
of
the
American
tible incessant Spring.
Rockport, came a gift in the form ell-Braun department store
ter. was the special pal of Bobby.
The charm and grandeur of the Im
Mrs. Robert Fickett and daugh- Legion.
of a glass paper weight showing the
When she was at play he was her
mortal soul
Directly following this at 3.30 will
"City of Bangor" at Northport with
Elizabeth of South Portland reYouth hath a charm to youth alone constant companion and when she
|
be
scheduled
what
ls
considered
one
, cently called on Mrs. R. T. Ster
then known:
the "Cimbria" in the foreground.
sat down to rest Bobby would decor
of the most outstanding attractions
Yet ln the latter days a greater
ling.
ously seat himself beside her.
charm we find:
Arthur Harlow of South Portland ■
the Fair' 8 thrilling polo game Youth's
charm seems carried on as by
When about a year old Bobby
Richard W. Hale of Schooner
a mystic power Its own;
and Miss Char.'tte Caddy of Port between two of the outstanding
caught
cold ln a thunder shower
The
latter
charm
Is
bound
In
bonds
Head. Bar Harbor, turns back the
land were guests oi ” e Hilt family teams of New England. Forest Hills
sublime
and died of what seemed pneumo
"Newcastle" is seen above in her later estate of "Pelham.” but looking years to 1871 by sending along a
vs.
White
Mountains.
The
manJohn
Carrel
Sunday. Mr and Mrs Clyde Grant
nia. trying to talk to his mistress
decidedly shabby. Her forward deck has been covered and other change, copy of the schedule of the “good,
East Orange, N. J.
daughter Earlene and Mrs. W. C. agement has spared no expense to
to the last. Poor, happy little
substantial side wheel boat 'Argo'
may be noted.—Photo by Graham.
Dow were their guests Monday eve provide professional players of the
RRRR
Bobby
Nancy Savage
of 250 tons burthen with good ac
very highest type and the public
Rockland during her general chart enroute to Castine. She had been commodations for all” which ran be- ning.
will
see
one
of
the
fastest
game
MEMORIES
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Sterling Jr.,
er days, prior to entering regular purchased from the Da^^ta tWM!n Belfast and Indian Point, Bar
CIVIL SERVICE EXAMS
[For The Courier-Oazette)
SONG OF AN AMERICAN
service on the Damariscotta River. River Steamboat Company a few' Harbor. connecting at Belfast with have arrived home frtfm a wonder ever played ln Maine.
The Civil Service OommLssion an
Such outstanding players as Lyle I wandered back across the years
"If I knew s better lend In title glor
Her larger sister Newcastle, was at weeks previously and entirely re the “Cambridge” and "Katahdin” ful vacation ln Jchnstown, Pa
To days of long ago.
nounces
open
competitive
examina

ious world ot ours.
Mrs. Charles Sterling, guest of her Phillips and Jasper Blandin of An And heard again those lullabies
this port a number of times and conditioned, intended for charter of Sanford's Independent Line and
tions for Minor Inspector, Ordnance Where s men gets better money end
That only mothers know.
ls
working shorter hours.
was documented out of Rockland and excursions on the Penobscot. the “City of Richmond" of the Port sister Mrs. R. T. Sterling was given dover. Mass.. Dr Reginald T. Lom In fancy heard the tender voice .
Material. 11290 a year and Under In If the Briton
or the Frenchman had
a surprise gathering Sunday after- bard of South Portland, Mr. and
The "Newcastle’ was sold to Bos
That oft' had calmed my fears.
Newcastle was an able boat. 175
spector,
Ordnance
Material,
81440
a
an
easier life than mine.
land Line.
childhood days to long ago.
neon and evening honoring her on Mrs. James Minnick of Augusta. Ga., InAnd
I d pack my goods this minute and I'd
horsepower, of 83 gross tons. 80 feet ton parties several years later, to
year,
for
filling
vacancies
ln
the
soothed sway my tears
sail across the brine
1 her birthday anniversary. In the will be seen In action. The teams I seemed to see a well loved face- Ordnance Department, War Depart,
long. 175 feet beam and 69 foot the same company that took over
But I notice when an alien wants a
Held gentle hands In mine.
will
play
six
periods
of
seven
and
A
numerous
group
of
unrelated
party
were
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Sterthe
"Bristol.
”
She
also
followed
land of hope and cheer.
draught. The last steamer to serve
memories bridge the chasm, wide. ment, Headquarters: Hartford Ord
one-half minutes each, C. D. Bart For
And a future for bla children, he
Across the space of time.
in that area was the “Winter Har to New York. With this sale of steamboats of all types will be pre- !ingl Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Dow,
nance
District
(comprising
the
State
immigrates and settles here.
No shadows dim that backward path
lett acting as umpire.
bor” which died at her dock In "Newcastle” the Damariscotta River j sented during the next few weeks j Misses Elizabeth and Marion Sterof Connecticut and Counties of Here's the glorious land of Freedom.
That leads along that lane.
The
evening
program
consists
of
Here's the bondman's hopes and
Steamboat
Company
discontinued
preparatory
to
starting
the
Vinal[jng,
Mr
and
Mrs
Robert
Sterling
I
sifted
out
the
memories
dear.
Wiscasset, just beyond where the
Berkshire, Franklin, Hampshire,
goal
And put them back again
all service.
haven-Rockland series These boats Jr Charles Sterling, E. C. Stoddard an outstanding stage revue, a twoFor the peasant out of Russia, for the
old schooners lie rotting today.
and
Hamden.
Massachusetts)
and
Rose B Hupper
tong subjected Pole;
• • • •
j faU in no special classification and and R. T. Sterling Luncheon was hour technicolor film featuring "The
• • • •
Tenants Harbor.
Boston Ordnance District (com It ls here the sons of Italy and the
well remember boarding so lend themselves to this general served Mrs. Sterling received gilts Middleton Family At the World's
I
can
men of Austria turn
prising the States of Maine, NewSteamer Anodyne was built at
RRRR
Fair." This is the first time that
For the comfort of their bodies, and
the steamer "Tremont” as a small I mopping up operation.
and cards
Hampshire,
Vermont,
Rhode
Island,
Bristol in 1895. for service along the
the
wages they can earn.
BT. GEORGE SENSATION
Yacht racing last Saturday was as this special talking picture has been
and Massachusetts as far West as And with all that men complain of,
Maine coast, advertising and sell
(For
The
Courier
Gazette|
and
with all that goes amlae.
they say “a sight for sore eyes." Is shown in Maine and for those who
Worcester County). At the present There’s no happter. better nation on
ing Johnson's Anodyne ILinament.
have not seen the New York World’s St Georgers all along the way
there
much
to
compare
with
20
the world's broad face than thia
Turned out In force one memorable time there are anticipated vacan
It was for this reason the boat was
So I'm thinking when I listen to the
day
sailing craft or more wending their Fair it will give a fine opportunity to
cies at Bridgeport. New Haven, and
named "Anodyne." She carried a
walls of discontent.
A century ago and more
view
the
thrills
and
delights
experi

way ver the waves? This was the
As they had never done before
Waterbury, Connecticut. Applica And some foreign disbeliever spreads
crew of three with Capt. Gamage,
his evil sentiment.
i
10th annual Portland-Monhegan enced by an average family on their For neighbor Capt Joseph Watts
1
tions will be received until further That the bread of hate and envy that
of Bristol in command, George;
Was then In everybody's thoughts.
race. The starting point is off visit to this national attraction.^
la sowing sin and shame.
That day from an up country town
notice. The necesasry application
Farrar of Tenants Harbor, engineer
I In this glorious land of freedom should
A fine display of fireworks will He brought his second consort down
Portland Head.
forms and further information may
and one deckhand.
go back from whence he came
And
In
a
carriage
by
her
side
I <»
At Cape Porpoise last Saturday wind up this very complete Sunday He drove with his attractive bride
be obtained from, the Secretary. And I hold It Is the duty, rich or poor
After a few years in this enter
•mr
of every man.
program.
It was the first horse drawn machine Board of U. S. Civil Service Examin
were
held
the
Model
schooner
races
prise, Capt. Carnage placed the
Who enjoys thia country* bounty to
That St. Oeorge folks had ever seen
where a large crowd gathered. The
be all American "
To take the place of ox carts rough
ers at any first or second-class post
little steamer ln general service
edge.
A
board
walk
leads
from
the
That heretofore were good enough
winner was Ridlon and his boat was
office.
—From “The Bugle Call.” and
along this section of the coast and
For
all
the
old
time
personel
light tower in a winding way down
the Wendell Wilkie.
Who wished to ride a vehicle
republished at the request of Mrs.
later in regular service on the
F. O. Hilt took his crowd on a the side of the cliff to where the The automobile that first came
European countries keep pace Ola Carver Ames of Vinalhaven,
Damariscotta river. As his busi
In our day won no such fame.
bell
machinery
house
can
be
easily
meter trip Monday afternoor^to Old
Caused no sensation as that cbalse
with the United 8tates ln prevent- past department president of the
ness increased, he added a larger
Orchard Beach where the’ Three reached . . . The water ls very bold Of early nineteenth century days
Ing blindness ln metropolitan areas. Ladies of the O.A.R.
boat, steamer Bristol. 48 tons, built
Allison M Watts
Quarter Century Club was in ses close to the shore, which allows wa
at Bristol In 1901 and in 1902 still
Jamaica. Vt.
ter craft to get within a short
sion.
Mr
Hilt
who
enjoys
a
game
another steamer, much larger than
RRRR
of checkers wasn't long finding the range of the lighthouse.”
the Bristol was built at Bristol to
AUTUMN
place
where
checkers
were
being
complete the fleet, this steamer
MATINICUS ROCK
(For The Courier Oazette]
played
by
the
older
boys
around
81
being called Newcastle and gross
One of the most attractive of the smaller boats of the nineties was
__
Greetings to all "Guardians of Ooldenrod's plumes of yellow spill
Tremont,” Brewer built, and a habitue of the waters of the Mount
d
years of a8e He says the our Coast.”
ing 83 tons
Bright ftame o'er the country every
At this time the boats were run | Desert area. Photo from Col. Stinson.
i
put up 8 gre8t game. About
where.
Howard Colbeth arrived here re And the
first faint tang of autumn
_______________________________________________________ _ ___________________ 1C00 members were gathered for
chill
cently
for
the
purpose
of
making
their one day in the year and what
Is
felt
In
the early morning air
I and different approaches to this
a gorgeous day! They gave a great repairs.
When you get your local option ballot this year
Nature,
the
artist, will dip her brush
Miss
Pauline
Thompson
was
a
great problem are being advocated entertainment.
Deep In a pot of rainbow dyes.
visitor at Matinicus recently.
you will find four questions on it instead of three.
To lavishly tint each tree and bush
and studied. These in turn are
With gorgeous colon for their demise
Miss Constance Fletcher has re
Worthy Citizens Must Be being refined by public discussion. FEN PICTURE OF OWL'S HEAD turned
The Part Maine Will Play
They are:
has spent her magical ware
from a visit ln Brownville, Summer
In answer to the inquiry of Mr.
Extravagantly, for our delight.
Assisted Without Delay, Each has good and bad points. All Cotterell
At the Eastern States
of Newarkfi N. J. which where she was guest at the home And lingers by, loath to onward fare
1. Shall State stores for the sale of liquor be operated by
She'll bid a silent adieu some froscy
1 will profoundly influence the final appeared in last Saturday's issue, of Mr. and Mrs. C. S. Stickney.
Says Sumner Sewall
Exposition
permission of the Liquor Commission in this city or town?
night.
Recent visitors at the home of
. »•.»«. i National program.
l the editor regrets that no photoAlthough lovely Summer her bright
‘ It is my sincere opinion that the ;
2. Shall licenses be granted in this city or town under regu
Maine's dairy industry will hold
way wends
,,
.
...
...
.
“In rendering assistance to the graph of Owl's Head has appeared Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Fletcher were
lation of the State liquor commission for the sale therein of wine
With a backward glance and a
the spotlight during the week of ultimate solution of ie Old Age aged we must constantly remem- jin response to his request, but here Donald Stickney of Brownville,
sprightly nod.
and spirits to be consumed on the premises?
Sept. 15 at the Eastern States Ex- problem will be a National Pen- ij(,r our very human purpose. Our is at least a word picture, with Theodore Stickney of Little Falls, Somehow I feel that the Autumn
tends
N.
J.,
Fernald
Stickney
of
West
3. Shall licenses be granted in this city or town for the sale
position at Springfield Mass., when sion Plan." declared Sumner Sew- (rue objective is to bring to the in- thanks to Capt. Robert Thayer
To draw us ln closer communoln
therein of malt liquor (beer, ale and other malt beverages) to be
with Qod.
cne entire side of the State of I all in a recent speech. “While | <jjvidual a real sense of security, Sterling for it Ls taken from his Caldwell, N. J„ and Mr. and Mrs
—Nellie M Ervlne
consumed on the premises?
Maine Building will be devoted to a [ such a plan is being developed on a to bring to the older citizen a bcok “Lighthouses of the Maine Franklin H. Perkins of Milo.
Tenants Harbor.
Miss Marjorie Hall of Matinicus
display of milk. The purpose of National basis, it is clearly up to the greater measure of comfort and Coast."
4. Shall licenses be granted in this city or town for the sale
RRRR
the exhibit is to create interest in State to see that our laws are kept happiness in his declining years.
"Owl's Head Light Station is lo was lovternight guest Tuesday of
therein of malt liquor (beer, ale and other malt beverages) not to
I
STORY
OF
THE
ROSE
Mrs.
Pauline
Thompson.
in
harmony
with
the
Federal
SysAccordingly we must be extremely cated in West Penobscot Bay. not
milk and dairy products.
be consumed on the premises?
[For The Courler-Oazette]
Signing off, with best regards to
Commissioner Washburn pointed tem to the end that we may fully sensitive to the feelings of those far from Rockland. There is a fine
I
stand
above
the
road
so
white
all.
out that this display Ls Maine's part share in its benefits and no elder- we are trying to help.
approach to it in a northeasterly
And scatter fragrance on the night
THIS IS WHAT THEY MEAN:—
HOME
in the milk promotion program ly person be allowed to suffer.
And bend low when the Summer
"Administrative red tape must be direction through the Muscle Ridge
breeze,,
There
are
palaces
and
Inanslons
____
„ the four northern New
"The Social Security Act is still
minimum. The methods channel. This lighthouse is very
sponsored
by
Stln softly In the whispering trees.
That some folks call their home.
Shall we have a State liquor store in our town?
England States. "We are proud to in an experimental stage. Severalof application, investigation and attractive and brings thousands to But even a shack or a shanty
I know not whither I shall go
have been delegated to lead off in amendments have already been determination of individual need its 'shore who seek bracing sea May be to what our heart ls sewn.
When Summer fades and rough winds
Shall we have cocktail lounges in the hotels and
blow.
the milk promotion campaign" lie made, and more are to come. New must be such that worthy citizens breezes, and the most pleasant There are people in this world today
For then I'll droop with look forlorn;
Who, even while they roam.
clubs
in town?
continued, "and we have put the
~
will be assisted without delay, an- scenery.
My stem a leafless, withered thorn.
Can state tn a very sincere waly:
entire resources of our department , will point out the health and nutri- guish or loss of pride.
"This is one of the lighthouses "There ls no place like Home."
Shall
we have beer parlors in this town?
It's then my trusting heart will rest
leave the wayside It has blessed
behind this display in order to jus- tive value of milk. At the far end
"Maine has made a substantial built during the early part of the Each day and night for years to come And
Yet live again and by Ood's hand
The sun will rise and set
Shall we have beer sold to take out in this town?
tify the honor conferred on Maine." J of the milk exhibit a milk bar will beginning in Old Age Assistance. 19th Century, and is recognized as On
To help make glad an unknown land.
many a different, but human
home
Maurice P. HUI
A real dairy barn, set up in two be in operation where samples of Many thousands of our citizens are one of the most attractive struc
Rockland.
sections is the main theme in the New England milk will be served by already being helped. We have set tures of masonry on the coast. It That some will never forget.
It
’
s
'way
out
ln
the
ocean
center of the exhibit. On either six of Maine's most attractive young ourselves to a great task, and we was authorized by President John Surrounded by the sea.
A little trouble can go a long way
side are exhibits showing various ladies.
will continue to carry forward the Quincy Adams, the sixth President, It may mean Just "The Rock” to you,
les past belief by merely talking
steps in the milk industry showing
Washburn predicted that more work until our purpose Is accom- and never rebuilt. It stands ICC But It means Home to me
for anyone can multiply his mlserMiss Dorothy Pletcher
what it takes to feed a cow for a than 200.000 persons would visit the i pItshed."
feet above high water and lias a
Matlnicus Rock.
about 'em.
white tower constructed of Maine
year, how milk is transported from Maine Building and he expressed
----------the dairy farm to the consumer.
the hope that more Maine people I Although free schooling has made granite.
It ls said that approximately 90
MAINE W. C. T. U., MRS. AUGUSTA CHRISTIE, President
Always think before you act, but
“Its construction is very unique, percent of all the airline companies
At the front end of the Bluilding would take advantage of the oppor-the acquirement of ltarning easy,
142 FREE STREET, PORTLAND, MAINE
the New England Dairy and Food tunity to see New England agri- , wisdom is still attained the hard and is located on a high precipice require that their stewardesses be don't think too long about an-

GUARDIANS

OF OUR COAST

FOUR QUESTIONS
THIS TIME!

A Milk Display

Must Cut Red Tape

Vote “NO”

ON ALL FOUR QUESTIONS

Council will set up a display which) culture in one panorama.

J way.

sloping down nearly to the water's registered nurses.

iwerlag intersting olaaaUled offers

